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Vorwort 

Limnologie, selbst dann, wenn sie auf physikalische 

Phänomene beschränkt bleibt, ist eine breit gefächerte 

Wissenschaft, bei der physikalische Fragestellungen 

nicht ohne Blickwinkel auf biologische und chemische 

Prozesse untersucht werden sollten. Aus diesem Grunde 

werden vom Fachmann breite Grundlagenkenntnisse voraus

gesetzt. 

Der vorliegende Bericht, von Dr . M. Laska wäh r end 

seines Aufenthaltes als Gastdozent an der Versuchsan

stalt für Wasserbau, Hydrologie und Glaziologie im 

Jahre 1980/81 verfasst, beabsichtigt, eine al l gemein 

verständliche Einführung in die wichtigsten Teilgebiete 

der physikalischen Limnologie zu geben. Die Zielsetzung 

ist dabei, sowohl den klassischen, auf biologische und 

chemische Prozesse orientierten Limnologen, wie den 

auf die Probleme der Seen Dynamik ausgerichteten Inge

nieur zu interessieren. Aus dieser Zielsetzung ergibt 

sich zwangsläufig der Aufbau der Arbeit, in welcher 

die thematische Uebersicht vor der wissenschaftlichen 

Neuheit Vorrang hat. 

Dr . K. Hutter 

Chef 

Physikalische Limnologie 
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Preface 

The deteriorating statl! of OUf aquatic environment and the 

ever growing multipurpose use of surface waters have recently 

evoked growing public interest. both p r ofessional and general, 

in decision-making regarding wate r resources US!! and water ma

nagement. As a consequence, scientific analysis and theoreti

cal considerations are urgently needed in the practical evalu

ation of existing surface water systems, their fresh water re

serves and water quality . In order to achieve these require 

ments, researche r s engaged in aquatic sciences should become 

acquainted, as closely as possible, with two sorts of flows : 

the flow of ... at"r in the lacusttine ecosystem and the flOOi of 

information concerning these processes. 

For the first type of flow the application of mathematical 

modelling techniques, especially water flow simulation by 

means of hydrodynamical - numerical models, will lead us to prac

tical results concerning real-time forecasting of water citcu

lation, water levels and watet quality. The other flow, the 

flQ/of information, is needed to evaluate all the studies un

dertaken in the field of basic and applied research in water 

environments , in order to find the most adequate and most 

practical ways of solving all the water problems which have to 

be faced up to. 

If the hydraulic engineer, hydrologist and limnologist can 

become completely familiar with these sorts of flows, one can 

be sure that al l the environmental p rotection tasks and the 

burden of the mentioned multipurpose requirements placed on 

the surface waters by demophorlc growth, will be optimally 501-

ved. In essence one of the main goals of the work presented, 

1s to characterize and elucidate these two sorts of flows. 

An attempt 1s made here to cover, firstly,a wide range of 

possible limnological problems and,secondly, to give a survey 

of some studies made in recent years concerning lacustrine 

processes. Thus, the work presented is to some extent a state-
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of-the-a~t report on physical limnology processes, aiming to 

aescribe the basic objectives and p rocedures in this field of 

research. All this i5 the result qf the gceat intetest being 

placed nowadays on the development of limnological sciences . 

As a coordinated treatment of physical limnology processes 

i5 given in this work, the study undertaken i5 meant for a 

wide spect r urn of readers . All physical characteristics and dy

naroical concepts are given, therefore . in a [athe! elementary 

fashion to give all kinds of readers a pleasant relief from 

all the sophisticated theoretical works. 

Having he te the opportunity, I wish to thank cordially all 

those who, in one way or another, helped , assisted and sponso

red this wo r k . 

The work was carried out during the author's stay as Gast

dozent at the "Versuchsanstalt für Wasserbau, Hydrologie und 

Glaziologie H of the HEidgenössische Technische Hochschule " in 

Zürich. Fi r st , my sincere thanks are due to Prof . Dr. D. Vischer , 

Directot of VAW- ETHZ , for the confidence he has shown in gi

ving me the post and for his patient interest throughout the 

work. The same thanks are also due to PD. Dr . K. Hutter, the 

leader of the "Seeströmungsgruppe" at VAW, and moreover for 

his indispensable assistance in reading the manuscr ipt, his 

valuable comments and for his advice and encouragement. His 

fLiendly and admirably patient help in the final arrangement 

of the manuscript presented is deeply appreciated. 

Great appreciation is given to all members of the VAW- ETHZ 

staff, who by their help and friendship, made the author 's stay 

at VAW most fruitful and pleasant. There is no place to men 

tion all the names within this respect, nevertheless I am in 

depted to Dr . Karin Schram for her administrative help and 

social care, to Diplom Oceanographer W.Horn for his assistance 

in obtaining all the mate ri als and data required, to Mi ss 

E. Rickenbach for librarian help, to Mr. eh . Bucher for the 

drawings and, last but not least, my great thanks are undoubt-
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ably due to Mr. F. Langenegger for the tedious but most effi

cient typing and technical lay-out of the work . Further, I 

would like to re cord my gratitude to Or . E. Hollan from the 

ftLandesanstalt fü r Umweltschutz Baden Württemberg H
, Karlsruhe, 

Germany, and Oe. A. Jankowski from the Institute of Oceanology 

PAN, Sopot, Poland, for their help in reviewing parts of the 

draft manuscript . The friendly help of Dr . Joyce Ellen Tranter 

from the Institute of Oceanographic Sciences, Liverpool, Eng

land, who read the first two sections is also greatly appre

ciated. 

My grateful acknowledgement is made to the direction of my 

mother institute , namely the Institute of Meteorology and Wa

ter Management in Poland, especially to the former Acting Oi

rector Prof. Dr. Zd. Kaczmarek-) whose kind permission enabled 

me to take over, while on leave, the two-year (1979/80) post as 

Visiting Docent at the MInstitut für Meereskunde der Universi

tät Hamburg H and one-year (1980/81) post as Visiting Docent at 

the VAW-ETHZ. 

Finally I am thankfu l to my wife Mira for her hard house 

and family work in Poland, who fully succeeded - without giv-

ing up her medical profession - in accomplishing all the 

tasks undertaken during my absence, and who always shared with 

me all the inevitable M UpS and downs H
• 

*) Presently the Scientific Secretary of the Polish Academy 
of Sciences, PAN, Warsaw, Poland. 
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Synopsis 

In the reeent environmental erisis, due to the ever growing 

population and industrialization and, unfortunately, to some 

ex tent due to man ' s ignoranee or even wilful interferenee with 

eeologieal life, great publie attention is being paid and in

te~est being shown in the urgent needs to preserve either the 

existinq unaffeeted natura l regions and systems or reeover as 

far as is possible, the al ready -spoiled environment whieh we 

are living in. 

The deteriorating state of our natural environment stimula

ted the minds of various seientists and researehers into seek 

ing adequate and optimal means for this restoration and protee

tion. The demophorie growth -the effeets of the inereased po

pulation, industrialization and urbanization on the one hand, 

and r ise in produetion and eonsumption on the other hand- has 

imposed enormous demands on our laeustrine environment. If 

these demands are not earefully evaluated , analysed and eonsi

dered within the framework of the eeosystem in quest ion, a 

threat to our fresh water r ese rvoirs will undoubtedly be ob

vious . Unfo r tunately this threat is already in ~progress" as 

far as some of our fresh water basins and espeeially river 

waters are eoneerned. It should be elear to everyone that al

though the amount of fresh water reserves, in eoroparison to 

salt waters, is rather small, it plays a basic, indispensable 

role in the maintenanee of terrestrial life. In order to pre

serve this life and espeeially to forestall eatastrophe, re

searehers of the numerous geophysieal seiences, espeeially 

physieal limnologists, are bound to extend their basic know

ledge, and develop tools and means to satisfy optimally all 

the reeent demophoric requirements, while at the same time 

preserving the beauty of our water environment. Of course, 

there is no need to emphasize that the physical limnologist 

is quite aware of all these problems; the best proof being tne-, 

amount of basic and appUed research going on in this field in 

the last two deeades. All these effor t s are spent in acquiring 
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a deep understanding of aquatic ecosystems and are focused on 

aehieving a sound basis for optimal management of all our 

fresh water resources. Thus physical limnology has reeently 

grown in importance and is nowadays obviously a discipline of 

its own scientific status in the broad family of geophysical 

sciences. 

While it is difficult, or even impossible, to cover the 

entire field of physical limnology phenomena, the research 

activities undertaken hereafter have been focused mainly on 

dynamic characteristics and numerieal modelling of physical 

limnology processes. Thus, the presented work will eonsist of 

two main parts. The first pllrt will include physical descrip

tions, theoretical considerations and more specifically, the 

dynamical characteristics of all limnologieal phenomena with

in the scope of this work . The second pllrt will deal with nu

merical modelling techniques and mathematical simulation of 

same particular dynamic phenomena generated in lakes . The main 

interest , however, will be focused on currents and storm surge 

phenomena, confined gene rally to lacustrine conditions . In 

order to provide more background information, references will 

be given to investigations into currents and surges experien

ced in shallow seas as weIl . 

It is clear that within the scope of this work only such 

topics will be included as have a phys i cal bearing on lake eco

system dynamics. Topics of chemical and biological, as weIl 

as those of optieal and accoustical character will be exeluded . 

This also applies to all experimental teehniques and instru

mentation. Hydrologie eycles of precipitation, evaporation and 

iee dynamies are also omitted. This is not done because of 

the lesser importance of these pro~esses, properties and means, 

but only beeause of the necessity to restrict the scope of the 

work undertaken. 

The scientific interest in this work is plaeed mainly on 

the dynamical characteristics of external and interna 1 forees 

governing the motion processes in lakes and general water 

circulation in shallow basins. Wi·nd-driven eurrents and wind-
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induced waves, set-up and seiche-like phenomena, internal wa

ves, seiches and surges, and storm surges will be analysed. 

These characteristics will be given in Part I which also con

tains some general introductory remarks on the origin of lakes, 

their geomorphometry and tresh water reserves . Pa rt Il will 

deal with theoretical considerations and numerical modelling 

techniques concerning lake water dynamics. Here the basic 

equations governing the dynamical processes in shallow waters 

will be formulated. A mathematical description of periodic 

oscillations will be given and numerical algorithms and their 

physical-mathematical properties concerning the most striking 

phenomena in a lake, namely storm surges, will be discussed. 

lt is hoped , that this selection of physical limnology proces

ses and the sequence of their presentation will give suffici

ent background for a better understanding of the basic prin 

ciples of water dynamics and provide adequate means for prac

tical analysis and calculation of lake circulation processes. 

The work is addressed mainly to hydraulic engineers and 

especially those who are engaged in physical limnology, but it 

1S hoped as weIl that oceanographers will be able to find some 

comparative material for their own research studies. As will 

be seen, both the disciplines, limnology and oce411ography, have 

the same study root and are based on the same scientific basis 

and research background . Theit scientific separation is rather 

formal and mainly scale dependent because essentially they 

treat only individual bodies of water: the nonmarine or _rine 

part of the total hydrosphere . The best proot that the two dis

ciplines are scientifically close to each other is shown by 

the activities and works of the AlDerican Society oE Limnolo9'l M>d 

Oceanography. 
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zusammenfassung 

Oie allgemeine Verschlechterung der Umweltqualität, ausge

löst durch die zunahme der Bevölkerung und der Industrialisie

rung, beruht sowohl auf mangelnden Kenntnissen über die quan

titative Rückwirkung der in die Biosphäre abgegebenen Abfa l l

stoffe auf ökologische Lebensbedingungen als auch auf der 

Hinnahme erkannter negativer Auswirkungen, die durch den ge 

nannten Stoffeintrag sowie durch grössere technische Eingrif

fe in die natürliche Umgebung entstehen. Angesichts der nicht 

abzusehenden Entwicklung hat sich ein grosses öffentliches 

Interesse dafür gebildet, dass Abhilfe geschaffen wird, um 

einerseits bestehende, noch wenig betroffene Naturregionen zu 

schützen und andererseits stark beeinträchtige oder gefährdete 

Gebiete zu sanieren. 

Oie Wissenschaft wendet sich vermehrt der Aufgabe zu, die 

grundlegenden Zusammenhänge aufzuklären, die das Erscheinungs

bild der natürlichen Umwelt und ihre Veränderungen bestimmen, 

damit die Schäden durch angemessene Verfahren beseitigt ode r 

mindestens reduziert werden können. Oie limnischen Anteile der 

Umwelt werden in erheblichem Umfang durch das demophorische 

Wachstum, d.h. die Bevölkerungszunahme sowie den allgemeinen 

Anstieg der Produktion und des Verbrauchs belastet . Oie tat

sächlichen und möglichen Veränderungen müssen sorgfältig ana

lysiert werden, um den natürlichen Wasservorrat nicht zu be

einträchtigen. 

Oie Abnahme der Wasserqualität hat in einigen Flüssen und 

Seen bereits bedrohliche Ausmasse angenommen, wa s grössere 

finanzielle Anstrengungen zu r Reinhaltung der Wasser reserven 

rechtfertigt. Der geophysikalischen Forschung fällt für den 

wissenschaftlichen Anteil dieser Aufgabe eine entscheidende 

Rolle zu, um die Prozesse der negativen Auswirkungen quantita

tiv abzuklären und Vorschläge für praktische Verbesserungsver 

fahren in zusammenarbeit mit biologisch- chemisch ausgerichte

ten Disziplinen zu erstellen. Es sind i~sbesondere physikalLsch-
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limnologische und hydrologische Untersuchungen durchzuführen, 

um den erforderlichen exakten Einblick in den Stoff- und Ener

giehaushalt und lokale hydrodynamische Erscheinungsformen zu 

erhalten. Hierzu sind verschiedene hydrodynamische Prozesse in 

ihren jeweiltgen durch die speziellen Randbedingungen vorge

schriebenen Formen zu erklären, die u.a. komplexen Charakter 

haben. Die Bewältigung dieser ~ufgabe erfordert umfangreiche 

Spezialkenntnisse, die zum grossen Teil von weiter fortge

schrittenen Nachbardisziplinen wie der physikalischen Ozeano 

graphie, der angewandten Physik und der angewandten mathemati 

schen Modellierung übernommen werden müssen. Den besten Beweis 

für den Erfolg dieser auf Aufgabenteilung beruhenden Untersu

chungsweise liefern die Ergebnisse, die mit hoch anspruchsvol

len Untersuchungsverfahren an Flüssen und Seen in den letzten 

zwei Jahrzehnten erhalten wurden . Alle diese Vo r haben waren 

auf eine quantitative Erfassung aquatischer Oekosysteme gerich

tet, um die natürlichen und künstlichen Süsswasserreservoire 

optimal, d.h. auch unter dem Aspekt naturschützender Massnah 

men , zu bewirtschaften. Aufgrund dieser Arbeiten sind die phy

sikalischen Gesetzmässigkeiten genauer aufgeklärt worden, die 

die scheinbar nicht überschaubaren physikalischen Vorgänge vor 

allem in grossen Binnengewässern behe r rschen. Dazu war es not

wendig, ein spezielles hydrodynamisches Begriffssystem zu bil

den und empirische Untersuchungsverfahren anzuwenden, die 

einen ähnlich hochentwickelten Stand wie in der Ozeanographie 

und Meteorologie aufweisen. Diese gegenüber der sonst üblichen 

bio-wissenschaftlichen Betrachtungswe i se in der Limnologie ei

genständige Behandlung der Physik grosser Binnengewässer ent

spricht sehr genau der Verfahrensweise der Schwesterdisziplin 

der physikalischen Limnologie, der physikalischen Ozeanogra

phie, die beide als Teildisziplinen der Geophysik anzusehen 

sind. 

Da es zu weit führen würde, den gesamten physikalisch-lim

nologischen ~ufgabenbereich darzulegen, wurden die folgenden 

Bet rachtungen auf charak~e ( istische dynamische Vorgänge und 

deren mathematische Modellierung beschränkt. Dabei werden 
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wichtige dynamische Eigenschaften physikalischer Vorgänge in 

Seen zusammenfassend beschrieben. Das Hauptinteresse wird da

bei auf winderzeugte Wasserstandsänderungen gerichtet sein, 

die vor dem breiten Hintergrund der für flache Randmeere er

haltenen Ergebnisse betrachtet werden. 

Wenn auch die Ausführungen solche physikalischen Vorgänge 

betreffen, die grösseren Einfluss auf die Dynamik von Qeko

systemen haben, so wird jedoch auf die chemischen und biolo

gischen, optischen und akustischen Erscheinungen nicht einge

gangen, die mit jenen in Zusammenhang stehen . Gleiches gilt 

für messtechnische Verfahren, die zur hinreichend genauen Be

obachtung de r Naturverhältnisse angewendet werden. Des weite

ren werden hydrologische Elemente wie die zeitlichen Schwan 

kangen von Niederschlag und Verdunstung sowie der Vereisung 

nicht einbezogen. Die Beschränkungen resultieren nicht etwa 

aus der geringeren Bedeutung der genannten Erscheinungen, son

dern lediglich aus der zielsetzung, die physikalischen Prozes

se genauer zu umreissen, durch die die verschiedenen physik a

lischen Zustände eines Sees charakterisiert sind. Die auslö

senden dynamischen Felder bilden innere und äusse re Kräftever

teilungen, die in Seen vor allem durch die Einwirkung des 

Windfeldes zustande kommen und eine nicht unbedeutende Modifi 

kation durch das Zufluss- und Abflussregime erfahren. Im fol

genden Abschnitt werden die durch den wind erzeugten Zirkula

tionen und Wasserstandsswankungen, OberfläChenwellen und Ei

genschwingungen des ungeschichteten und geschichteten Sees 

Stand der Betrachtung sein, ausgehend von einigen Bemerkungen 

über die Entstehung und Morphologie der Seen . 

Im zweiten Abschnitt über die mathematische Simulation hyd

rodynamischer Bewegungsvorgänge in Seen folgen die weiter oben 

genannten exemplarischen theoretischen Darlegungen. Mit der so 

umrissenen Abfolge der Betrachtung ist insbesondere beabsich

tigt, dass der Weg einer Untersuchung über die grossräumig 

zusammenhängende dynamische Reaktion eines Sees von den ele

mentaren physikalischen Gesetzrnässigkeiten aus bis zur praktisch 
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verwertbaren Beschreibung - etwa der Vorhe r sage des Bewegungs-

feldes in einem bestimmten Bereich des Sees -

werden kann. 

klar übe rschaut 

Die Behandlung des Stoffes zielt fe r ner darauf ab, dass 

nicht nur die mit physikalisch-limnologischen Fragen befassten 

Physiker, Ingenieure und Limnologen sondern auch die mit ver

wandten Problemen vertrauten Ozeanog r aphen angesprochen werden. 

Letzteres ist deswegen besonders he r vorzuheben, weil physika

lische Limnolo9'ie und Ozeanographie auf demselben methodischen 

Hinte r grund aufbauen. Beide Disziplinen sind darauf ausgerich

tet, zusammen mit der Hydrologie die Erscheinungen de r H9dro

sphlire zu erklären, insbesondere die Bildung individueller 

Wasserkörper und deren gegenseitige Beeinflussung untereinan

der, wobei die physikalische Limnologie und Hydrologie auf die 

binnenländisch eingeschlossenen Wasserkörper beschränkt sind 

und die Ozeanographie den weitaus grösseren maritimen Bereich 

umfasst. Die zuletzt genannte Disziplin erstreckt sich auch 

auf mehr oder weniger vom Festland umschlossene Seegebiete. 

Im Hinblick auf die ozeanographischen Untersuchungen in diesen 

Rendregionen des Weltmeeres wird besonders deutlich, dass 

entsprechende A.ufgabenstel l ungen der Ozeanographie nahtlos 

in die der physikalischen Limnologie übergehen, wenn man Buch

ten und Randmeere betrachtet, die nur einen sehr engen Zugang 

zum Ozean haben . Anschliessend sei darauf hingewiesen, dass 

eine aus diesem Grunde übergreifende Arbeitsweise bereits in 

grossem Umfange durch die ~American Society of Limnology and 

Oceanography~ realisiert wird und zu erheblich weiter fortge 

schrittenen Erkenntnissen geführt hat. 
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R~swn~ 

Dans la r~cente crise de l ' environnement due ä l ' augmenta 

tion continue de la population, ä l'industrialisation et mal

heureusement aussi aux interventions incomp~tentes ou arbit

raires de l'homme dans l a vie ~cologique, un grand int~r~t 

s ' est d~velopp~ dans le public qui a ~t~ rendu attentif ä la 

n~cessit~ urgente de pr~server ce qui existe ou de r~tablir 

autant que possible l'environnement naturel, d~jä d~grad~, 

dans lequel nous vivons. 

L'~tat de d~t~rioration de notre environnement naturel a 

rAveillä la conscience de divers scientifiques et chercheurs 

qui s'efforcent de trouver maintenant les moyens adäquats 

pour sa restauration et sa protection. La croissance dämopho

rique, c ' est-ä-dire d'une part l'accroissement de la popula

tion, de l ' industrialisation et de l'urbanisme, d'autre part 

l'intensification de la production et de la consommation exi 

gent une intense contribution de not r e environnement lacustre. 

Si cette utilisation n'est pas ~valuäe avec soin, analys~e et 

consid~r~e en accord avec les possibilitäs du syst~me ~colo

gique en question, une menace certaine plane ra sur nos räser

voirs d ' eau douce . Malheureusement le danger progresse däjä 

pour nos bassins d'eau douce et s~cialement pour l ' eau de 

nos rivi~res et fleuves. 

Bien que notre räserve d'eau douce, compar~e ä la quantit~ 

d'eau de mer, soit relativement petite, chacun de noua est 

conscient qu ' elle joue un rOle prApondärant et indispensable 

pour le maintien de la vie sur la terre. 

Afin de pr~server cette vie, et aussi de pr~venir tout ex

c~s, les chercheura dans le domaine Atendu et variA des sci 

ences g~ophysiques, s~cialement les chercheurs en limnologie 

physique se sont rAunis pour ätendre leurs connaissances de 

base et d~velopper les outils requis et les moyens de satis 

faire le mieux possible aux räcentes exigences d~mophoriques, 
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mais en m~me temps pour pr~server la beaut~ de notre environ

nement lacustre. 

Il n'est naturellement pas n~cessaire d'insister sur le 

fait que le s~cialiste en limnologie physique est parfaite

ment au courant de tous ces probl~mes . La meilleure preuve 

est l'envergure des reche rehes fondamentales et d ' appl ication 

r~alis~es dans ce domaine pendant les deux derni~res decennies. 

TOUS ces efforts ont pour but de comprendre parfaitement les 

ecosyst~mes aquatiques et de cr~er les bases n~cessaires pour 

un a~nagement optimal de toutes nos ressources en eau douce. 

Ainsi la limnologie physique, qui au d~but n'~tait qu ' une 

soeur cadette de l'oc~anographie physique, s ' est fortement d~

velopp6e, son importance s'est accrue et elle est maintenant 

une discipline qui a, dans la gr ande famille des sciences 

g~ophysiques, son propre statut seientifique . 

Pour l'instant, il est diffic11e ou m~me impossible de 

s'occuper de tout le domaine de la limnologie physique; les 

recherches mentionn~es c1-apr~s sont d1rig~es spöeialement 

vers les earaet~ristiques dynamiques et la simulation num~

rique de ces processus. 

Ainsi l'ouvrage prösentö est divis~ en deux parties. La 

premiere comprendra une description physique, des considera

tions th~oriques et sp6c1fiquement les caract~rist1ques dy

namiques de tous les phöno~nes limnologiques entrant en con

sid~ration et analys~s dans 1 'ouvrage. La seconde partie trai 

tera la technique des modi!!les num~r1ques, de la simulation ma

th~matique des ph~nomi!!nes dynamiques particuliers qui se d~

veloppent dans les lacs. 

Cependant, l'int~ret prineipal de cet ouvrage se rapportera 

aux vagues engendr~es par le vent dans l'eau se trouvant dans 

des conditions lacustres . Afin d ' ~tablir une information fon

damentale plus vaste , des r~f~rences concernant les investi

gat10ns du mouvement des vagues dans les l acs peu profonds 

seront auss1 communiqu~es . 
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11 est clair que dans le contexte de cet ouvrage, seuls 

les th~mes qui ont un comportement phys1que dans l'~cosyst~me 

dynam1que des lacs seront abord~s . 

Les sujets A caract~re chimique ou biolog1que ainsi qu ' 

optique ou acoustique seront exclus. Ceci s ' applique ~gale 

ment A toutes les techniques ex~rimentales et A l ' instrumen

tation . Les cycles hydrologiques des pr~cip1tations, d'evapo

ration et de la dynami~ue des glaces seront auss1 ornis . Cec1 

n ' est pas dß ä une rnoindre 1rnportanee de ees th~rnes, de leurs 

propri6t~s et de leur signif1cation, mais seulement au but 

restreint de l ' ouvrage en question . 

L' interet scientifique de cet ouvrage est principalement di

r1g~ vers le caractAre dynarnique des forces externes et in

ternes qui r6gissent le comportement dynarnique des lacs et la 

circulation de l ' eau dans les bassins peu profonds. Les cou

rants et les vagues er~6es respectivement induites par les 

vents, les ondes internes et les ph~nomanes semblables aux 

seiches et ondes dues A 1a temp~te seront analys~s et leurs 

caract~ristiques mentionn~es dans la premiare part1e de l ' ouv

rage . Celle ci d~butera avec quelques remarques d'introduc

tion eoncernant l'or1gine des lacs, leur g6omorphologie et les 

r6serves d'eau douce. 

La seconde partie traitera de la simulation th60rique et 

de la technique du modale. num~r1que concernant la dynam1que 

des eaux des lacs. Les ~quations fondamentales qui r~gissent 

les processus dynam1ques dans les eaux peu profondes seront 

egalement citees. Une description mathematique des oscilla
tions periodiques sera donnee. Les proprietes physico-mathe

matiques de l ' algorithme nume r ique seront discutees lors de 

1'etude du plus remarquable des phenomenes 1acustres, eelui 

des vagues dues a l ' aetion oe 1a tempete. 

11 est a esperer que cette selection de processus de la 

limnologie physique et la sequence de leur presentation four-
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nira une base sufflsante pour une meilleure eomprl!hension des 

prineipes fondarnentaux de la dynarnique de l'eau et les moyens 

adl!quats pour l'analyse et le ealeul pratique des proeessus 

de eirculation dans les lacs. 

L'ouvrage est destine specialement a ceux qui s 'inte r essent 

a la limnologie physique mais les oceanographes trouvent cer 

tainement un materiel compar atif suffisant pour leurs pr opres 

recherches et etudes. On verra que les deux disciplines: 1a 

11=olO9ie et l'oceanographie ont les memes racines et liIont ba

sees sur les memes considerations seientifiques qui requi

erent les memes reche rehes . Leur parallelisme seien t ifique 

est done de pure forme, car f1nalement elles tcaitent des 

quantites ·partielles de l 'hydrosphere, a savoir l'ea" do"ce et 

l'eau salee. La meilleure preuve que les deux diseiplines sont 

tres proches l'une de l'autre est confirrnee pa,r l ' activite et 

les travaux de l'American Society of Limnology and Oce anogra-

phy. 
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Postepuj~ce zagroienie srodowiska naturalnego powodowane 

ci~glym przyrostem naturalnym, wzrostem uprzemyslowienia i nie

stety w wielu wypadkach ignorowaniem przez czlowieka warunkdw 

przyrodniczych - a co gorsza nawet §wiadom~ i niejednokrotnie 

zl"osliw~ jego ingerencj~ w zycie ekologiczne - skupia dzisiaj 

w spolecze~stwie coraz wi~ksz~ uwag~, budz~c zdrowy objaw sze

rokiego zainteresowania i troski ° zachowanie istniej~cej a od

nowy zniszczonej jui cZE:sci otoczenia przyrodniczego. 

Pogarszaj4cy si~ stan naszego trodowiska naturalnego budzi 

obecnie umysly wielu naukowc6w i badaczy w szukaniu odpowiednich 

i optymalnych srodkow dIa odnowy i ochrony tego srodowiska. 

Demoforyczny wzrost tj. skutki przyrostu naturalnego, a st4d 

wzrostu industra l izacji i urbanizaeji z jednej strony, a wzrostu 

produkeji i konsumpcji z drugiej , narzuca ogromne wymagania na 

srodowisko wodne. 0 ile wymagania te nie b~dq odpowiednio okres

lone, przeanalizowane i uwzgl~ione w zakresie naturalnych motliwotcf 

rozpatrywanego ekosystemu, zagro~enie tego ostatniego jest nie

uniknione. Niestety trzeba przyznat, ~e zagroienie to juli: istnieje 

i Co gorsza flpost~pujeft gdy weimiemy pod uwag~ niekt6re z naszyeh 

jezior, nie m6wi qe ju~ 0 calkowitym zanieezyszezeniu wiekszo~ei 

naszych rzek oraz niektoryeh basen6w morskieh.). 

Jest rzecz~ bezporn~, ze zasoby w6d slodkich mime swej zn i

komej prawie ilo§ei w por6wnaniu do wdd slonyeh, odgrywaja nie

zastqpion~ i podstawowq rol~ w zaehowaniu i rozwoju ~yeia bio

logicznego na ziemi . W celu zachowania tego iyeia, a w szczegol

nosei unikni~eia najgorszego, tj. zagl"ady natury przez rabunkowq 

gospodark~ i ile poj~te uprzemysl"awianie, naukowcy r6inych zain

teresowan ge6fizyeznyeh a szczeg6lnie hydrolodzy i limnolodzy 

zobowiqzani s~ pogr~bic zakres swych podstawowych wiadomo§ci, 

cele~ rozwini~eia optymalnych metod i odpowiednich ~rodk6w zabez

pieczaj~eyeh wspomiane juz wymagania demoforyczne a jednoczesnie 

chronic bed~ srodowisko wodne zachowuj9c jego bogactwo i pi~kno. 

*) smutnym tutaj przykladem jest obecny, katastrofalny stan 
hydrologiezny Zatoki Gda~skiej. 
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Nie trzeba oczywiscie podkreslac, ie Limnologia Fizyczna 

~wiadoma jest tych potrzeb i zaistnialych obecnie problem6w. 

Najlepszym tego dowodem jest iIo§c tak podstawowych jak i sto

sowanych bada~ przeprowadzonych w tej dziedzinie w ostatnim 

dwudziestoleciu. Wszystkie te wysitki prowadzone s~ w celu pet

nego zrozumienia i dokladnego rozpoznania §rodowiska wodnego 

i skierowane Sq na osi~gni~cie podstawowej bazy naukowej w op

tymalnym goapodarowaniu zasobami wdd srddl~dowych. w ten spos6b 

dziaiejsza Linu"lolcgia Fizyczna bediJc do niedawna "ubogq siostrq" 

.Oceano9rafii Fizycznei odzyskata swojq waznoi~ naukowo-badawcz4 

i goapodarcze znaczenie stanowi~c dzisiaj dyscypIin~ naukow~ 0 

ogromnym znaczeniu praktyczno-poznawczym w szeroko poj~tej ro

dzinie Nauk Geofizycznyci!. 

Ze wzgl~du na trudno~6 a nawet niemozliwosc tematycznego 

obj~cia pe l nej problematyki Iimnologii fizycznej, uwaga przed

stawianej tutaj pracy skierowana jest gr&wnie na dwa podstawowe 

kierunki bada~ tj. charakterystyk§ dynamiCZM wdd jeziornych i 

msneryczne m:xleI.a...anie p r oceadw hydrodynamicznych zachodzilcych w 

tych zbiorn i kac'h. 

Ca lose pracy podzielic mozna zasadniczo na dwie cz~sci. 

~ PI~ obejmuje podstawowe charakterystyki i opis fizy

czny cieczy,teoretyczne tozwazania oraz dynamiczn~ charaktery

styk~ zjawisk Iimnologicznych bed~cych w zakresie podj~tej te

matyki badawczej . ~ DRUGA po§wiecona jest technice numerycz
nego modelowania i matematycznej symulacji niektdrych zjawisk 

dynamicznych generowanych w basenach sr6dl~dowych. 

Rozpatrujqc zjawiska dynamiki w6d zainteresowania nasze 

skupione s~ gl6wnie na procesach hydrodynamicznych w6d jezior

nych, tym niemniej rozwazania te poparte b~d~ r6wniei, szcze 

golnie w cz~sci analitycznej, analiz~ dynamik i w6d m6rz PlYt

kich. DIa pelnej jednak jasno~ci trzeba podac , ie zakres przed

stawianej pracy obejmuje tyIko te zagadnienia i procesy, ktdre 

w jednoznaczny,. fizyczny sposob Oddziatywujll na dynamik~ rozpa

trywanego ekosystemu. Procesy chemiczne i biologiczne· _b~d~ce 

do niedawna podstawow4 problematyk q badawcz~ limnologii klasycz -
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~ -jak r6wniei wi~kszott zagadnien optyki i akustyki w6d je
ziornych nie wchodz~ w zakres naszego zainteresowanta. To same 

dotyczy techniki eksperymentalnej i instrumentoznawstwa. Pomi

jamy r6wniei cykle hydrologiczne obejmuj~ce opady i parowanie 

jak rowniez dynamike lodu. Wymienione pomini~cia niekt6rych 

zagadnie~ (chociaz cz~tciowo uwzgl~dnione w tej pracy) nie wy

nika j4 oczywiscie z l1V"Iiejszego ich znaczenia a t ylko z ograni c zo

nego zakresu podj~tych badan (patrz "General Introduction and 

Scope of the Work") bowiem szersze i pelniejsze uj~cie proble

matyki limnologicznej dokonane moglo by byt jedynie kosztem 

gt6wnego zainteresowania tej pracy to jest numerycznym modelo

waniem dynamiki w6d basen6w ~r6dl~dowych. 

Naukowe zainteresowanie tej pracy skierowane jest gl6wnie 

na dynamiczniJ charakterystyk~ zewrx;trzrt)'Ch i wewl'"M;tcmych sB: rz",

dz~cych cyrkulacj~ w6d zbiornik6w plytkich. Charakterystyka ta 

jest cz~sci", wprowadzaj",c~ do podj~tej tematyki badawczej, ana

lizuje i opisuje podstawowe charakterystyki dynamiczne i wlas

ciwosci fizyczne w6d jeziornych . Nast~pnie poddane s~ szczeg6-

lowej analizie takie zjawiska jak: deniwelacja zwierciadla wody 

pod wplywem dzialania wiatru, zjawiska sejszowe powierzchni w6d, 

fale wewn~trzne, sejsze i wezbrania w warstwie nieci~gtoici oraz 

zjawiska pr~dowe i wezbrania sztormowe . Wymienione tutaj charak

terystyki dynamiczne podane zostaly w pierwszej cz~ici . Cz~i~ ta 

poprzedzona jest uwagami wprowadzaj<!,cymi 0 pochodzeniu jezior, 

ich geomorfologii i zasobach w6d srodkich, podaj~c jednoczesnie 

og6ln", charakterystyk~ hydrologiczn~ niekt6ryCh jezior szwajcar 

skieh. 

Cz~sc druga zajmuje si~ teoretyczn~ symulacj~ i numeryczn", 

rep(odukcj~ dynamik i wod jeziornych . Sformulowane zostaly tutaj 

podstawowe r6wnania hydrodynamiczne rz~dz~ce tymi procesami . 

Padana zostata matematyczna charakterystyka dIa obliczen dyna
miki pr~dow woq nych oraz przedysk utowane zos taly algory tmy nume

ryczne, gl6wnie ich fizyczno- matematyczne wlasciwo~ci w odnie

sieniu do numerycznego modelowania zjawisk wezbran sztormowych 

w zbiornikach byrotropowych i baroklinowych. 
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Jest nadzieja, ze tak przeprowadzona selekcja i kolejnot~ 

prezentacji proces6w limnologii fizycznej dostarczy zaintereso

wanym wystarczaj~c4 podstaw~ Iepszego zcozumienia podstawowych 

zasad dynamiki w6d oraz odpowiednich metod dIa praktycznej 

analizy i oblicze~ cyrkulacji w6d w zbiornikach zamkni~tych . 

Niniejsza praca adresowana jest g16wnie do limnologdw, 

hydrolog6w i hydrotechnik6w z nadziej4, ze i oceanografowie 

znajd~ wystarczajqcy zbior materialow por6wnawczych jak i me

tod badawczych dIa ich wlasnych, morskich studi6w. Jasne jest 

bowiern, ze obie dyscypliny naukowe tj. LiDn:ologia i Ocearcgrafia 

zajrnujq si~ tymi sarnyrni metodami badawczyrni i opieraja sw~ 

wieöz~ na tych samych zasaaach poznawczych a ich naukowe roz

graniczenie jest czysto formalne, zalezne g~6wnie 1 tylko od 

skaI i rozpatrywanych proces6w. W ko~cu bowiem obie dyscypliny 

naukowe nalet~ do grona szeroko poj~tych nauk geofizycznych a 

rozdzielno~c ich polega jedynie na indywidualnym rozpatrywaniu 

rdinych mas wodnych jeziorGo'ej i norskiei czqtci naszej hydrosfery. 

Z tego tet powodu przedkladana praca rna charakter metodyczno

poznawczy i nie ogranicza 5i~ 11 tyIko do problematyki limno

logii fizycznej a nosi cechy studi6w og6Ino- poznawc.zych naszej 

hydrosfery . Najlep5zym dowodem zbieznosci poglad6w i wsp61nych 

zaintere50wan badawczych obu wymienionych dyscyplin naukowych 

54 pr ace *) i wieloletnia dzialalno4~ naukowa Arnerykanskiego 

Towaczy5twa Limnologii i Oceanografii. 

*) publikowane w wydawnictwie HLimnology and Oceanographyft of 
the American Society of Limnology and Oceanography. 
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The scope of the work 

This review will be mainly concerned with dynamical pro

cesses occuring in lakes and shallow water reservoirs, pheno

me na closely re la ted to physical oceanography p rocesses in 

shallow seas. The physical relations and dynamical methods 

taken mainly from this branch of oceanog raphy will be applied 

to the descri ption of dynamical processes in lacustrine waters . 

Not all physical processes occuring in such an environment 

will be characterized and analysed because it would be beyond 

the scientific specialization and interest of the author, and 

an enlargement of all the topics inherent to physical limnolo

gy could be done only to the prejudice of the numerical model

ling wh ich is considered to be the main goal of the research 

undertaken. Thus, some shorteuts through the vast variety of 

limnological problems are needed in order to earefully select 

those dynamical processes which are of greatest importance in 

field measuring techniques, statistieal analysis, theoretical 

simulation and predictive modelling methods. This enables us 

to give a concise and c i ear picture of the generation and exi

stenee of the most important phenomena and provides the means 

for a good assimilation of all the problems mentioned above . 

The author's research activities have been focused mainly 

on the dynamical characteristics, numerical mode l ling and prac

tical calculations of physical limnology processes. The main 

interest in our work is thus in lake circulation dynamies, 

especially the storm surge-like phenomena, processes of increas

ing p ractical importance and ecological eonsequenees in aqua

tic ecosystems . 

Not all problems of physical limnology can be practically 

taekled. For instance the problem of eutrophication resulting 

from the increased productivity and decreased diversity of 

biotic eomponents is not yet under control. Another important 

aspeet in fresh water ecosystems is the pollution p r oblem due 

to discharges of toxie substances into the atmosphere, soil, 
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rivers and lakes. These are topics of paramount importance, 

öut are beyond the scope of our work. Nevertheless, being pri

marily bio-chemical , they can be qualitatively recognized and 

even quantitatively examined when based on hydrological and 

energy orientated facts . These facts will be carefully descri

bed and analysed . 

For the sake of clearance we briefly indicate the topics 

included and analysed in this review: 

physical characteristics of lake waters and analysis of 

the external and internal forces governing the dynamical 

processes in lakes, 

general water circulation in lakes, 

wind-driven and density-driven currents, 

wind-induced waves, set up and seiche like phenomena, 

internal waves, seiches and surges, 

storrn surge phenomena, and 

theoretical simulation and numerical rnodelling of storm 

surges, and general water circulation in lakes. 

All these topics are preceded by a short introductory pa

ragraph concerning the physical characteristics of lakes, 

mainly concerning their origin, distribution of fresh water 

reserves and brief remarks on the geomorphometry of some 

lakes. 

This collection of problems and to seme extent ans wers 

given later on, cannot and does not pretend to be exhaustive . 

It is hoped, however, that the selection of the material, and 

the sequence of Lt s presentation, should lead to a better 

understanding of the basic principles of physical limnology 

processes . 
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PART I 

PHYSICO-DYNAMICAl 
CHARACTERISTI CS 
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General introduction 

The title of this work indicates that a comprehensive and 

retrospective review of physical limnology , taken as a dis

tinct discipline in the geophysical sciences , will be given. 

The main goal, however, is not to undertake a voluminous and 

tedious work on the total variety of geophysical disciplines 

inherent to the vast field of physical limnology, but to re

strict the work to the phenomena characterized by the sub

title namely the dynamical characteristics and numerical mo

delling of physical processes in lakes. It is hoped that such 

a goal will be beneficial to all those working with the aqua

tic environment. 

It will be encouraging for the author if the work will give 

to readers of diverse interest, training and scientific enga

gement , the background of physical limnological processes. 

Thus, a platform will be given for closer cooperation and bet

ter communication among all researchers engaged in the study 

of water environment . 

As is known from Forel ' s (1895) classical definition of 

limnology as the "Oceanographie des lacs", this science must 

include, besides physical limnology, chemistry, biology and, 

to some extent,lacustrine geology and the recent widely spread 

research of water management concerning the economic exploita

tion of fresh water for industria1 or human purposes, fishery 

needs, recreational facilities and navigational requirements. 

Therefore, this work is focussed on providi!;lg insight into the 

physical limnology processes and will consist on1y of analy

sis, discussion and description of this part of limn010gy 

which is closest to the author's scientific interest , namely 

selected concepts of lake physics tightly related to physical 

oceanography . 

It is aimed to characterize those general geophysical phe 

nomena and in particular dynamical processes in lakes which 

have paramount effects and influences on all events relevant 

to the disciplines already mentioned i . e. chemical and biolo-
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gical limnology . This 16 done in order that the limnologist 

working in these fields, will receive a basic physical back

ground for a better understanding and thorough elucidation of 

the bio-chemical and geological processes in surface water 

systems . 
It i5 a known fact that the basis for scientific develop

ment of physical limnology i5 closely related to the broad 

knowledge existing in physical 9ceanog raphy, meteorology and 

fluid dynamies. Most achievements in these disciplines, espe

cially in dynamical oceanography and meteorology can be trans

fered, in the form of basic concepts, methods and models, into 

the field of physical limnology. The latter i5 thus not a to

tally independent discipline with its own scientific status, 

but part of the studies, general ideas and basic methods of 

geophysical fluid dynamics. Needless to say that almost all 

physical rel ations in water dynamics which are developed, de

vised, disclosed and de8cribed in physical oceanography, can 

be satisfactorily applied and adopted to physical limnology. 

The reverse is also true because physical limnology i s able to 

give a helping hand in providing geophysical researchers with 

the bas is of theoretical analysis, physical verification, em

pirical considerations and means for parametrization of their 

analytical proofs in the modelling of dynamical processes in 

shallow water seas. 

The author mainly addresses coastal and hydraulic engineers, 

hydrographers, hydrologists and especially physical limnolo

gists to which he tries to explain the most important dynami

cal processes taking place in lacustrine waters, due to vari

ous conditions and effects. It is aimed at giving a simple, theo

retical basis for a general understanding of lake dynamics as 

such, and to provide a practical basis for optimal and adequa 

te planing of field measurement activities . 

All the descriptive parts in this work, and mathematical 

considerations are aimed at giving a concise review of most 

limnological processes, as weIL as making the practical limno

logist sensitive to the real value of his in situ data. He has 
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to be convinced that the results obtained are those he ' is lcok

ing fo r , e.g . the obtained spectrum of wind induced cucrents 

must really be due to wind action and should not constitute 

a set of current da ta due to seiches, internal waves. surges 

or even tidal currents . A clear picture of the phenomena of 

interest will help to plan, as optimally as possible, a11 field 

measurements in order to isolate . the important parameters thus 

avoiding co l lecting unnecessary and usually expensive data of 

lesser, or even of no importance at all. 

It is an obvious fact that all conceptual models in physi 

cal oceanography related to nearshore processes, coastal zone 

dynamies, characteristics of watet stratification, watet cir

culation in closed or semi-enclosed basins, exchanges of mo

mentum and energy in the boundary layer of the air-water in

terface, known tecently as air-water interaction, owe a gteat 

deal to field observations. This proves that a close link bet 

ween all geophysical sciences exists, for most of the disci

plines i!lteract with each other, building for the scientist, 

a vast field of closely related research activities in the 

wide geophysical environment. 

The significant importance of lake research is nowadays wi

dely accepted by the gene tal public due to the historically 

known limnetic drive of human nature, to the weIl recognized 

attraction of man to lakes, and especially to the increasing 

multiputpose use of sutface waters and to the recent, urgent 

needs of aquatic environmental protection. This importance is 

acknowledged by national and international research activity 

officials being able to sponsor and financially support the 

scientists to carry out more extensive limnological studies. 

The best example of the officially recognized importance of 

lake research in Switzerland is the decision of the Swiss 

National Science Foundation in 1916 to include physical limno

logy problems into their national research program . Of course, 

such programs are not restricted to one land only, but are in 

operation or are being planned and fore seen in various count

ries of the world, thus proving the indispensable importance 

and recent needs for limnological studies. 
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1. The physical char acteristics of lake basins 

This paragraph i5 introductory and meant only t o give some 

brief and general remarks on the physical characte r istics of 

lakes , concerning mainly: their orig1n, location and fresh wa

ter reserves. A general de5cription of the morphometry of some 

of the greater lake basins , and those lakes of interest 1n 

presenting the characteri5tics of phys1cal limnological pro

cesses, will be given . 

1.1 The oclgin of lakes 

All naturallakes differ from each other not only by phy

sico-chemical and biological processes and prope r ties but also 

by the geomorphometrical character, namely, the size, the 

shape and the structural geological formation. The latter i5 

due to the origin of a lake and generally reflects the forces 

that may have produced the lake concerned. In general most la

kes are of catastrophic origin formed by tectonic, volcanic, 

g l acial and fluvial processes. 

Tectonic processes a r e movements of the deeper parts of the 

Earth's crust . Oue to these movements deep rift valleys and 

faulted troughs are formed along crustial fractures, building 

voids to be filled later by water . The most important process 

in tectonic motion is the faulting. Single, plane or step-like 

block faults of land su r faces are generally noticed . Occasion 

ally the most depressed parts of the faulted blocks are filled 

with water marking the beginning of a lake formation . Promi 

nent examples of such lakes are the Crater Lake in Oregon and 

Lake Tahoe in the Sierra Nevada, and in the Balkan Region in 

Europe Lake Ohrid and Lake Prespa . As far as size is concerned , 

the most striking examples of lakes, occupying faulted trougn-s 

and t hus originating from tectonic processes, are Lake Bajka l 

and all the Central African Rift Lakes with the weIl known 

Victoria and Tanganjika lakes and Lake Matana in the Celebes. 
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Secondary faulting of local mountain' blocks may deepen the 

existing intermountain basins, as was the case with the Alti

plano basin at the Peru-Bolivia border, where the Titicaca 

lake was formed . 

There are lakes formed by epeirogenetic earth movements 

during which large areas of land were submerged. The Caspian 

Region with the greatest lake in the world, the Caspian Sea , 

and the Lake of Aral are the relict of such movements. Lake 

Okeechobee in the USA, a very flat lake with a large surface 

area, and all the other Florida lakes are formed by a gentle 

epeirogenetic uplift of a previous sea bot tom . 

Volcanic activity is a further cause of lake formation. 

The best examples of such lakes are found in Ieeland and in 

some parts of France and Italy. Most of the lakes in Equato

rial Asia, Japan, New Zealand and Central Africa were formed 

by volcanic processes, where the voids of craters, cavities 

and huge troughs, created by the erupted material, were later 

on fi 'lled with water. However, by far the largest cause of 

lake formation i5 glacial activity . This commenced in the 

Pleistocene period and still continues in high mountains 

throughout the world. 

An immense number of lakes, especially those in the Northern 

hemisphere are the result of Pleistocene glaciation. The best 

examples of this glacial formation are the Great Lake District 

of North America, the region of Lapland, the Scottish lakes, 

and the English Lake District , and all Pommeranian- Masurian 

lakes in Central Europe. Also all mountain lakes, like those 

of the Andean chain, Alpine and Scandinavian mountains and 

those of the high Central Asiatic ranges and even those of 

Central Africa, New Guinea and New Zealand are due to mountain 

glaciation. lee movements and subsequent melting are the cau

ses fo r their formation yielding basins of different physico

chemieal, biological and geomorphometrical characteristics: 

moraine lakes, fjord-like lakes, ice dammed lakes, as i.e . 

the water reservoir on the surface of the Gorner Gletscher 
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close to Ze~matt in Switze~land and so on. A simila~ity, in 

the qene~al cha~acte~, of qlacially fo~med lakes is noticed 

but distinct differences, say, in size, shape and depth, as 

weIL as in maturation and senescence may also be observed. 

There are, of course, other less important causes of lake 

formation . Landslides of qreat quantities of material, damminq 

existinq valleys, may create new fresh water ~eservoirs. How

ever, the landslide damminq p~ocess may be qeoloqically of se

condary or purely local character, whereas the valley in which 

the lake forms due to the damminq, is of tectonic or1qin. Thus 

one has to distinquish between a tectonic and lands~ide lake 

oriqin. Some Alpine lakes and some of the north-west Aroerican 

lakes are caused by landslide damminq processes, but the best 

example of a lake dammed by alandslide is found in the Pamir 

Mountains, namely Lake Sarez. 

ather causes of lake formation are the river itself and the 

wind, which may pile up sand dunes and thus block the throuqh 

flow . Examples of the latter are the Moses Lake in the Washinq

ton State and the dry basins of Namib Desert of Southeast Afri

ca . The most important type of wind action, however, in the 

formation of a lake basin is deflation or wind erosion, found 

e.q. in the dry reqions of the United States, namely the hiqh 

planes on the eastern side of the Rocky Mountains. 

ather forms are the so called maritime coastal lakes due to 

the simultaneous action of river discharqe and sedimentation. 

Wave action, aqitatinq the bed material in sandy coastal zones, 

and especially the lonqshore current alonq sandy beaches carry

inq larqe amounts of sediment, in the form of suspended or bed 

load, may slowly form a sandy spit aliqned with the coast. 

If no other erosion processes are present, and river flow is 

of insuffieient strenqth to destroy the build- up of the spit 

or bar, the result is the complete separation of a bay in form 

of a la900n or coastal lake. The closest examples here are the 

Vistula and Elblaq Firth a10nq the Polish coast and the lakes 

of the Lande's area on the west coast of France. Last, civi1i-
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~ation has penetrated into the natural environment ; engineer

ing activities nowadays create a large number of artificial, 

man - made fresh water reservoirs for human indust r ial purposes. 

Most of our lakes are located above Mean Sea Level (msl) 

and some a r e very high in the mountains, e.g. Lake Titicaca 

is located over 4000 m above msl. But there are a l so some lakes 

which are formed and located below the msl. Here the e~trao r 

dinary examples are given by the following watet basins (Hut

chinson [1957ll: the Dead Sea with the water surface - 398 m 

below msl, the Sea of Galilee 210 m, Lake Enriguillo, Ha i ti 

- 48 m, Lake Quarum, Egypt - 44 m, and the Caspian Sea - 25 m 

below msl. 

1.2 Fresh water reserves and the distribution of inland waters 

In comparison to the salt water of the Oceana and Seas the 

amount of fresh water on Earth is rather small. According to 

JjI!rgensen [1980] the area of inland waters is about 2. 5'106 km2 

and to Kalinin " Klige [1973 ] it amounts to 2.7.107 km2 . This 

is less than 2 \ of the Earth's total su r face, compared with 

the 71\ of the ocean waters. 

Mean depths of the most important lakes a r e small i n com

parison to those of the Oceans because the depth of the latter 

is around 3800 m, whereas the maximum depth of the deepest 

lake, Lake Bajkal, is around 1620 m or 1741 m according to 

different sources . 

There are not many lakes with large surface areas. The 

greatest inland lake, although named sea, for it contains aal t 

waters, is the Caspian Sea with an area of 436000 km2 . In se

' cond pI ace is the Great Lake Oistrict of North America . Here 

Lake Superior, Lake Huron , Lake Michigan, Lake Erie, a nd Lake 

Ontario are the 1argest storage tanks of fresh water. Their 

total water v01ume 1S 24 620 km3 and their surface a rea cove r s 

245240 km2 . Of these, Lake Superior ia the g reatest with an 
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area of 83000 km 2 , and as such, has the largest surfaee area 

of any pure fresh water basin. According to Kalinin , Klige 

[19731 the total volume of water in lakes is about 750000 km3 , 

making roughly 0.5:t; of the volume of the oceans (1368.5.106 km3l . 

The distribution of lakes is uneven and most of the lakes 

are found in the Northern Hemisphere. This is true for Iarge, 

as weIl as small lakes, although many great lakes are found 

in the Southern Hemisphere too, see e.g . Central P,friean regioo. 

Most man made reservoirs, and many natural Iakes, are re Ia

tively smail and rather shallow, although out of the latter 

about 20 lakes are extremely deep, as their depth reaches more 

than 400 m. The deepest lake, Lake Bajkal, with its enormous 

water volume of 23000 km3 contains almost the same amount of 

water as all the basins of the Great Lake Distriet of Northern 

America. Lake Bajkal with its maximal length of 679 km and ma

ximal breadth of 74 km eonsists of three basins, separated by 

ridges of approximately 530 m depth. The shallowest is the 

northern basin and the deepest is the central. 

A large surfaee aIea of a lake does not necessarily imply 

great depth. E.g. Lake Vietoria with a water surface area of 

68800 km2 has a maximum depth of only 79 m. Lake Chad of 

- 20000 km2 has a maximum depth of 12 m, but only during rain

ing periods. Great depths ean be found in very small lakes 

like Crater Lake,Oregon,with a maximum depth of 580 m and a 

surface area of only 52 kro2 , Lake Mjpsa with 449 m depth and 

362 km2 surface area and Lake Corno with 410 m depth and a sur

face of 146 km 2 . 

When considering the land surfaee area of a country then, 

after Finland, Swit~erland, with its 70 natural and 94 artifi

eial lakes (basins of more than 0.1 km2 surface areal is one 

of the riehest in fresh water reserves . The enciosed Figures 

1.1 and 1.2 illustrate this water richness. 

The greatest natural lake in Swit~erland is Lae Leman with 

a mean surfaee area of 581.3 km 2 , wheIeby 234 km 2 lie outside 
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Fig . 1.2 The aqulItic lands cape of Finillind. 
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the Swiss border. Th!:! maximum depth of this lake is 310 m and 

the total water volume 1s 89 900 Mio mJ • As far as the amount 

of fcesh water resl:!rves is concerned, the greatest man-made 

reservoir in Switzerland is Lac des Dix, with a sur face area 

of 4.03 km2 , maximum depth of 227 m and 401.0 Mio m1 water vo

lume. The total amount of f[esh water reserves in natural la

kes in Switzerland is 233785_10 6 m3, whereas the volume in the 

man-made lakes is 393Q . 106 m3 • *) 

Although the amount of fresh water reserves 15 [ather small 

in comparison to salt waters (see Tabl!:! 1.1), it playa an in

dispensable role in the maintenance of terrestrial life. The 

table,given after Jprgensen [19801, characterizes the distri

bution of water in the ecosphere. 

·Carriers· Volume Perceotage Turnover 

(103 km3) "l (years) 

Oceaos 1.37 ' 106 97.6 3000 

Ice and glaciers 2.90.104 2.1 8000 

Grouod water 4.00 • 103 0.3 300 

Lakes 22' 0.009 

Rivers 1.2 9 . 10-5 days 

Soil rnoisture 80 0.007 lyear 

Water vapour 14 0.0009 ~ 10 years 

Table 1.1 Water content in the ecosphere. 

The basic source of water supply is precipitatioo, its 

yearly rate of fall on land surfaces amounts to 105000 kml. Out 

of this huge amount of fresh water ooe third reache s the seas 

through river discharges and the remaining two-thirds, due to 

evaporation and plant transpiration returns to the atmosphere. 

According to J~rgensen [19801, domestic consumption (250 1 per 

day), industrial uses (15001 per capita per day) and agricul-

.) All data given are according to aReport of "Eidgeoössisches 
Amt für Wasserwirtschaft- (prese otly -Landeshydrologie" , • 
Bern, January 1977. 
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tural needs (5000 R. per capita per day in dry, hot climate) 

add up to 37500 km3/year or 9000 m3/year which is far less than 

the above figure and thus conservative. Howeve r , due to the 

uneven distribution of the fresh water reservoirs, the uneven 

distribution of precipitation, the high concentration of human 

population and industry (not always re la ted to the availabili

ty of fresh water) and the occurrence of dry periods, serious 

problems in the fresh water supply exist in many parts of the 

world. Some of these factors result in high rates of consump

tion and thus severe degradation of water quality by pollu

tion from agricultural fertili2ation , industriali2ation and 

urbani2ation. All these,consequently, require water management 

schemes in order to : preserve the fresh water storages needed 

not only to meet differing consumer demands but also fo r trans

portation facilities, recreational purposes and fishery re

quirements. Thus, all man's efforts should be focussed on op

timising the usage of all the fresh water resources; lakes as 

storage tanks for fresh water, and rivers and canals -linking 

the lakes with the sea - as media for irrigational, industrial 

and navigational purposes . 

1.3 Some remarks on saline lakes 

Sali ne lakes, which constitute only a fraction of the abun

dant fresh water lakes, attract less scientific interest al

though their ecologic and economic importance in the natural 

environment as a whole, and their geological significance in 

the analysis of past tectonic and climatic events, are undoubt

edly recogni2ed. Neve r the l ess, a few studies can be found here 

which describe, to same extent, the hydrologica l , bio-chemical 

and geo-chemical processes and properties of those lakes in

cluding dynamical p rocesses as weIL. According to Eugste r and 

Hardie (1978] most of the saline lakes are to be found in rain

shadow-basins where a unique combination of rain falls trapped 

by high mountains and dry valley f100rs exist . Examples are 
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saline lakes created at the eastern sides of the Andes and 

Cord illerans in South and North America . These lakes are sur

rounded by high mountains, but there are also saline lakes 10-

cated in isolated depressions of plane deserts as the Ubari 

Sand Sea in Libya, or a number of closed basin lakes in the 

East Rift in Ethiopia, Kenya and "Tanzania, with such well 

known saline lakes as Lake Madagi and Lake Natron. Lake Chad 

in Africa, although carrying essentially fresh waters, is ge

ne rally c1assified as a saline-type-water reservoir. Due to 

the intense surface evaporation this lake looses yearly around 

2.3 m of its water column. Many saline lakes are to be found 

in the western part of North America in the States of Oregon, 

Nevada and Utah, with the largest salt lake in the Uni ted Sta

tes, the Great Salt Lake . In general , saline 1akes are found 

all over the wor1d but not so abundant1y as normal, fresh wa

ter 1akes. 

The morphometry of sal ine lakes ranges from tiny, sha110w 

ephemeral ponds as fo r example the Saline Valley or Soda Lake 

in California to deep stratified chloride 1akes 1ike the Dead 

Sea. The 1atter lies in an active rift va11ey of graben walls 

rising approximately 300 m above the water s urface, and is 

supplied continuously by a large perennia1 river. The total 

area of the Dead Sea is about 940 km2 with a volume of 136 km3 

and maximum depth of about 400 m. The length and maximum 

breadth is 80 km and 17 . 5 km, respectively (Eugster and Hardie 

[1978]) . 

The chemical composition of brine in saline lakes, differs 

greatly, depending in general, on the relative proportions of 

the major solutes, namely Si02, Ca, Mg, Na, K, HCO), S04-and 

Cl. These solutes wer e deposited, mainly by the di1ute inflow 

waters during the evolution per iod of the lake through chemi

cal weathering reactions, caused by acid waters (e.g. C02-

charged rainwatersl, which are the main solvent of silicates 

and the carbonates of surface rocks. Finally the chemical com

position of saline waters is due to the precipitation of dif

ferent minerals, resulting from the evaporative concentration 

of these lakes. 
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The importance of saline lakes, for scientific sources of 

geochemical deposits which are indicators of past climatic 

and geological events, is widely accepted. But, as mentioned 

at the beginning of this paragraph, salt lakes also playa 

very important economic role as sources of such minerals as 

sodium, potassiurn, nitrate, borax, lithium and other economi

cally important chemicals. Strangely enough, they are also 

habitants of extraordinarily salt-tolerant plants and animals, 

and as such require undoubtedly more scientific interest than 

is presently being given. 

2. The physical characteristics of lake waters and the exter 
nal-internal forces governing the dynamical processes in 
lakes • 

•• teznal and lnt .. znal forces govern the dynamics of water. 

The former are exerted on the water body from the outside and 

thus represent the inter action of the water body with tts en

vironment. Internal forces act on the body itself and charac

terize an interaction between different parts of this body. 

Additional characteristic of the acting forces is the distinc

tion of l'ri .. ry forces causing the motion, and &ecandary forces 

resulting from it. The first class includes gravitation, due to 

both, terrestrial and lunar' solar attraction, wind stress, 

atmospheric pressure and finally, accidental forces, such as 

seisrnic disturbances. Most forces are boundary forces acting 

at the water surface. Graviation by contrast is a body force 

acting on the. total mass of the water . Motion induces seconda

ry forces; among these are the Coriolis force deflecting the 

course of the moving body of water and the friction force, 

acting within the body and at the boundaries and opposing the 

motion. Thus, an initially non-uniform flow pattern is made 

more uniform by friction and the mechanical and kinetic energy 

are dissipated and converted into heat. 

Water dynamics is classified according to typical motions 

occurring in a lake. These are: wind driven circulation, den-
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sity-driven or lhermohaline motion, turbulent motion and other 

types of dynamical processes like e.g. internal and inertial 

waves or most typical - but beyond the scope of this work -

tidal motions . All these will be described in more detail la

ter on but some introductory comments seern appropriate here. 

Wind driven motion covers a wide range of water dynamics 

from general water circulation, surface waves and storm sur

ges, to the upwelling processes. Density-driven, or thermoha

line motion, results from the changes of water density in li

mited and specified regions where the differential action of 

gravity g~nerates, relative motion. Within the water itself, 

especially at the density discontinuity layer internal waves 

and surges take place which are generally caused by transient 

wind fields. Inertial waves represent aresonant reaction of 

larqe water masses on the Earth due to sudden horizontal 

forcing . 

Dynamics of lakes deals with the action. of forces on water 

at rest or in motion . Such forces are: gravitation and exter

nal , internal pressure . External pressure equals atmospheric 

pressure, but internal press ure in a stratified lake is deter

mined by the field of mass ; The latter can be represented by 

the distribution of density or its reciprocal value i.e. the 

specific volume. Surfaces of equal density are called j.qp~cnlc 

surfaces, and surfaces of equal specific volume are called 

lsoste ric sur faces . 

In general the group of external forces include: forces 

due to the Earth rotation, the weight of the water, the fric

tional forces arising at the shores and bottorn of the lake, 

the atmospheric pressure, and most importantly the frictional 

forces due to wind action. Internal forces encompass the for 

ces of internal frietion and the pressure characteristics 

arising from the vertical and horizontal distribution of mass 

within the water. 

External and internal forces take part in the generation 

of the motion processes and in their maintenance, modification 
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and dissipation . Host important forces in the generation of 

dyn ami ca 1 processes are: the wind action on the water surface, 

changes in atmospheric pressure and the tide generating for

ces due to the moon's and the sun's attraction . The latter 

are usually of negligible influence in small reservoirs. 

A lake responds to external forces in various ways and may 

develop nearly steady or unsteady motions, periodic o r aperl

odic oscillation of water masses, in the form of various clas 

ses of waves and currents . Of influence are the physica l cha

racter of the applied forces, the bathymetry and the water 

characteristics - whether homogeneous or stratified. In gene

ral, the existing external forces contain components in a 

wide frequency range . Therefore, the lake response depends on 

the amplitude of the acting force, the ratio of the forcing 

frequencies to the eigenfrequencies of the lake's free modes 

and on the damplng characteristics due to friction. 

A lake and especially the boundary layer, bordering the 

air-water surface, is the place of mutual interaction between 

the atmosphere and hydrosphere. Hany conditions are needed to 

give an adequate description of the air-water interaction. In 

the late fifties considerable complexity of these conditions 

and processes at this boundary 1ayer did not permit the lim-

nologist to dweIL upon sound models for the deseription of 

dynamieal processes in lacustrine waters. At that time on1y 

general relations based on simple mathematical formulations 

and .empirieal parameters were available, or at best, purely 

analytical models were app l ied. Nowadays, thanks to the prog

ress aehieved in the last two deeades, not only large scale 

physical phenomena of seasonal variations - the main interest 

of classical limnology - but small time-seale interactions 

and dynamieal proeesses of the order of hours and days are 

widely approachable and applicable. This is due to the avail

ability of modern computer faei1ities and the elose and re

cently wlde spread cooperation between physical oeeanographer s 

and physieal limnologists . 
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The numerical modelling technique first developed in meteo

rology, and in the early fifties applied to the field of phy

sical oceanography, is nowadays also successfully used in phy

sical limnology. Numerical models can take into account many 

of the important complexities of naturallakes , e .g . the complex 

geomorphometry. The tedious algebraic computatlons now are eco

nomically solved using large and fast computers. Reasonable 

approximations to the basic equations of motion for fluid 

flow can now easily be obtained and solved. Nevertheless it 

is clear that a mathematical model,however complex, or sophis

ticated it ma y be, will be useless if the basic synoptic da

ta, to be fed into it, do not exactly reflect the external o r 

inte r nal hydrometeorological situation. 

Because the acting external and internal forces are ve ry 

complex, it is necessa r y to describe them as accurate l y as 

possible. Meteor ological factors, thermal and physical prope r

ties of lake waters, geomorphometry of the basin concerned, 

Coriolis force and others are influencial. These characteris

tic effects and conditions will now be gene rally descr ibed . 

2.1 Physical properties of lake waters 

The physical properties of lake wate r s seem to be alike 

throughout the hor izontal and vertical dimensions of the basin , 

but this is only true to a limited extent . Fot example the wa

te r in the surface layer is not the same as that at the bottom 

because it is influenced by differences in tempe rature, p res

sure, density, compressibility , viscosity, transparency, re

flectibility and, last but not least, bio-chemical pr operties. 

The latter two characteristics and salinity, although of great 

importance in saline lakes, are beyond the scope of this work. 
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2.1.1 Oensity of water 

Lake water is not a pure substanee. In addition to ehemi

ea11y 1inked hydrogen and oxygen it eontains a number of other 

subatanees in varying amounts whieh together deseribe the 

aforementioned influenees and eonditions. 

The water density, P. is defined as a mass per unit volume 

(g/em 3). In limnology generally the speeifie weight 1s used 

instead of the density, whieh is defined as a ratio of two 

densities, p/Pw, and thus a dimensionless quantity . Here p is 

the density of the substanee in quest ion and Pw is the density 

of distilled water at 40e and normal pressure. Whereas the den

sity of ordinary iee, at this temperature is 0.9168 g/em3• The 

density of the water at oOe is 0.9999 q/an3. The water reaehes 

its maximum density Le. 1.000 g/em3 at a temperature of 3.940C, 

generally taken as 4oe. 

As water is sliqhtly eompressible its density varies with 

pressure, the hiqher the pressure the hiqher the density of 

the water. The enelosed Table 2.1 (Hutehinson [1957J), eharae

terizes the density as a funetion of depth and temperature. 

Water 
tempe- Water density (P) at depth {ml of: 
rature 

{"Cl o m 250 m SOO m 1000 m 1500 m 2000 m 

0 0.9998 1. 0009 1. 0020 1.0042 1.0063 1.0084 

10 0.9995 1. 0006 1.0017 1. 0037 1.0058 1.0080 

20 0.9980 0.9991 1. 0002 1. 0023 1.0043 1.0064 

30 0.9955 0.9966 0.9977 0.9998 1.0018 1.0040 

Table 2.1 Characteristics of water density " • func -
tion of depth and temperature. 

As the changes of water density due to temperature varia

tions and depth distribution are rather amal1 from the enqi

neering point of view, it is qeneral1y assumed that the densi

ty of ordinary lake wa ter is p-l.O [q/ern3 ]. This value will al-
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ways be taken in our calculations when considering barotropic 

i . e. non-stratified waters. 

The water due to its thermal expansion, described later, 

varies its density with respect to temperature changes . The 

changes are not great but they can produce a distinct strati

fication in lake waters. The well known relationship between 

the density and temperature is described here in pig. 2.1 . 
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Density-temperature 
relatlonship for 
fresh water . 

The figure clearly indicates that, with increase of tempe

rature, a decrease of den8ity takes p1ace. 

2.1.2 Fressure characteristics of water 

It is elear that with no density variation and no horizon

tal forees acting, Le. -under ideal hydrostatic conditions

the pressure exactly equa1s the total weight of the overlying 

water eolumn per unit area . Thus p at any depth Z of mean 

water density i5 i8 given by the weight of the water eolumn 

per unit area, p. p 9 z [g em-l sec-2]. It does not ine1ude the 

atmospheric pressure above the water surface. Although the 
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departures from uniform density and hydrostatic balance due 

to various disturbances are small, nevertheles5, they influ

ence the pressure value. 

To derfve this improved pressure formUla it i5 best to 

start from the expression 
p 

P - A (2.1) 

where P denotes the component of a force acting normal to a 

small plane of area A. Consider, therefore a small cubic volu

me of water of horizontal and vertical dimensions dx, dy, dz 

(z directed positively upwards). On the a rea A of the upper 

surface of the cube the pressure i8 p, whereas on the lower 

surface it is p+ dp. Per unit area the force acting normalto 

both surfaces is then: p'dx'dy and (p+dp) ' dx'dy, or s imply pA 

and (p+dp)A . This yields a net force directed vertically 

(along the z-axis) upwards and equal to dp·dx·dy or 11. dp 

giving in effect the vertical component of the pressure gra

die nt force. The additional component wh ich acts vertically, 

balancing the total forces present i5 the weight of the water 

itself 9 p 'dx ' dY ' dz or 9 pAdz acting downwa rds. The three 

components "must be ba lanced and thus 

(p+dp)A - pA+gpAdz (2.2) 

0' 

dp - gpdz. (2.3) 

Consequently the hydrostatic pressure increases from one depth 

(0) to a new one (z); in water of varying density p(z) it is 
given by • 

pz-PO· 9 f pdz. , ( 2 . 4) 

Approximately the press ure increases by 1 atmosphere for every 

10 m of depth. Thus at a depth of 10 m the pressure is 2 atm. 

The unity for pressute in SI units is 1 Pa( .. Pascal) and 1 at

mosphere is 1.0133 . 10 2 Pa. The a tmospheric pres5ure is expres

sed in terms of bars and 1 bar equals lOS Pa. 
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2 .1.3 Compressibility of water 

It 1s generally assumed that the water 1s practically in

compressible, but this 1s on1y approximately true, because 

due to the enormous hydrostatic pressure in ocean ",aters a 

eise in sea level of 30 m could be obse r ved ff sea watee were 

actually incompressible. This applies to a lesser extent (com

pace sea and lake depths) also to lakes knowing in addition 

that fresh watee 1s more compressible than saline water . 

V.W. Ekman was the first whodetermined the compressibility of 

water while describing sea watee density in situ. 

The coefficient of compressibility K can be evaluated by 

considering a column of water at constant temperature and vo

lume V" ,I;'d, ",he re .f. i5 the length of the cylinder of diame

ter d in which the water is placed . If the water is pressed 

down a small distance ~1 by a force F , the enclosed volume of 

water diminishes by the ratio: ~V . - d ~1, and an additional 

pressure ~p" F/d is produced by F. The relatively small de

crease of the water volume ~V/V is proportional to the change 

of pressure and is given by 

ov 
V 

- K ~p, (2.5) 

where K is the isothermal compressibility coefficient. It is 

given in difference and differential form respectively by 

K = _.1. ~v 
V 'p 

aod K • (2.6) 

where G is the specific volume. For practical purposes the em

pirical formula of Ekman 1l9081,given by 

Gs,t,p" as,t,O(l - KP), (2.7) 

is generally used expressing the me an compressibility coeffi

cient of sea water between zero pressure and p. Here a is a 

function of salinity (s), temperature (t) and pressure (p) . 

Thus the relationship between the real isothermal compressibi 

lity coefficient K of sea water and the mean isothermal com

pressibility coefficient K is expressed by 
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R +p tli< 
dp 

1 - KP 
(2.8) 

giving one of the most irnportant par arnetersin the evaluation 

of sountl propagation in water metlia antl, as will be shown, for 

the evaluation of atliabatic temperatute changes in the watet . 

2. 1.4 viscosity antl tliffusivity of water 

Laminat processes, with no tantlom external or internal tlis

turbing forces are char acterizetl by ortlerly movement of water 

particles in separate sheets or layets . The exchange of momen

turn between these layets is the result of molecular motion . 

To explain it consitler two tiny layers of water moving with 

speetl u in the x-tlirectlon antl let the change in velocity 

normal to x, be tlu/dz. Then the frictional shearing stress T 

between the two layers per unit area is given by 

T • \.I k [Pa] d, (2.9) 

where \.I is a proportionality coefficient generally ca lIed the 

dynarnic viscosity or molecular viscosity of a fluid and has 

the dimension [g ern-I sec-I]. The value of the dynamic visco

sity decreases noticeably with the inc rease of temperature 

and thus, rises with the increase of density . Sometimes the 

kinematic viscosity coefficient v · Ii/P [m 2 sec-I] is used. 

In turbulent flows the viscosity coefficient is replaced 

by the eddy viscosity analogously defined by 

(2.10) 

where dü/dz represents the velocity gradient of the observetl 

mean turbulent velocities. The value of the etltly viscosity tle

finetl here by A, usetl as an abbreviation for the exchange of 

mass in atljacent layers of water (A · Austausch) , tlepentls upon 

the size antl intensity of etltlies , as weIl as upon the evalua-
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tion (in space and time) of the average velocities of the flow 

conce r ned. The eddy viscosity coefficient A, expresses the ex

change or transfer of momentum of mean motion . This exchange 

can be substantially augmented by increaslng the turbulence 

and it also depends on direction . Stratification gene rally 

hampers vertieal momentum exchange resulting in different va

lues of the eddy viscosity in the horizontal and the vertieal 

di r ections , respectively. 

The effective exchange of mass in vertieal turbulence 15 

due to the vertieal components of the 5mall ,eddies affecting 

the mean motion. Here the numerical value of the eddy visco

sity is faund to He between 1 and 1000 c.g.s. units, thus being 

from 10 3 to 106 times greater than the molecular viscosity. 

The random but effective exchange of water maases in the case 

of lateral turbulence is due to large horizontal eddies. Here 

again the corresponding eddy viscosity coefficient, depending 

on the scale of the basin being considered, is found to vary 

from '106 to 10 8 c .g.s. units. 

AB the dynamic viscosity coefficient6 for laminar flows or 

eddy viscosity coefficients for turbulent flow8 are means of 

transfering momentum exchanges, the diffusion proceS6 16 

related to the transfer of particles or physico-bio-chemical 

properties of a fluid. If the property concentration (sI is 

defined as the amount per unit volume, the exchange coeffici

ents are in the form 

(2.11) 

where D is the coefficient of turbulent mass exchange and ia 

called the kinematic eddy diffusion coefficient. 

This is better described by considering a dissolved sub

stance concentrated in lake waters. lf 1t varies in space, 

the amount wh ich diffuses per second across a un i t area, is 

proportional to the ch ange in concentration per unit length 

along a line normal to that surface . According to Sverdrup 

et a1. [19421 this is expressed by 
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k. _vk 
dt dn (2.12) 

whe r e v is the coefficient of diffusion (see above) and is 

assumed to be equal to 2 . 10- 5 [an2/sec] . 

The coefficient of diffusion i s i ndependent of temperature 

but depe nds on the character of the dissolved substance in 

the water . Fu r thermore t he value of the diffusion coefficient 

depends on the type of mot i on considered . I n laminar flow the 

dynam i c d i ffusion coeff i cient is negllgible i n the vertical , 

but important i n the late r al exchanges, whereas in turbulent 

motions the eddy diffusion coefficient plaY5 it5 important 

role in both directions. I t i5 worth 5tating here that in the 

case of heat t r a nsfer, in turbulent lak.e wate r s, the co r res

ponding coeff i cient is the eddy conductivity coefficient. 

2. 1.5 Thermal conductivity of water 

In a water body wi th a temperatu r e gradient the heat i5 

trans fe r ed from colde r to warmer locations as a tendency to 

equalize tempera t ure differences , by the process of he at con

duction , This stops when an isothermal state is reached. 

Repeating the considerations of the p revious section we 

can say that: the amount of heat [g'cal ' sec-ll, conducted 

across a su r face of unit area i5 propor tional to the change 

in temperature value pe r un-it length along a line normal to 

that surface. Accord i ngly, 

heat flux .. - IC...!!!.. [cal ' sec- lj 
do 

(2 . 13) 

whe r e IC is called the coefficient of thermal conductivity . 

The negative sign indica t es that the" heat flux is positive in 

the direction of decreasing temperature . The nume r ical value 

of K for pu r e water at 150C and normal atmospheric pressure, 

is given by 1.39 ' 10-3 [gcal·sec · lj but is restcicted to lami

na r flow only . In turbu l ent flow this coefficient has to be 
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replaced by an eddy coefficient which is mainly dependent on 

the state of motion, whereas the thermal coefficient under 

discussion depends on water temperature and pressure, i .e. its 

value increases slightly with increasing temperature and pres 

sure . In stratified waters a transference of heat from warmer 

to cooler waters takes place. The rate of this transfer is 

characterized by this eddy coefficient. 

2. 1.6 The oxygen in l ",k.e waters 

The oxygen content (02) is another element of physical lim

nolO9y which plays an important role in the descr iption of la

custrine waters. A proper chemical determination of it,accom

panied by adequate physical observational data, can give a 

good insight into the nature of the lake conce r ned. 

The oxygen content in a lake depends on the rate of solu

bility of the gas in water. This is inversely proportional to 

temperature and directly proportional to partial pressure in 

the gas phase and thus depends on the atmospheric pressure 

and on the altitude at which the lake is located or the measu

rements are taken . The saturation deg ree of oxygen falls r apid

ly as the temperature rises, e . g. in pure water at oOC the 

amount of dissolved oxygen is around 10 . 31 mt l ! whereas at 

300c there are only 5.60 mt /t. This amount of oxygen in water, 

even at low temperature, is rather lew in comparison to the 

amount carried by dry air which is at around 21 %. 

In a stably stratified lak.e the solubility of air in water 

is maximal when the air above the water is saturated with wa

ter vapor . In the circulating state the oxygen content depends 

entirely on the influx of oxygen across the water surface. 

This varies seasonally according to the water temperature va

riations and the atmospheric pressure fluctuations. However , 

the effect of these variations on the rate of entry of oxygen 

into the lake water is rather small compared to that of water 
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dynamics . The latter mostly occu r s during the vernal lake cir

culation and in late r periods by slow turbulent water exchan

ges. 

Mortimer [1942], analysing many aval1able limno1ogical da

ta re1ated to the s01ubi1ity of oxygen in water, gave a nomo

gram which char acte r izes the 02 saturation at diffe rent tem

peratu re s and a1titudes. 
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Oxygen saturation at different 
temperatures (Mortimer [ 1942]) . 

With the aid of this nomogram by simple linear inte rpola 

tion, having the water temperature and oxygen value, we can 

describe the percentage of oxygen saturation in a water con 

sidered. The nomogram gives in addition to the oxygen sa tu

ration at different temperatures the correction factors of 02 

at varjous altitudes . 

If the wate r surface is undistu r bed , the passage of oxygen 

across the air-water interface is limited to a very thin layer; 

the penetration being on1y due to molecular processes and 
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a (02) 
-va--,.-' (2.14) 

describes this transport. The molecular diffusion coefficient 

\I hills the viIIlue, 2.0 .10-5 [cm 2 sec-I], appropriate for oxygen. 

Analyses considering water level at rest are academic and 

of small practical interest, because such ideal conditions do 

not ex ist in nature. Therefore, let us briefly consider the 

more natura l conditions of oxygen flux from air into water 

through a disturbed water surface . The relevant relation is 

the Bohr equation 
dO, 
d't- aa(p-Pt) (2 . 15) 

containing the flux coefficient G, the partial pressure of gas 

in air p . and the assumption that Pt characterizes the equi 

librium of the gas concentration at the press ure p at time t, 

descr'ibing the rate of movernent of gas across the undisturbed 

water surface. Adopting further Hutchinson's [1957] considera

tions, we derive 

(2.16) 

where the a and ß parameters characterize the virtual coeffi

eients of the rate of entry and the rate of exit of oxygen in

to the water from the air and vice versa . In practice the fol

lowing equation written in integral form,is used 

(2.17) 

where (02)0 is the initial concentration of oxygen in a lake, 

(02)5 is the saturation concentration of the oxygen correspond

ing to the water temperature of the surface layer, and i is 

the mean depth of the lake concerned. 

The exchange coefficients a and S are independent and their 

values are not yet completely evaluated for lake conditions . 

It is clear , however. that. as the exit coefficient (S) rises 
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with temperature, the degree of saturation diminishes yielding 

an almost constant value for the entrance coefficient (a). 

Hutchinson [1957], using experimental data constructed the 

following table, Table 2 . 2, which determines the rate of oxy

genetion of lakes at vernal circulation. 

Th, saturation 
percentage at time t 90.0 95.0 99.0 99.9 

e -St/i 0 . 50 0.25 0.05 0.005 

St/i" 0.69 1. 39 3.00 5.30 

t/i when S - 5.5 m 0.12 0.25 0.54 0.96 

t when , . 12.5 m io days 1. 55 3.12 6.78 11. 98 

t when i-100.0 m io days 12.4 25 . 0 54.4 95.8 

Table 2.2 OXY9'enetion rate of lakes at vernal circulation . 

Generally at the be9'innin9' of vernal circulation lake water 

is seldom less saturated than 80 \. It is clear from the fi9'u

res 9'iven in Table 2.2 that a shallow lake can reoxY9'enate 

rather quickly, provided that it is in a stage of full circu

lation and favourably disturbed water surface. For deep lakes, 

however, the reoxY9'enation lasts much 10n9'er and is more comp

lex,because it may be disturbed or even retarded by a deve

loping or already developed thermal stratification. 

The table indicates the probable minimum time needed for 

the reoxY9'enation to any de9'ree of saturation of a lake de

oXY9'enated to some extent, durin9' the winter stagnation per iod. 

In 9'eneral , this sta9'nation is due to animal, plant and bacte 

rial respiration and purely chemical oxydation of organfc mat

t er. Most of the oXY9'en uptake occurs, as proved by chemical 

limnologists at the mud-water interface where much pure che

mical oxygen, due to bacterial respiration in the mud, is lost. 

It is clear that this loss of oXY9'en to or by the mud, in or

der to compensate and maintain a steady oxygen state, must 

come from the overlying water. This, of course, takes place 

when the water there circulates, but in stagnant waters a 
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deoxygenated microzone is formed . In general the rate of up

take in deeper wate r s of a lake due to respiring organisms is 

about 0 . 3 mg per litre per day . Studies in this field done by 

Kuznietzow and Karsikin [19311 in Lake Glubokoye, indicated 

from their conside r ations of known bacterial rates of metabo

lism, that a population of 2.10 9 bacterial cells in 1 litre 

of water of the metalimnion (a conservative estimate of popu

lation in lake waters), may consume roughly 0.24 mg oxygen 

per litre of water per day. In Lake Mendota e.g. the uptake 

of 02 according to Hutchinson [19511 is around 29 mg per litre 

per day at 250 C of water temperature . These amounts of 02 up

take indicate that a lake at stagnant per iods can deoxygenate 

very rapidly. 

A deficit of 02 in the hypolimnion duting the summer stra

tification is clearly shown in Figure 2.3. 

Figure 2.3,taken from Hutchinson [19571, cannot be general

lized, but it gives a rough representation of oxygen distribu

tion for most of the dimictic lakes with shal l ow waters, muddy 

bottorns and an average degree of biological life . It is clea r 

that these da ta can, by no means be taken as an adequate basis 
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waters in Lake Mendota during the summer stratifi
cation. 
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for analysis, in those lakes where detailed oxygen observa

tions are possible . Figure 2.4 illustrates the vertical dis

tribution of oxygen and carbon dioxyde in Lake Constance in 

May 1969. 
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Another period of distinct loss 

of oxygen in deep layers, in di -

mictic temperate lakes, is obser-

ved after the formation of ice 

cover . The oxygen pr ofile through

out the depth, in a frozen lake, 

has a convex shape indicatin"g the 

decrease of oxygen with depth. 

Figure 2 . 5 illustrates this again 

on the example of Lake Mendota 

where the winter oxygen curve 

(02) at a dept;h of 22 m quick1y 

reaches a n i l value. In shallow 

Fig. 2. 4 

Verti_cal distribution of oxygen 
(02) and carbondioxyde (C02) in 
May 1969 in Lake Constance 
(afte r Kiefer [1972 J ) . 
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lakes in the presence of ice cover, the 1055 of oxygen in 

deeper water layers is extreme l y serious, because the lack of 

it may result in the death of many living species. 

It is very difficult to find lakes having similar vertical 

profiles of oxygen content throughout the depth. This is due 

to the different physico-bio-chemical processes . There are no 

lakes with the same degree of oxygen uptake at the bottom-wa

ter interface or in the free water and the same water dynamics, 

this being the main governing factor in the distribution of oxy

gen. Therefore much effo r t has to be spent in obtaining a true 

picture of a lake ' s oxygen content to enable us to decide the 

best policies for wate r management for fresh water supplies 

and for preserving or enriching the biological life in lakes. 

2.1.7 Transparency of water and light penetration 

The transparency characteristics of lake waters pertain to 

the vast discipline of water optics (theoretical descriptions 

and analyses for sea water conditions in the main were given 

by: Jerlov [1968], Kullenberg [1972] and Dera [1976], and for 

limnological applications by Sauberer and Ruttner [19411, 

Lauschner [19551, Hutchinson [19571, and Nydegger (1967 ] 1,but 

are beyond the scope and interest of this work. Yet, as the 

t r ansparency properties of lake waters do play an interesting 

role, as far as water economy, water management, recreational 

facilities and environmental protection is concerned *j let us 

briefly describe the basic parameters. 

Not all light from the sun reaches the Earth or penetrates 

into the deepest parts of lake basins. Some solar radiation 

as light or heat is absorbed by the atmosphere befote reaching 

uso This absorption is highly selective and concerns nearly 

*1 leaving aside topics connecting transparency and light 
penetration with biological life in lake waters . 
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the whole ultraviolet range of the radiated light. The deg ree 

of atmosphe r ic absorption of solar radiation is best cha r ac

te r ized by the known spectral dist r ibution of radiat i onal 

energy em i tted by the sun and reaching Earth (see Fig. 2 . 6) . 

4000 8000 12000 16000 
WAVE LEfIIGTH l.a l -

Fig . 2.6 Spectral characteristics of the solar radiation 
(Dietrich et al . (19751) 

1 ) distribution 0' sola r radiation outside the 
atmosphere, 

2) distribution 0' sola r radiation reaching the 
Ea r th's ground, 

3) spectral sensitivity 0' human eye . 

It is seen that most of the shor t - wave ultra-v101et light of 

length less than 3000 ~ is abso r bed, this selection being due 

to the oxygen in the atmosphere. The maximum amount of incom

ing energy is in the blue- g r een range Le . 4600 and 5200 R, but 

half of the r adiation rate reaching Earth comes from the long

wave infrared r egion. The amount of incoming solar radiation 

is not always constant , it varies daily, seasonally and with 

latitude (determining the angular heigh t of the sun). The 

cloudiness of the atmosphere also affects the amount of radi 

ational light received per unit area at the Earth's surface, 

but, strangely, . a partial cove r age of the sky by clouds may 
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locally increase the radiation owing to the diffusive reflec

tion from the clouds. Further, as we shall see, the state of 

the water surface (rough or calm) of a lake, and the locally 

developed water vapour due e.g. to high waves, may influence 

the intensity of solar radiation penetrating the lake . Summing 

up, the intensity of the total radiation reaching the lake di

rectly from the sun or indirectly from the sky (20 \ of the 

total radiational flux) depends on the geographical position, 

the elevation of the basin concerned, the observational sea

son, and the atmospheric conditions. 

Practically, the intensity of monochromatic light penet r a

ting the water normal to the surface can be expressed as 

(2 . 18) 

where Jz and JO are the intensities of radiation at a depth z, 

and at the surface O. The value Cl represents the coefficient 

of attenuation, or extinction . 

In general the transmission of light through water is low 

and the attenuation coefficient (described in more detail la

ter on) is high in the infrared wavelength range, see Figure 

2.8 later. In the visible range the maximum rate of transmis-

4600 ~, where sion is observed in the blue range at about 

Cl ~ 0.0025 rn-I. Between 6000 ~ and 7400 ~ a rapid increase 

of transmission is observed with values from Cl ~ 0.0025 rn-I to 

Cl ~ 1 rn-I . At wavelength greater than 7500 ~ approximately 

90 \ of the radiation is absorbed. 

Considering the effect of suspended and dissolved matters 

in lake waters on light transmission the maximum extinction 

is in the violet and blue range and, less in the middle wave

length range while the minimum is at greater wavelengths. 

Some of the light losses are caused more by selective up

ward scattering (both by the water and by material suspended 

in it), than by real absorption, and the colour of the absor 

bed water reflects this upward scattering . For pure water for" 
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example the selective scatterin9 will 9ive a blue colour, 

whereas waters with suspended and dissolved materials are 

seen to be 9reen . With increasin9 suspended matter lake water 

becomes yellow or even redish-brown . 

Fi9. 2.7, a reproduction of Hutchinson's [19571 dia9ramm, 

characterises schematical l y the rate of transmission and scat

terin9 in Lake Mendota with respect to depth. 
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Fi9. 2.7 Transmission and scat t erin9 curves within 
the depth in Lake Mendota (October 1938) . 

Althou9h, modern experiments "have enormously enlarged ou r 

knowledge of water optics the very o l d and simple method of 

the Secchi disc · ) is still in use and adequate in the eva l ua

tion of water transparency. A hi9h co r relation exists between 

the t r ansparency, obtained with Secchi d i sc observations, and 

l i 9ht transmission.One assurnes that the Secchi d i sc disappears 

at the depth of li9ht penetration of 5' solar radiation . Ob

se r ved t r ansparencies can r ange from ve r y few centimete r s to 

over 40 m e.9 . in the Japanese Lake Masyuko, Hutchinson [1957]. 

In Lake Tanganjika the depth of transparency reaches a r ound 

22 m. Similar transparency depths were occasionally found in 

") A disc of 9iven diameter (30 cm) and colour (white) is lowe
red and obse r ved at wh ich depth it can no longer be seen . 
This depth is a measure for the transparency . 
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Lac Leman and Lago Maggiore. Io th. open waters 0' some Polish 

1akes, e . g. Mamry, Wigry, Wadag ood Charzykowy, th. transpa-

rency observed by the author '0 July du ring t.o consecutive 

years 1964/65 was between 8 and 18 meters. Th. transparency 

varies with respect of the Observational period, but in most 

European 1akes it ranges from 8 to 20 meters . With reg a rd to 

directions Jerlow [1968] mentiones that for incidence angles, 

ranging between 00 and 100 the percentage of reflection is 

only 20" and does not increase very much for angles between 

4.0 0 and 50 0 reaching only 25 \ and 34 \, respectively. A large 

increase in reflection is however obse r ved at higher angles. 

E . g. at 800 reflection reaches 34 . 8 \ and at 900 1t 15 total. 

The part of the 11ght radiation entering the lake and pas

sing through the reflecti"ng medium Le. the water surface 15 

partly refracted and the degree of this refraction is given 

by Snell's law: 
sin 1 0 ' --sin r ' (2.19) 

where n describes the refractive index, and i and rare the 

angles of incidence and re fr action of the radiating beam, re

spective1y . 

The value of the refractive index for a passage from air 

to pure water is around 1.33. For a light beam passing from 

water into air it is equal to the reciprocal value l/n ~ 0. 75; 

thus the denser the refractive medium the higher the refrac

tive index . 

The amount of radiation penetrating the water depends on 

conditions inherent in the source of the light itself and the 

physical characteristics of the water. In the former the angle 

of incidence and the spectrum of the light are dominant, 

whereas in the latter the state of the water surface and phy

sico-bio-chemical characteristics of the water play the domi

nent role . A light striking the water surface is refracted 

downwards toward the vertical . With increasing depth the in

tensity of light decreases due to the attenuation of scatter 
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and absorption by the water. As the depth increases the effect 

of these diffucive processes is to change the direction of 

maximum radiance. 

The upper layer of lake waters extinguishes most of the 

energy in the l ong-wave infrarea range of the spectrum, thus 

with increasing depth of water the peak of the spectrum shifts 

toward smaller wavelengths. The attenuation coefficient in a 

diagramatic form (see Ftg . 2.81, was presented" by Dietrich 

et al. [1975]. 
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Fig . "2 . 8 Attenuation coefficient for pure water in 
respect of the radiational wavelength. 
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The curve of the coefficient is defined for various ~ave

lengths from about 0.20 1I to l.? 1.1. In the visible part the 

attenuation coefficient is 'at its minimum at about 0.4811 of 

the light spectrum and thus, the coefficient a increase ~ith 

increasing ~avelength. 

The transparency of water can be characterized by defining 

the percentage of the radiative f1ux of different wavelengths 

through alm layer of watet. Practica1 observations of these 

paramete rs indicate that the greatest · transparency in sea ~a

ters is at ~avelengths of 0.481.1, when the attenutatiQn coef

ficient is at its 10west value, Le. in the light spectrum 

range, whereas in shallow water areas, such as lakes, the 

grestest transparency is observed at wave1engths of or higher 

than 0.53].1. By measuring the absorption in various parts of 

the spectrum it was found to be greater in the red than in, the 

b1ue range. Thus b1ue light can penetrate furthest in clean 

~ater whereas green and ye110w penetrate furthest in tubu1ent 

water . 

Dynamic circulation in a lake plays obviously a role in the 

transparency conditions. In places with turbid waters having 

high rates of sedimentation, such as areas of river inf10ws, 

warm and fertile waters of high organic productivity, the 

transparency of the water will be rather low, whereas in open 

areas of ca Im and cool waters it wil l be greeteI". The degree of 

higher and lower transparency can be clearly observed in regi

ons of converging surface currents and sinking water masses, 

or of diverging surface currents and upwelling processes. 

To conclude,the degree of light penetration chatacterizes 

different light zones in a lake. There is: the littoral zone, 

the shallow water region where light penetrates to the bottom, 

then the profundal zone, where the bot tom and deep water areas 

are beyond the effective r~ach of light penetration (this zone 

is found in great and deep lakes onlyl, and finally the lim

netic zone, the zone of open water extending the level of ef

fective light penetration. 
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2.1.8 Sound propagation in lake waters 

It is known that propagation of sound is more efficient m, 
water than in air . This is because the smaller compressibility 

of water permits sound to travel faster. Graphs and tables 

exist in the oceanographic literature showing the dependence 

of sound velocity on temperature, pressure and salinity. In 

general, sound velocity increases with increase in the above 

mentioned parameters. As the effect of temperature and pres

sure on sound velocity is around three times greater than that 

of sa1inity the graphs prepared for oceanographic conditions 

can also be app1ied with sufficient practical accuracy for 

lake waters. Absorption of sound 15 sma11er in water than in 

air, where adiabatic changes (described later) arise. 

The velocity of sound in water is generally independent of 

wave1ength. It is given by 

VS"/;K' (2 . 20) 

where p is the density of the water and K is the isothermal 

compressibility coefficient. described previous1y in eq . (2 . 8). 

In (2.20) adiabatic heating and cooling due to pressure chan

ges in the water have been ignored explaining that the numer

ator in (2.20) is unity. 

sound velocity characteristics in water are best exploited 

in echosoundings, where the time needed for a sound input to 

travel from the water surface to the bot tom and back is used 

to obtain estimates for depth. In sound propagation energy is 

transmitted through the wa'ter and associated motion is subject 

to loS ses in the dissipative medium . Friction will lead to a 

decrease in the intensity J, and one usually assumes th1s 

1055 dJ to be proportional to J itself. Thus 

dJ - -vJ dz. (2.21) 

where v characterizes the loss. Assuming that the intensity 

of sound energy at the source, i.e. at the surface (z· 0) is 

JO' integration of this equation yields 
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(2 . 22) 

where v i5 the absorption coefficient given for practical ap

plication according to Dietrich et a1. [19751 by 

v • 3 . 1 11, (2 . 23) 

f being the frequency of sound, 11 characte r ising lhe water 

viscosit~, p the density of water and Vp the propagation velo

ci ty of the sound·. 

Besides absorption sound energy i5 subject to scattering. 

on air and gas bubbles, and to refraction in the water . Stra

tification of water may complicate this characteristics to a 

higher degree than i5 observed in homogeneous waters. 

2.2 Temperature characteristics cf lake wateI:S 

Sola r r adiation, as the transference of heat to the Earth 

by the sun is the main facta! determining the temperature cha

racteristics of lake waters. Other factors which do play an 

important r ole are: precipitation and evaporation, run-off and 

river discharge, melting of ice, global circulation of water 

masses and the geometry of the lake basin concerned. Most fac

tors mentioned above depend to a greater or lesser extent 

also on the solar radiation. 

The heat emitted by the sun, reaching the Earth ' s surface 

fluctuates annually due to the eccentricity of the Earth ' s or

bit around the sun . Thus the water temperature of a lake will 

change seasonally. Of the 1026 calories*l emitted by the sun 

per second only about 2.0 cal cm-2 min-1 reach the upper re

gion of the atmosphere, but the exact va1ue depends on the 

Earth ' s distance from the sun . At perihelion, i.e . closest to 

the sun one has 2 . 08 cal cm- 2 min-l , whereas at aphel ion , when 

*l 1 cal • 4.186 Ws. 
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the Earth is farthest from the sun the value is 1.93 cal cm-2 

min- l • The solar radiation reduces further as the light passes 

through the atmosphere. It is absorbed by the water vapour, 

carbon dioxyde and ozon in the atmosphere . This selective ab

sorption depends on the composition of the air and the wave 

lengths of the penetrating energy. Scattering by diffusive 

re fleet ion and diffraction by air molecules and turbidity ma

terials such as dust, water droplets, smoke etc. found in the 

air are the other factors. 

AS in the atmosphere the solar radiation absorbed by the 

water causes a temperature increase in the latter. To what 

degree the increase takes place depends on the sun's altitude 

and this vaties according to the season, the hour of the day 

and the geographical position of the l a ke concerned. The dif

ference between the incoming and outgoing radiation is obser

ved as heat in the lake and its determination forms part of 

the heat budget of the lake. 

While the response of lake waters to external and internal 

lacustrine conditions vary from lake to lake because e.g. size 

and bathymetry vary, the external conditions are nearly simi

lar for every lake. They are inherent to the external climate 

and consist of the solar radiation, air temperature and its 

stability above the lake surface, and humidity. Auren [1939} 

presented a set of solar radiational data for constructing 

the distribution of isophots·) in 1000 cal/cm2 representative 

for the heating season between April and July for the Scandi

navian and Saltic region, see Figure 2 . 9. 

Temperature characteristics of lake waters fluctuate con

siderably throughout the year in various lakes depending on 

conditions outlined above. Temperature itself is one of the 

bases of lake classifications which grade the lakes according 

to their annual water circulation . 

• ) Lines of equal incoming solar radiation per unit area in 
the per iod April to June. 
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Fig.2.9 The distribution of isophots in 1000 ca1/cm2 
over the Scandinavian and Baltic region for 
the per iod April to June . 
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2.2.1 Lake classification 

There exist various types of lake classifications.The one 

given here classifies lakes accoraing to their geographical 

location ana their thermal conaitions . 

Forels 11895] classification consiaerea lakes of temperate 

regime with warm summers ana cola winters. in which a full 

water circulation occurs twice a year when the temperatures 

correspond to maximum density, i.e . in the spring and the 

fall. Such lakes are called temperate lakes. Lakes having a 

single circulation perioa each year where either the water in 

winter period never falls below the temperature of maximum 

density i.e. 4oC, or in the summer time never rises above this 

value, are ca lled: uopical and polar lakes. This characteris

tics was later extended by Yoshimura [1936] who used the fol

lowing classification, generally adopted nowadays by physical 

limnologists. 

a) Temperate lakes - temperature of surface water is always 

above 40C in summer and below 40C in winter. Direct stra

tification occurs in summer and inve r se in winter. Sharp 

thermal gradients, large seasonal variations and two ci rcu

lation per iods in spring and late fall are observed in this 

type of lake. 

b) Troplc .. l lakes - temperature of su rface water is very high 

(25-30oC), small thermal g radients occur throughout the 

depth, and irregular wate r c irculation arises usually at 

the coldest time. 

c) Subtropicolll lakes surface temperature is never below 4oC, 

large thermal graaients, large annual variation, and a 

single circulat i on period occur in the winter season. 

a) Polar lakes - surface water temperature is always below 4oC, 

ice covers arise most of the year, and water c irculation 

takes place only in the mid summer period. 

e) Subpolar lakes - water tempe r ature is above 40C only in 
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summer periods, and temperature gradients are very small. 

A thermocline is almost never existent, but when it exists 

it is poorly developed and limited to a sha!low layer. In 

general two eirculation per iods oecur in early summer and 

early fall. 

This classifieation*l is similar to the one eonsidering 

lakes according to their thermal eonditions in respect to 

thei r geQgraphical location (latitude and altitude) and their 

bathymetry. This eorresponds to the following types, when eon

sidering lake baslns thel'TMlly= 

Group a} is the dilllictic type of a lake, water eirculation 

occurs twice a year in spring and fall. 

Group b} is the oli!7Ol'lictic type of a lake, water tempera-

tures are weIl above 4OC. Water circulation is 

rare, but when it occurs then at irregular inter

vals. 

Group c) is the warm monomicti c type of a lake, water tem

perature at any depth is never below 40C. Direet 

stratification occurs in summer. f'ree wate r cir

culation arises in winter at/or above 40C. 

Group d) is the polym.1ctic type of a lake, found mostly in 

high mountain regions, such as the Andes. Water 

temperature is slightly above 40C, and continuous 

water circulation arises at this temperature . 

Group e) is the cold l!XliIomit:'tic type of a lake, temperatu

res are never in excess of 40C throughout the 

depth. lee covers oecur with an inverse stratifi 

eation in winter, and free circulation arises only 

in summer at/or below 40C. 

*1 Not always fully reliable. E.g. Lake Constance, as a deep 
temperate lake, exhibiting the same behaviour as lakes of 
group cl, eannot be classified as subtropieal lake . 
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The last group is the amictic type of lake which is con

tinually sealed off by iee, this lake can be faund 

mostly in the Antarctic or very high mountain re

gions. 

This classification concerns on1y lakes of sufficient depth 

for the development of the deep hypolimnion laye r. 

2.2.2 General heat budget cf lakes 

Because oue knowledge of thermal response of a lake in the 

neighborhood of the air-water interface is spar se and rather 

more qualitative than quantitative, available procedures for 

the he at budget are largely empirical and described by a re

lation of the form 

(2 . 24 ) 

where all quantities are given in cal/cm2/day, and where QT 

is the total amount of change of heat staced, OR the net ra

diation, OL the latent heat of evaporation, and Os the sensib

le heat exchange. Oi is the heat flow through the bot tom from 

the interior of the Earth, and OCH is the he at of the radio

active processes. 

Practically the equation is reduced to the first three 

terms and this due to the minor contribution of all the other 

heating sources. Thus the heat content equa1s approximately 

the sum of the radiation and evaporation and the conduction 

to the atmosphere. More specific descriptions on this topic 

are given by Ragotskie [1978] and Horn [1978] . 

The heat stored in a lake depends on the intensity and 

rate of solar radiation reaching the lake surface . The latter 

varies with time, location and with respect .to the atrnosphe

ric state. According to Hutchinson (1957) the amount of solar 

radiation at the equator is from about 480 cal/cm2/day in 
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Decembe r and June to around 540 cal/cm2jday in March and Sep

tember. In polar regions during midsurnmer 10ng days it is 

670 cal !cm2/day, but du ring the polar darks the rate of solar 

radiation 15 nil. Outing the heating season between April and 

the end of July, the amount of incoming radiation i5 60 000 

cal/cm2 , Not all of it reaches the lake water masses because 

of reflection at the water surface back to the atmosphere and 

scattering t r orn below the surface . This 1055 of r adiational 

heat ranges between 7 % and 10 % in summer and winter, respec

tively . The difference between the amounts of radiation enter 

ing and leaving a lake p r oduces the net radiation surplus 

which 15 positive as 10ng as a lake i5 free of iee and, nega

tive auring the iee formation ana iee existenee . 

A measu r e of the heat storea in a water column is the pro

auet of the average water temperature ana the me an aepth of 

the lake, but this is rather inaaequate, because it aoes not 

take into account the aecrease of temperature with aepth in a 

stratifiea lake. Insteaa the methoa of a ~unit lake" analysea 

by Rogotzkie [19781 is usea. Here the total amount of heat 

storea 'in the lake is evaluatea by consiaering sepa rate hori

zontal layers. Eaeh layer has a representative value of weaaea 

area ana this area ean be aeterminea as a function of aepth. 

The resulting eurve is eall"ea a hypsometrie eurve. The heat 

eontent is now evaluatea by weighting the temperature with 

the hypsometrie cu r ve F ana integrating the proauct TF over 

aepth . This proceaur e gives the heat eontent of the entire 

lake. 

The best example in elueiaating the heat buaget of lakes 

is to compare two basins of, say, the same surfaee area but 

of aifferent geomorphometry subject to the same raaiational 

influenees. One lake is aeep ana stratifiea, whereas the other 

is shallow ana homogeneous. Comparing them. a aifferent kina 

of thermal response to the surrounaing elimate will be obser

ved . The shallow lake will quickly storethe ineoming heat 

but it will also loose it quieker and thus ean f r eeze soone r. 
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This is because the greater the volume of water the larger 

the heat capacity and the greater the amount of heat which 

can be stored, and hence the longer the time it takes to cool. 

This explains why shallow lakes are warm in spring whereas 

deep lakes are warm in autumn . 

Plotting the heat storage as a function of time through the 

seasons a bell - shaped distribution is obtained. In January 

the heat storage being lowest (the lake is frozen if surface 

water temperature is at freezing point) and having, say, 0.0 

cal/cm2 , increases very slightly in value in the period from 

February to March. It then rises rapidly throughout May/July 

and reaches its maximum around August/September. From then on 

it decreases by the same amount that it rose, and reaches 

around December/January its initial zero value. 

The total amount of heat stored in lake waters depends on 

the individual heat exchange terms in equation (2.24). The net 

radiation 0R varies in phase with solar radiation and thus 

shows daily fluctuations. The evaporation rate OL is largest 

in June/November, when the solar radiation is at its peak in

tensity, whereas sensible heat exchange Os plays a minor role 

and is only important in the autumn per iod when the greatest 

temperature g radients at the boundary layer are observed. 

The heat content of the water at freezing is defined to be 

zero. In periods with low air temperature the ice cover may 

develop . Its growth depends on the severity of the external 

climatic conditions, their duration and the he at content of 

the lake. 

In a ffozen lake the heat balance is more complex due to 

the ice and snow cover. Thus the sensible heat is not only 

stored in the water (the case in an .unfrozen lake), but in 

the snow and ice cover as weIl. Latent heat is stored in the 

ice and snow. Therefore, mo r e storage terms are involved in 

the heat exchange processes, see Figure 2.10. The Figure il

lustrates the complexity of heat exchange processes of a fro-
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Fig . 2.l0 Heat exchange processes in a frozen 
lake (after Ragotzkie [1978]). 

zen lake. Both latent and sensible heat in the ice and snow 

cover are considered in the heat budget as ~negative heat sto

rages~ of the amount needed to melt these covers. 

The melting of ice occurs under the influence of the in

crease of the surrounding air temperature by the intensified 
solar radiation, and the onsetting of ice breaking is then 

influenced by wind. 

Some he at in the melting period of ice cover comes from the 

underlying water. Presumably a vertical exchange of temperatu

re by water displacement occurs in the per iod of the break up 

of the ice. Supposedly melt water from the lce cover falls 

down and is replaced by warmer deeper water. No reliable 

proofs however are available showing this process because of 

the difficulty in unde r taking water temperature measurements 
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in situ in these periods. At the beginning of the iee-free 

cover, and at the time the water s t arts to freeze, the lake 

waters are in an isothermal state anc the heat content of the 

lake is very low. 

In o rder to give a full pictu r e of the heat budget let us 

now briefly discuss some additional information describing 

all the factatS taking place in this balance. 

The solar radiation reaching the lake surface penetrates 

it and is absorbed by the water. Part of this radiation is 

reflected by snow, lee and by the water surface itself . The 

percentage of the reflected radiation is called the albedo 

and lt s value depends on the wavelength of incoming radiation, 

its incidence angle and the physical character of the reflect

lng su r face . A free water surface, at low incidence angle has 

a rather small albedo of around 0.05. Much larger values are 

observed fo r snow and ice, e.g. fresh snow can have an albedo 

of 0 . 7 to 0 . 9 . These va lues indicate that 70 to 90 % of .solar 

radiation can be reflected by a fresh snow cover. As the sur

face of the water has a very low albedo most of the energy 

from the sun penetrates ac ross it and is absorbed by the water. 

The figure given illustrates the albedo of Lake Mendota in 

early sprin9 be fore the breaking of the iee cover. The curve 

shows a rapid drop in albedo during snow melt and thereafter . 

The sensib l e heat transfer gene rally oeeurs in the thin 

boundary layer between wate r and air by conduction and convee

tion. At the air/water boundary heat is transfered to or from 

the air across the water surfaee by conduction. In both air 

and wate r turbulence or eonvective proeesses are the causes of 

the heat transfer . Here the wind and the stability of the air 

above play an important role . It is· known, that stability va

ries seasonally . In the spring season the water of a lake is 

generally colder than the air above it. Thus a cooling process 

of the air by the water occurs produeing a stable st ratifica

tion of the boundary l ayer and reducing the effect of wind 
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Fig . 2 . 11 The albedo before the ice 
b r eak i ng in Lake Mendota. 

action in the total heat transfer. In autumn , however, when 

watet masses ar e warmer than the air, a dist i nct convection 

occu r s. This is caused by the build -up of an unstable ver tical 

stratification in the boundary layer due to the air being 

heated from below by t he watet . In this case air turbulence 

increases causing an increase in the transfer of heat in the 

vertical , augmen t ing thus the convect i on processes of he at ex

change . 

The greatest 10ss of heat f r om lakes is due t o evaporation . 

The amount of heat needed for the evaporation of 1 mm water 

f r om 1 cm2 of water surface equals 58.50 cal. In general the 
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process of evaporation is similar to that of sensible heat 

transfer and as such takes place at the ah/water interface . 

As it is difficult to measure sensible heat transfe r and 

evaporation directly (continuous measurements of wind, water 

and air temperature and humidity are required), a simple ap

proach developed by J.S . Bowen (cf. Ragotzkie [1978]) is gene

rally used . The Bowen ' s method assumes the same diffusivity 

parameters for heat and water vapour , and the Bowen value is 

defined as the ratio between sensible heat transfer and eva

pora.tion. 

Bowen ' s ratio is easily evaluated and utilises three para

meters: the water and air temperatures and the humidity. The 

ratio is thus given according to Dietrich et a1. [19751. by 

Qs 
B • OL .. 0.64 (2.25) 

where TI.' and T.a are the temperature va1ues of water and air 

respectively, and according1y; ew' e a are the equilibrium vapour 

pressure of water (obtained from water temperature) and the 

vapour pressure of air. 

By the introduction of Bowen ' s ratio into the heat budget 

equation (2.24) we obtain 

(2 .26 ) 

Equation (2.25) may be so1ved fo r the sensible heat OS · BOL · 

BL(Or/L) • BLV, Le. L · 585 cal g-l and V is the amount of 

water volume evaporated. 

The last term of the total heat budget of 1akes, requiring 

its own descri ption, is the bot tom conduction . According 

to Ragotzkie [1978 } the geotherma1 sources coming from the 

deepest parts of the Earth add yea rly to the heat content 

around 30 cal/cm2 . This amounts to around 0.1 % additional 

heat in deeper lakes with l arger heat budgets and less than 

0.5 % in shallower lakes with sma.11er annual heat budget. In 

Lake Bajkal for example, there is a very thick layer of water 
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between 300 and 1600 m where no indications of seasonal water 

tempe rature variations are observed. The temperature decreases 

only from 3.160 to 3 . l90C, and according to Hutchinson [19511, 

at the very bot tom layer the r e is a slight temperature inver 

sion because the temperature there reaches 3 . 230C o r about 

0.04 to 0.010C higher than at the 1600 m depth. This inversion 

indicates the probability of geothermal heating . 

The conduction of heat at the bot tom takes place seasonally 

and is exactly out of phase with the annual water temperature 

cycle because the heat is trans fe red from the water to the se

diments in summer and early autumn and from the sediments to 

the water in winter and early spring . The rate of heat trans

fer in this seasonal conduction depends on the water tempera

ture r .ange and the conductivity properties of the underlying 

sediments. 

In the total he at budget of a lake the exchange of heat 

between the water and the bot tom, especially in the summer 

seasons, plays a rather secondary role and can be practically 

neglected, but in winter when the water surface is frozen and 

the water temperature drops below 40C the warmer sediments 

t r ansfer heat of significant importance. Finally it is clear 

that the temperature ga in and t emperature loss in the heat 

budget of a l ake depends, besides the afore mentioned dynami

cal ?rocesses and physical conditions, primarily on the geo

graphical location of the lake concerned. It is obvious in 

this conte.;t that in lower latitudes the heat ga in trom solar 

radiation will be greater than the heat loss, whereas in 

higher latitudes, say, from 450 to the polar regions back ra

diation plays a dominant role. 

For Lake Mendota, a typical dimictic temperate lake, Ro

gotzkie [19781 shows (Fig . 2.12) the individual heat exchange 

processes producing the annual heat storage. The curves given 

in the Figure are based on 27 years of water temperature ob

servations . The net radiation curve (OR) 1s in phase with the 

solar radiation (not shown). The per iod between June and No-
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vember roughly is the time where evaporation yields the great

est heat 1055. Sensible heat exchange (QS) plays its dominant 

role in autumn when there are maximum temperature gradients 

within the boundary layer, i.e. between the cold air and the 

warm surface water. 

Summar izing , we conclude that the heating processes in lake 

water are due to the absorption of radiation coming directly 

from the sun and to reflected and scattered radiation from 

the sky. The secondary effects are the sens i ble heat from the 

atmosphere, condensation of water vapour and convection of 

heat through the lake floor f r om the interior of the Earth . 

Finally such factors as the transference of kinetic energy to 

heat , and the warming due to bio-chemical processes also fea

ture in the heating of a lake's waters. The cooling p rocesses 

of lake wate r s are mainly due to the back radiation f r om the 

water surface and to the evaporation and convection of sen

sible heat to the atmosphere. 
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2.2 . 3 Lake iee 

In temperate regions in lakes of dimictic type, due to the 

cont i nuing dec rease of the autumn ai r temperature the surface 

water will cool . This eooling eauses a thiekening of the epi

limnion by conveet i ve water mix i ng associated with the wate r 

temperature deerease . Thus t he water ei reulation of the la te 

fall sets in, and eontinues until the water masses in a basin 

will have reaehed their isotherm'al state . In the very thi n 

upper water layer of a ealm lake the eooling at the surfaee 

can produee unstable thermal gr adients of up to o.soe . 

With the eontinuing deerease of air temperatu r e the wa ter 

will cool below 4oe , finally reaehing the freezing point oOe . 

Generally this t akes plaee as a result of a strong outward 

heat flow due to exposure to wind action and eontinuous air 

eooling. As already mentioned some lakes s t art to f r eeze fas

ter and some slowe r depending on the surrounding ai r tempera

ture, the heat content in the water, the shape of the lake and 

the response of the water mass to the var i ous forms of physi

eal imput i . e . e x ternal/internal fo r ees aeting on/o r within 

the lake water masses . Further heat loss below free z ing point 

removes the heat of fusion and iee beg ins to form. This gene

rally is favou r ed under ca 1m a i r /water eonditions,mainly at 

night , and st a rts with the build up of a skim of iee ; first in 

ealm bays and along lake shores. When this stage is r eaehed , 

and favourable eonditions for iee formation eontinue , a fast 

spatial inerease in iee eoverage and thiekening is observed . 

As iee is fo r med in diffe r ent -dyn amieal eonditions of the 

lake water masses,espeeially of the uppe r water su r faee (ea l m 

o r rough) , and due to the diseontinuity of its formation in 

that it may be formed temporarily and afterwa r d break and melt, 

va r ious types o f ice cover can be observed. This leads to the 

following typieal classes of lake iee : 

a) sheet lce, whose fo rmat i on starts with a fine film of iee 

skim in ca 1m weathe r condition i . e . ealm water su r f aee, 
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b) 1l'191omerll tl c lce is formed by the fusion of separate m"sses 

of floating iee o r snow by refreezing of e r aeked sheet iee. 

Onee the iee cover is formed various types of texture ean 

be observed. This diffe r entiation is due to the various exter 

nal/internal eonditions during whieh the iee was formed . E.g . 

granula r iee grows from an agglome r ation of floating iee erys

tals or from snow during a slow freezing of a turbulent water 

surfaee . The other three types of iee textures are the eolum

nar iee, porphyritie and tabular or f!agstone iee (Hutehinson 

[1957] ). Refering to this author the fol1owing block diagram, 

Figur e 2.13, is made, illustrat ing the genetie re1ationships 

of different type s of lake iee . 
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Fig.2.13 The relationship of the various tex 
tural types of lake iee fo rmation. 
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The duration of an iee cover in a lake depends on the ex

ternal conditions: the more severe the winter the longer the 

iee cover lasts. The most important role in the iee cover 

existence is played by the weather but wind action and bathy

metry also play a dominant role in the iee cover duration. As 

previously mentioned shallower lakes freeze quicker and may 

thaw also faster than deep water bs sins. 

In 1akes in temperate regions. the melting of the iee cover 

starts generally in the early spring per iod with lhe air tem

pe ra ture weIl above oOe and with high cloudiness and the exi

stence of strong winds. The initial stage of iee thawing or 

melting i5 the rotting or erosion of the iee cover which 1005-

es its hardness and becomes weaker and weaker although preser

ving its thickness. In this state the ice cover reflects a 

smaller amount of the incoming radiational heat yielding a 

su r plus of the latter wh ich causes in turn a faster thaw. The 

melting starts mostly in shallow waters, along the eoast where 

thermal radiation is absorbed faster by the iee and is even 

refleeted back up to the surfaee by the exposed lake bot tom. 

The warmed water of the eoastal zones spreads laterally under 

the i ee cover, heating it also from below . This accelerates 

the total proeess of iee melting. Now the wind action and the 

wind-indueed waves and eurrents take the final role in b reak

ing the iee cover . Ouring. favourable eonditions this total 

break up can take plaee in a very short time . This proeess 

deseribes the iee formation and iee deeay in dimietie lakes 

of temperate regions . In lakes of other types and other regi

ons, where lee cover is formed, the history of its gene rat i on 

and deeay may run differently, beeause there can be lakes 

where ice once formed, exists fo~ a longer span of time. Not 

all lakee, in temperate regions, freeze in winter. Whether 

they depend on the eeverity of the winter periode and the mean 

depth , whieh is in a sense a measure of total heat eontent 

and the geometrically possible heat loss by the size of the 

lake's surfaee. 
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2.2.4 Thermal radiation 

Most of the general characteristics of thermal radiation 

were presented earlier whilst discussing the heat budget of 

lakes. Therefore, only some additional information on this 

topic will now be given . 

Radiation is the transfer of energy by electromagnetic 

waves of short or long wavelength. The amount of energy radi

ated depends on the emitting source. The warmer the source 

the more energy is transmitted in the shorter wavelengths in 

the visible and ultra-violet range of the spectrum. Thus the 

sun emits high intensity radiation, while the earth, th e cooler 

substance, emits lower intensity radiation in the form of the 

longer infrared wavelength. 

It has been observed that the total radiation, during the 

per iods of maximal heating, wh ich reaches European lakes in 

middle latitudes, seldom, if ever, exceeds 60 000 cal/cm 2. 

The enclosed Table 2.3 (Sauberer and Ruttner 11941l) gives the 

monthly mean radiation in cal per unit area of 1 cm2 per day 

in two lowland and two alpine regions in the middle latitudes. 

The last row of the given table shows the total radiation 

characteristically received during the heating season, i.e . 

between 1st of April and 31st of July. It is see~ that at 

Davos, located at high altitudes the total radiation exceeded 

the 60 000 value, but this gene rally happens during favourable 

conditions and only at high altitudes. 

The Great Lakes Region and other locations of the Uni ted 

States, as shown in Figure 2.14 are exceptional in that they 

also receive an amount of solar radiation wh ich reaches or 

exceeds this value. 

There are many features influencing the amount of radia

tion energy reaching a lake . At high sun and with a clear sky 

around 85 % of the incoming radiation comes direct1y from the 

sun and 15 % from the sky. This percentage varies in respect 
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Karlsruhe Boulogne zugspitze Davos 

68 84 130 154 

148 154 234 307 

240 246 325 470 

342 381 42. 528 

502 517 473 538 

518 529 562 621 

525 471 433 640 

370 .18 509 511 

302 303 368 '68 

202 21. 277 358 

69 101 160 191 

52 48 107 141 

57 637 57 928 57 666 70 988 

Monthly mean radiation (cal c:m- 2 day-l) 
and total radiation for two lowland and 
two alpine localities. 

Location of the isophots in the USA for 
60 000 and 70 000 cal/cm2 for the heating 
period April-August (Hutchinson [1957]). 
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to the elevation of the sun and cloudiness of the sky. The 

solar radiation reachinq the water surface will be partly re-· 

flected and will partly enter the water. This absorption will 

heat the water masses and qenerally takes place in the upper 

most layers of the lake and is suseeptible to being driven 

into deeper parts of the lake by va r ious dynamical p rocesses. 

The law of extinetion to whieh the heat radiation penetrates, 

without the help of turbulence or any other external force , 

is exponential in form. and was expressed already in equation 

(2.l8) • 

The net radiation observed is an algebraic sum of all ra

diation terms and is qiven by Ragotzkie [ 1978] as 

(2 . 27) 

where RS and Rrefl is the radiation of the visible ultra

violet short waves strikinq the water surface (5), and then 

reflected , respectively . RL i5 the total value of long wave 

energy emitted, described by the Stefan- Boltzmann law, RL -

a t T4, where a is the emissivi ty coefficient of black body - 1 

(applies also for water) and T is t he Kelvin temperature. 

None of these radiation te r ms are easy to measure, there 

fore Sverdrup [19421, gave the following empirical relation: 

RLeffective - RLclear (1- 0.083 Cl, (2 . 28) 

where C is the cloudiness"J on the scale from 0 to 10, and 

RLclair is the total radiation reaching the water su r f ace of a 

lake through a elear sky. 

It is clear that the total amount of solar radiation absor

bed by a lake must produce a distinct i ncrease in water tem

perature . This depends upon various condition5, basically on 

the heat intensity, the incidence angle of the radiat!ng sour

ce and the dynamical conditions of the absorbi ng medium . A re-

"J 10 corresponds to a fully covered sky and 0 to zero clou
diness. 
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petitive ga in and l oss of heat in t he water occurs in the form 

of daily and se asonal water temperature fluctuations. 

2. 2.5 Adiaba tic changes and heat expansion of lake wate r s 

If a parcel of water moves upward and downward in a water 

column the tempe rature can vary slightly due to the compres

sion of that parcel . When the parcel is compressed, or e xpand

ed without gain or loss of heat in the sur r oundings, work is 

done causing a rise or fall in its temperature, called adla

baHe temperature c:hanqes. For sufficiently fast processes heat 

cannot be conducted because associated retardation t i mes are 

longer. For such processes adiabatic cooling and warming 

exists. As the wate r is only compressible to a small degree 

the adiabatic tempe rature changes are smal l too . E . g . in Lake 

Bajkal there is a slight temperature inve r sion at a depth of 

1000 m, which acco r ding to Hutchinson [1957 ] is due to adia

batic hea t ing, and Hollan (personal communication) using Kroe

be"l ' s "Multisonde" in Lake Constance , proved the existence of 

a laye r ed hypolimnion . 

AS the adiabatic effect is re la ted to changes in pressure 

and pressure is proportional to depth, the value of adiabatic 

temperature changes can be expressed in units of depth . The 

formula is 
11 . 
'p 

(2.29 ) 

whe r e T is the Kelvin tempe r atu re, a is the specific volume, 

e is the coefficient of therma l expansion given later by equa

tion (2.30), and Cp is the specific heat - a function of tem

perature at constant pressure. 

The adiabatic temperature change obtained with equation 

(2.29) is rather negligible approximately 0.03 0C increase per 

100 bars or 1000 m of water depth . Thus these adiabatic tempe 

ratu r e changes are of minor importance and can only play a 
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role when very accurate temperature measurements of microstruc

tures are made , based on tests of watet sampies raised from 

very deep lake waters. The water sampie hoisted to the surface 

finds itself in a surrounding of diminished pressure, thus the 

water in the sampie expands perfo r ming work against the new 

external press ure and a drop in temperature results. Such 

changes arise also in water motions but are less important in 

limnology than in oceanography where tables allow calculati.on 

of adiabatic temperature changes. 

Another parameter inherent in the physical characteristics 

of water is i .ts thermal expansion, namely, the volumetrie 

change of water due to changes in temperature. Any substance 

changes its volume with a change of temperature. and generally 

an increase in temperature of the surrounding in which the sub

stance is found causes an increase in the specific volume of 

the latter. The coefficient of thermal expansion, already used 

in Equation 2.29 is 

1 •• a (t, p , 5) 
aat,p, (5) 

3t 
(2 . 30) 

where a is the specific vol~me of water as a function of tem

perature (t), p.ressure (p) and salinity (5) - in case of sa 

line lakes. 

At low temperature, low pressure and low salinity, the co

efficient of thermal expansion for water decreases and takes 

negative values, whereas with increasing temperature the value 

of (e) increases too. 

2.2.6 Water stratification 

Within a water column of a lake or sea. a vertical density 

gradient exists. This is due to the influences of gravity and 

buoyancy forces, causing the denser, heavier water particles 

to have the tendency to sink and move downwards the water 

mass, whereas lighter, less dense particles rise toward the 

water su r face . 
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OWing to solar radiation and also due to external and in

ternal forces , a neutral isothermal or barotropic state, can 

change. A generation of vertical density gradients may occur 

leading to soca lIed baroclinic conditions . More precisely, 

barotropic conditions in lake watera exiat, when the surfaces 

of equal pressure (isobaric surfaces) lie parallel to the sur

faces of uniform denaities (isopycnal surfaces) as we I l as 

parallel to the water surface, whereas in baroclinic condi 

tions, these surfaces intersect each other. 

The heat radiation penettating the lake watet builds up a 

sttatification within the watet column such that a l ayet of 

relatively light wate r overlies a layet of heaviet watet . The 

transition between these two layets, although the uppet layet 

may have only a slightly lowe r density than the underlying 

watet, can be quite sharp. The steep vertical gradient of tem

peratute in the water is called the thermocl1ne separat i ng the 

two layets . This special layered st ratification is entirely 

due to heat exchange ptocesses in lakes in tempetate tegions 

and takes place in watmer periods (summer seasons) - neg l ecting 

the artifi~ial sources such as discharges of disused , warme r 

waters into a lake from, say, a power plant. 

The thermocline as a transition zone between lighter and 

warmer watets is in itself a layer too. lts thickness or depth, 

called Dl&t ll l1l11'1ion, depends on the seasonal variation of air/ 

water temperature and the general circulation in the layers 

itself. The formation, maintenance, modification and decay of 

the thermocline depends on the physical forces acting. 

A schema tic example of the thermocline formation i5 g i ven 

in Figure 2. 15, where at (A) the build up of a vertical tempe

rature profile is due to the heating process only, whe r eas at 

(B) the thermocline is caused by the simultaneous action of 

s o lar radiation and wind-induced mixing processes. The heat 

content in a lake, in either case (Al or (B), will remain the 

same, only a sharp temperature g r adient will be observed in 

case (B) . 
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Fig.2.15 

The thermocline 
formation in a 
lake 

The basic mechanism of thermocline formation and decay is 

qualitatively well described. However, the quantitative know

ledge 15 restrictee to calculations based only on observations 

of thermal structure in lake waters a5 the result of the input 

parameters, e.g. the he at flux and wind action. Boyee [1974] 

discusses two recent app r oaches for the thermocline evalua

tion . The first uses the vertieal turbulent diffusion equation: 

(2.31) 

where KS expresses the turbulent heat diffusivity depending 

on the helght above the water surface (UIO), T(z) i5 the ther

mal profile of the water itself, and z i5 the total depth . 

The boundary condition at the upper surface is 

(, >T) -qS SäZ .~ , 
s p 

(2.32) 

where qs is the net heat flux at the surface and Cp is the 

specific heat. 

with this approach satisfactory results were obtained in 

experiments using the functional dependence of KS on wind 

stress and temperature profile . 

In the second approach a mechanical energy budget for the 

total water column is considered assuming that the transfer 

processes are uniformly acting at the water surface. According 
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to Boyce [1974) t he vert i cal ly integ r a t ed e ne r gy equat i on fo r 

a water column c an be e xpressed as foliows: "The change of to

tal kinet i c energy with time plus the time rate of change of 

potential energy due t o s t ratification plus the rate ofene r gy 

l oss by d i ssipation , is equal to the di rect production of tur

bulent energy at the surfaee, p l us the power input from the 

interaction of wind st r ess with surface cu r rents , and plus 

the rate of potential energy input due to he a ting and eooling 

of the water column." Th i s wordy "equation" states that the 

ene r gy sources i n troduced into the water co l umn are equalized 

by the energy fluxes acting ac ross the wa te r surfaee . The phy

sical terms and interaeting pa rameters indicate the compl exity 

in the formation and decay of the thermocline. 

The three distinct layers separa t ed by the the rmocline have 

separate names. The light top l aye r is called epllimiOll the 

transition layer marked by the thermocline is the metali=iOll 

and t he dense cold bottom layer is called llypolimiOll . Figure 

2. 16 eharacterizes these three layers schematica l ly. 

WAHR TEMPERATURE-

0 5 10 15 2C 
WAHR SURFACE 

(m) 0 (· C) J' EPILIMNION 
10 

I 
METALIMNION 

2D (THERMOCLlNE) 

0 
,30 
p 
T4D 
H 

1
50 

HYPOLIMNION 
6D 

10 r-
8D lAK~BOTTOM 

Fig . 2.16 Schematic water temperature profile in a stra ti 
fied lake . 
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The build up and decay of water stratification depend on 

the external and internal forces acting upon the lake surface 

and within the lake water itself . wind-induced surface waves 

and currents mix the lightly warmed surface waters displacing 

them into deeper parts of the lake. This exchange is possible 

at moderate temperature gradients with a weak stability of 

the watet masses . In cases of strong stable stratification, 

however, such mixing processes between the epilimnion and hy

polimnion will be radically reduced because buoyant forces 

resist further vertical mixing. The mixing process goes on 

but it is now largely restricted to the epilimnion. 

At the beginning the thermocline is rather shallow but with 

time, as the water temperature increases and mixing plocesses 

due to wind continue it sinks deeper. Based on data for verti

cal temperature profiles and Iesuits of mixing plocesses ob

tained from measurements , in aseries of lakes, a simple empi

rical formula was derived. The formula, taking merely into 

account the wind fetch F (in km), describes the thermocline 

depth Dth (in m) by 
Dth"' 4 1"F. (2.33) 

This relation is reliable for lakes of varying longitudi 

nal dimension (along which the wind acts) ranging from 0.1 to 

20 km. In lakes of our latitudes, and in periods of greatest 

stratification, the thermocline generally lies between 6-8 m 

and seldorn descends below 15 m. 

Continuous heating and permanent mixing process, due to 

moderate winds, can yield the establishment of anotheI separa

te layer of water masses with its own new thermocline . This 

plocess can go on, in cases with favouIable conditions ploduc

ing in effect a multilayered lake with seveIal recognizable 

thermoclines. The enclosed rigure 2.17 (from Hutchinson (1957)) 

chalacterizes the existence of a double therrnocline observed 

in the Great Slave Lake in August 1947. It looks as if even a 

third therrnocline rnight be formed. 

It is clear that after sorne time the lake will be stably 
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Fig.2 . l7 Water temperature profile in Great Slave Lake 
show i ng the existence of the thermiclines. 

stratified and t he radiational heat wil l be stored mostly in 

the epilimnion , thus increasing the temperature of the surface 

water . This lasts until the he at loss due to evaporation and 

sensible hea t transfe r exceeds t he radiational input . Now a 

cooling will cause a slow but continuous decay of water tempe

rature in the epilimnion, yielding in effect a complete dis

appearance of the ex isting stlatification . 

When cooling processes occur in the surface water, 

the cooler denser surface water will descend eonveetively and 

cool the entire epilimnion until isothermal eonditions are 

reaehed again, but now at a slightly higher temperature than 

in the spring period. This proeess will eontinue due to the 

eool ing of the air overlying the water surfaee and due to the 

mi xi ng processes, greatly enhaneed by the deereasing water 
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buoyancy, until the initial spring stage of total isothermal 

condition is reached. Thus a seasonal periodicity in the ther

mal characteristics of la ke waters is observed with vertical 

mixing arising twice a year, in spring and in autumn. This 

rule only appl1es to lakes in temperate regions, Le. dimictic 

lakes. In other lakes, located at high-Iatitudes or at low-Ia

titudes, where warming of the surface water does not rise 

above, or cooling does not fall below 4oe, vertical mixing 

occurs only once a year ; this is the case in polymictic and 

cold monomictic types of lakes, respectively. In dimictic tem

perate lakes the cooling process continues until early winter, 

when the watet reaches its freezing point i.e . oOe and the 

lake starts to freeze . The second isothe r mal state occurs af

ter the lake is freed f r om its ice cover, when in early spring 

the watet temperature throughout the whole column , again 

reaches 40e. 

Ouring the per iods of the ice cover thaw a very interesting 

phenomenon can be observed in the top surface layer . At the 

rotting stage of the ice the melting water runs slowly under

neath the ice replacing the water masses p resent there . The 

effluent water, having a temperature little above oOe and be

ing very dilute , is lighter than the basic water und thus 

forms underneath the ice cover a thin layer of less denser water 

masses . These wate r s due to the early vernal solar radiation 

raise the temperature weIl above 40e without producing any 

instabilities . These phenomena have been obse r ved and record

ed by Kozminski and Wisniewski [19351 in some Polish lakes in 

the Masurian Lake Oistrict. The phenomenon is localized to 

the top 1 metre of unfrozen water, see Figu r e 2.18 which ap

plies to Lake wigry. Another phenomenon characte r istic of wa

ter tempe rature distribution, this time in the horizontal pla

ne, is typical for medium and larget lakes . Outing the spring 

solar radiation the warming of water masses in littoral regi

ons, occurs faster than in the open, deeper regions. The near

shore waters are warmed quicker and reach va lues above 40e 

faster than the offshore waters, yielding consequently a zone 
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Fig.2.18 Anorna1ous .... ateE" temperature profiles 
underneath the iee cover in Lake Wigry .. 

5' 

1 

.... here a sinking of water masses due to their higher density, 

takes p1ace . Thus, a narrow, transition zone , often marked by 

a near1y vertica1 or steep 4CC isotherm is set up and a socal-

1ed thermal bar in a lake is produced. Forel [1895] .... as the 

first to observe and report on the existence of a "barre ther

mique littorale" in Lac Leman . His concept of this penomenon 

is given in Figure 2 . 19. Later the occurence of this phenome 

non .... as corroborated by field measurements and numerically 

ca1eu1ated by other researchers, notab1y by Kalesnik [19681 , 

Fig.2.19 Forel ' s coneept of thermal 
b" 
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who made in situ observations in Lake Ladoga and by Csanady 

119711 modelling Lake Ontario; their results being given in 

Figure 20a,b . 

Fig. 
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The results of the obse r vations on the thermal 
ba r existence in the spring (Al and early winter 
(8) in Lake Ladoga . 

WATER LEVEL 

D)STANCE FROM THE SHORE _ 

Fig. 2.20b Temperature profiles in the nearshore zone of 
Lake Ontario during the thermal ba r formation . 
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Similar aata were also obtained for Lake Zur ich (Horn 

[19811) and are illustrated in pig. 2.21. This ho rizontal, and 

to some extent also vertica~, distribution of water tempe ratu

re exists for a short per iod only (depending on the s ize of 

the lake) and thus only slightly influences the first stages 

of the build up of the general water stratification . Therefore, 

it is of less importance in the 10ng-term-1arge-scale dynami

cal considerations, but, for short term and micro-scale calcu-

1ations it requires thorough attention. 

Oue to the differences in the densities of. the water masses, 

an offshore pressure gradient is induced causing a gradient 

f l O"". Because the denser offshore waters tr y to penetrate un

derneath t he onshore ones in the fo r m of a low-1ying-wedge , 

they cause an offshore motion of the latter . Generally the 

e x istence of the thermal bar indicates the beginning of the 

summer stratification . The spring heat influx continues to 
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Eig.2 . 21 Isoplets in Lake Zur ich, re corded on the 16th of 
March 1978 (A) and on the 7 of April 1978 (B) . 
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affect the shallow onshore waters and str engthens the build 

up of the nearshore st ratified waters. This is due to the pe

netration of the low lying wedge of heavier offshore waters 

and the offshore motion of top wate r and initiates the forma

tion of the epilimnion . The reverse of this phenomenon can be 

seen in the early winter period when the second new thermal 

bar is produced due to the quicker cool ing of the shallow on

shore waters, and slower 1055 of he at by the offs hore waters . 

This process indicates the final stage of summer stratifica

tion in a lake and the beginning of winter homothermal mixed 

conditions. 

This steady, therma11y driven water circulation in la te 

sp r ing and early winter periods mostly occurs in greater 1akes, 

where large r sha110w water areas cause the spring warming and 

the early winter cooling phases to exist . However , this con

vergence mechanism can be found in smaller lakes too, but the 

offshore migration of the bar is only of the order of days, 

whereas i n large lakes this offshore movement of warmer on

shore waters requires weeks. This may e xplain why in Fig. 2 . 21 

the bar is not clearly observed because the time to catch it 

was missed . But strangely enough the thermic bar was clearly 

observed 1 day before i . e . the lS of March 1978 at a cross 

section taken in the shallower part of the Lake of Zur ich. 

Fig. 2.22a illustrates this thermic bar, whereas Fig. 2.22b 

taken only 15 days later characterizes the first stages of the 

stratification process. 

It is clear that the longer the time required for the ba r 

(40C isotherm) to be moved offshore, the more favourable are 

the circumstances for the effect of rotation that influence 

large scale thermally driven littoral currents. 
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2.3 Meteorological effects on lake waters 

This parag r aph is ment to give a gene r al description of 

meteorological effects, which are the main external forces 

acting upon the water surface, in the generation of water mo

vements in lakes . These fo rces are wind action and barometric 

pressure changes, and they va r y acco r ding to .many external and 

internal condi tions ," 

wind acts on the water surface by tangentia l shea r stresses, 

whereas atmospheric pressure acts by normal pressu r es . In ge

neral the dynamic structure of water movement reflects to 

great extent the input of mechanical energy at the lake sur

face and the wind is the p r incipal source of it , How deep the 

energy transfer wil l ~ake place depends on the generating force, 

especial l y on the input of mechanical energy at the surface, 

and on the dynamical structure of the water column . A di5tinct 

stratificat i on and the frictional fo rces wi t hin the water it

self play the dominant role. 

A certain ~time lag " i5 observed between the forcing func 

tion and the full response of the water to this force . The 

water masses require some time to a full adjustement to the 

acting forces. Periods, needed unti l the water movement from 

one stationary state reaches another one are hours o r even 

days. The limnologist has to be aware when making practica l 

obse r vations that the state of motion he is observing, e.g. 

wind-induced currents, is always the s um of remnants f r om pre

vious wind action and the actual wind. In greater lake basins 

where local winds participate in the resultant pattern of wa

te r movements, therefor e , it is rather difficult, to make a 

clear connection between the McauseM and the Meffect ft
, when 

analysing wate r movements . 
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2.3 . 1 The wind action 

Wind transforms energy from the air upon the water surface 

and further on into deeper parts of the water masses . This 

transfer is accomplished within a very thin boundary layer by 

frictional coupling due to shear stresses causing an exchange 

of momentum from the mov ing wind to the resting water . 

Over an absolutely calm , smooth water surface the flew of 

the wi nd wi thin a very thin layer near the surface is laminar. 

Above this laminar bounda r y layer motion is tu r bulent giving 

rise to the turbulent boundary layer . Thus different kind of 

st r esses are developed in either of three layers . The adequate 

acaling of these stresses, in or der to obtain a realistic pic

tu r e of the physics, is one of the important tasks in modern 

numerical modelling techniques . The dynamics of momentum trans 

fer ac ross the air/water interface is not yet clearly under 

stood and thus based so far on qualitative considera tions and 

empirical relations only . 

The wind st r ess at the wate r surface is a complex function 

of wind velocity and aerodynamic properties of the wate r sur

face . Hence it is often considered in terms of an empirical 

equation written in a quadratic form as 

2 Pa . c . Wa (2 . 34 ) 

where Ts is the shear stress at the surface, Pa is the density 

of the air, wa is the wind velocity at a certain height above 

the water surface and c is the coefficient of ae r odynamic re

sistance . Felzenbaum [1960] presented a useful nomogram, see 

Fig . 2.23, enabling to evaluate the wind components Wx ' Wy 
when considering the 'x and 'y va lues in Equation (2.34). 

The knewledge of the c-coefficient is still very imperfect . 

One is sure that it depends on the he i ght at which the wind 

is measured, on the speed of the wind at that height, as weIl 

as on the state of the water surface (rough or calm) and fi

nally on the vertical temperature gradient in the air/water 
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interface . Ge nerally the height, at which the wind i s measured. 

is 10 m and for wind speeds 6 ~ w ~ 15 rn/sec the c - par ameter, 

denoted by cIO . has a value f r om 0.0015 t o 0.0025, respectively. 

More detailed info r mation about the magnitude of the c - pa r ame

ter will be given in the par ag r aph conside r ing storm surge 

phenomena . 

2.3 . 2 Effects of atmospheric pressure changes 

Beside the wi nd the atmospheric pressu r e is the second ex 

terna l force affect i ng th-e wate r su r face of a l ake . Changes in 

atmospheric pressu r e influence t he watet level which, at least 

theoretically, re acts like an inve r ted barometer . A long time

spa n, however, is requi r ed in orde r to allow the water level 

to adjust to the effect of atmospher i c pressure g r adients . 
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Two effects are generally considered here. namely the vertical 

water displacement of stationary character due to static atmo

spheric changes , and horizontal dis placements of the vertical 

water denivelation due to moving atmospheric changes. 

A developed depression over a lake area ·brings a fall in 

pressu r e causing a local rise of water level. This, of course. 

concerns lakes of greater dimensions. After the passage of the 

depression the pressure rises and the water level falls again . 

A reduction of atmospheric pressure in storm areas causes 

mostly an increase of water level. In accordance with hydro

static considerations this effect is gene rally called the 

inverted b ollrometer effecc. causing a rise of water level of ap

proximately 1 cm by a drop in atmospheric pressure of 1 mb*)', 

expressed by the formula 

öp 
bh s • -- . 

'9 
(2.35 ) 

where lIhs is the deviation (in cm) of the water surface from 

its me an level, IIp is the departure of air pressure from its 

mean (in mb). p is the density of the lake water (g/cm 3), and 

9 is the gravity acceleration (981 cm/sec 2 ) . 

The dynamic deviation of the water surface due to the mo

ving baric depression is expressed as 

ö p 
pg 

V' 1- -
9" 

(2 . 36) 

where lI~is the dynamic increase of the water level and H is 

the total depth of a lake. and v2 < gH in order that (2.36) is 

meaningful . 

Expression (2.36) indicates that in ca se the V-velocity is 

close to the velocity of the free surface wave in a lake of 

depth (H), namely V .. tgH. the dynamic increase of the water 

level is much greater than the static increase due only to 

the decrease in atmospheric pressure. In such a case moving 

* ) 1 bar" 105 Pa '" 10- 1 MPa. 
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atmospherie depression can produee a distinet barie wave very 

often observed in great lak~ reservoirs. It is elear that the 

effeet of atmospherie pressure is not of negligible value the 

more so that it is generally bound with the dynamieal effeet 

of the wi nd. In general it has a smalle r effeet on the rise 

of water level than the wind stress. This is espeeially true 

for shallow water areas where e . g. surges a~e eaused mainly 

by wind, whereas in deep watet (open sea areas, where surges 

oeeur as weIl, but are not evaluated due to their small prac

tieal importanee) the atmospherie pressure effeet predominates . 

2.4 The effects of frietion 

Friet i onal effects are the most important faetors in the 

generation , modifieation and dissipation of the dynamieal pro

cesses in fluid media . Shearing stresses can be produeed with

in the fluid itself, when layers of the latter are slipping 

relative to eaeh other; this eauses internal frietional forees. 

External f rietional forees are produeed when the fluid is af

feeted externally e.g. by wind action or when the fluid itself , 

say, lake water, aets as an external force on the bottom . 

2.4.1 Internal and external frietion 

The shearing stresses aeting on a unit area are proport i o

nal to the rate of shear normal to the surfaee in which the 

stress is excerted. The stress eomponents Tzx (the z-subscript 

deseribes the direetion perpendicular to the plane on whieh 

the stress eomponent aets, and the x-subseript the direetion 

of stress component in that plane) are thus 

(2 . 37) 

The proportionality eoeffieient ~ is called the dynamie viseo

sity of the fluid, and is a eharaeteristie property of a fluid. 
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The magnitude of ~ is independent of the state of motion but 

depends on the temperature of the fluid and to some extent 

also on the pressure within it. The viscosity coefficient ~ 

represents the efficiency of exchange because it determines 

how much stress is produced by a given shear. 

Stresses are produced by molecular or turbulent exchanges 

of momentum whenever a frict10nal coup11ng within a thin boun

dary layer takes place . When a fluid is at rest or moves slow

ly the rate of diffusion 1s essentially determined by molecu

lar motion. When rapid velocity changes occur in the fluid 

and a turbulent state is reached then viscosity becomes more 

significant and the rnolecular viscosity coefficient (11) is 

repl~ced by the eddy viscosity coefficient (A). The latter is 

hundred to many thousend times greater than the former and is 

proportional to the velocity of the water within the eddies 

and to the rise of the eddies. In general the molecular vis

cosity is constant with depth, changing slightly its value 

only with respect to temperature and press ure fluctuations, 

and is a characteristic physical property of the fluid. By 

contrast, the eddy viscosity coefficient (A) varies within 

very wide limits and depends on both, the stratification and 

speed of the flow and is not a characteristic physical proper

ty of the fluid. By anal09Y to (2.37), and introducing the 

rnean velocity Ü, we can write 

'zx .. (2 . 38) 

where A is the eddy viscosity coefficient ranging between 1 

and 1000 g!(cm sec), whereas ~ is about 0 . 015 g!(crn sec). Ex

plaining (2.38) in a turbulent motion, small fluid rnasses fluc 

tuate back and forth and are replaced from regions of higher 

velocities to regions of lower velocities and vice versa. In 

the first case the fluid mass looses momentum for the sake of 

the surroundings, whereas in the latter case it gains mornenturn 

from the surroundings. This momentum exchange is present be

cause a distinct velocity gradient exists. The transfer of 

momenturn across surfaces normal to the gradients exerts 
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shearing stresses equal to the rate of momentum transport 

across the surface. Reynolds was the first who described the 

stresses due to momentum fluxes within turbulent motion. 

The Reynolds stresses in horizontal planes are denoted by 

TX and Ty because only these components are practieally signi

ficant; they are generally converted to kinematic quantities 

,od Fy • 'y --, 
'0 

(2.39 ) 

where Po is a referenee density of water . 

For practical considerations, where stable interfaces and 

boundaries are neglected, the stresses are parameterized and 

written as 

( '") Fx '" A 3Z ' ,od ( "') Fy • A az ' (2.40 ) 

where A is the momentum exchange coefficient [ .. A/PO in Equa

tion (2.38)J. 

The frictional shear stresses due to wind are described in 

the section concerning storm surges, and are evaluated from 

the quadratic drag expression given by 

TO·P·C'W
2

. (2.41) 

It is customary to work instead with the so called frictional 

velocity 

(2.42 ) 

A stress of 1 dyne/cm 2 corresponds to a friction velocity 

u." 1 ern/sec, a typical value taken in practical calculations. 

Knowing the friction parameter we can easily deseribe (Csana

dy (19781) the exchange coefficient by the formula 

".h A' --
20 

(2.43 ) 

where h is the depth of the mixed layer above the thermocline. 

The formula applies for mixed depths of the order of 20 m. 

The same reasoning can be applied to stresses at asolid 
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battom (z" - H) 

by 

Thus in eomponent form the stresses are given 

F x .. cb . u . W , (2.44) 

where eb is the bot tom drag coefficient, depending on the bot

tom roughness; its empirieal value is generally taken as 2.10- 3, 

(a little bit greater than a drag coefficient at the surface, 

practically taken for lakes as 1.5'10-3) and W" lu2 + v 2 is the 

magnitude of the water velocity above the solid bot tom. The 

greater the velocities the higher are the frictional forces. 

Thus most of the frictional forces arise in shallow water 

areas where generally the velocity field is at greatest, and 

no doubt it is this region where most dissipation processes 

take place. 

The wind, actin9 at the water surface, exerts the described 

stresses, thus causing the water masses to move. The transfer 

of momentum takes place in the same direction as the action 

of the wind but in steady state the wind-induced currents are 

directed 450 cum sole from the direction of the wind. The angle 

of the observed deflection increases with in the 9rowing depth 

to such a degree that at a depth z >< 0 (precisely described 

later) the current is directed opposite to the surfaee eurrent, 

and its magnitude decreases to Y23 of the surface value . The 

depth D is called Ekman depth [1905] who first theoretically 

described the phenomenon, or the depth of f r ictional resi

stance . 

The steady state wind-indueed current values are practical

ly zero at depths below D. The Ekman depth can be evaluated, 

fo r northern latitudes and for homogeneous waters by the fol

lowing empirical relation 
w 

D .. 7 . 6 (2 . 45) 

where W is the wind velocity in m/s, ~ is the angle of geogra

phieal latitude, and 0 is in m. For homogeneous water and con

stant A an alternative forrnula for 0 is 

o • , /~A-;;;;; 
pw sin ~ 

(2 . 46) 
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where w is the Earth's angular velocity. At the equatQr D ap

proaches infinity. At moderate latitudes D can be considered 

to be a layer which is completely stirred up by wind. In most 

lakes it lies between 20 and 100 m. 

One must be aware of the additonal f r ictional forces occue 

ing in the presence of an ice cover undeeneath the ice, i.e. 

at the water - ice interface. The effects of these frictional 

forces have to be taken into account especially when consider

ing the dynamics of long waves in lake basins . 

2.5 The effect of Coriolis force 

Watet circulation in a lake caused by wind or other genera

ting forces is influenced by the Earth's rotation; it introdu

ces into the governing equations of motion the Coriolis para

meter as a deflecting force. This force causes the water mo

vements to deflect to the right in the northern hemisphere 

and to the left in the southern hemisphere in accordance with 

the consideration of the conservation of linear momentum on 

rotating systems. On the true motion the deflecting force per

forms no work and is always directed ar right angles to the 

velocity, but its effect is to divert the path of the particle . 

The Coriolis force is rather small compared to other forces 

affecting the fluid motion in lakes, even of the size of Lake 

Bajkal, but it may be of great importance, if not of a domi

nant role especially in nearly inviscid flows . The neglect of 

theCoriolis force in dynamical calculations of water motions 

is not always justified especially "in the case of internal or 

external seiches in lakes, as was proven e.g. by Mortimer 

[1953]. 

The Coriolis acceleration acting at right angles to the 

direction of water movement and introduced into the horizontal 

equati9nS of motion, is given by 

(2.46) 
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where 0 is the Earth's angular velocity, ,is the latitude 

and VH equals the horizontal eomponent of the total velocity. 

The faetor 20 sin •• abb reviated to f is called Coriolis pa

rameter. It is very small in magnitude,around 1. 5'10- 4 at the 

poles and zero at the equatot. In a ca se of strong wind-indu

eed water eurrents, whieh re ach roughly 0 . 15 strength of the 

wind speed, the Cotiolis aeeeletation will have in general 

one-tenth of the eur rents value . In praetieal limnological 

eonsidetations, and fot lakes which are smaller than ~ 500 km 

in length, the Coriolis parameter may be taken as a eonstant. 

In ca se of no other forees acting, the deflecting force 

must be balaneed by the eentrifugal force whieh is equal to 

p v2/r (r being the radius of the orbit) and thus 

~ .. , 2wsinrpv, r"'2wsinrp' 
v 

(2 . 47) 

For eonstant rp and given water velocity, Equation (2 . 47) 

deseribes a cirele, ca l Ied the eirele of inertia and the par

tieles in that motion move in eircles. The radius of the circle 

of inertia depends on latitude. When the velocity of a partie

le is 1 ern/sec , 10 ern/sec or 100 em/see, then the radius of 

the cirele of inertia at a latitude of 400 is 106 m, 1060 m 

and 10600 m respeetively. The angular velocity of the moving 

particle is 2w sin rp and the per iod required for one comple

tion of the cirele of inertia is 

2, 
-f-

2, 
2w sin rp (2.48) 

ealled the loeal inertial period beeause the Coriolis parame

ter (f) depends on leeal latitude. The relation 211/f defines 

the socalled one half pendulum day, because it equals half the 

time needed fora complete turning of the Foucau l t's pendulum. 

It is the usual practice to evaluate the rand Ti values and 

regard them as measures of the impo r tance or negligibility of 

the Coriolis parameter in lake hydrodynamics. With R as a ty

pical basin dimension , r iR implies that the Coriolis parame

ter is eonsidered to be important, if r ~ R then Coriolis 

effects are negligible . 
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The Coriolis force will eomplieate the pattern of water 

motion, the most pronouneed effeet being the defleetion of 

the motion to the right (in the northern hemisphere), see 

Fig. 2.24, eausing a slight inerease in water level at the 

shore in ca se (a) and deerease of water level in ease (b). 

How great the ehanges will be depends on the amount of watet 

masses (sb:e of the basin) taking part in these movements. 

The Coriolis force will thus eause a eoneentrated flow along 

the right bank of the lake and horizontal density gradients 

will play their role in balaneing the Coriolis effeet. In 

short-time-seale phenomena (of some hours only) the direet in

fluenee of Coriolis force is negligible but it influenees wa

ter eireulation of a longer time seale. 

Fig.2.24 The defleeting effeets of Coriolis 
force on water movements. 

2.6 Effeets of lake geomorphometry on laeust r ine processes 

One of the deeisive toles in the development, modifieation 

and deeay of eharaeteristie water movements in a lake is play

ed by its geomorphometry . The shape, size and loeation of a 

lake are the main parameters influeneing the laeustrine dyna

mies. The shape, whether it is eireular, oval, elongated or 

eurved, influenees the water eireulation. The size, whether 

the lake is small or great, and whether it is shallow or deep , 

affeets the horizontal strueture of water dynamies and the 
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development of vertical water displacements. The location, 

whether (or not) the lake is placed in temperate regions, whe

ther it lies in an open area exposed to winds or in a valley 

surrounded by mountains, high cliffs or woods, decides large

lyon the water temperature Characteristics . This mutual de

pendence of various water characteristics and geomorphometri

cal properties is almost unrestricted . 

A lake as such 1S a l imnological entity requiring for spe

cific an,alysis considerations of all complex geomorphometrical 

parameters influencing the characteristics of lake waters . 

Both, sha l low and deep water regions have an apparent influence 

on dynamical singularities in water temperature and water cir

culation . Shallow water areas are apt to qu i cker gains and 

quicker loS ses of heat from the surloundings, whereas in deep

er parts the increases or decreases in water tempe rature last 

longe r. This is true also for the mixing processes. In general 

most wave-like or pe r iodic motions are strongest offshore and 

attenuate inshole, but fo r slowly varying cur rents it is re 

verse . The physics of all periodic oscillations taking place 

in a lake depends fundamentallyon the geomorphomet r y of a 

basin concerned . 

3. General water circu l ation in lakes 

3.1 Water balance and water level variations 

The life of the lakes on Earth, cf about 750000 km3 0f water 

v01ume and 2.7 ' 106 km 2 of wate t surface, depends totally cn the 

world wide water balance. 

The Earth's water vo1ume WE' for an observed period, can 

be considered constant and the world water balance is general

ly expressed by 
(3 . 1) 
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characterizing a neutral relation between the change in land 

water volume (WL) and the change in volume of the ocean water 

(WO)· Thus, any changes in WL are reflected in a change of WO. 

From Equation (3.1) by differentiation with respect to time 

we obtain 
d WL 

dt 
().2) 

For the ocean level regime it is insignificant, whether water 

is gained by streamflow or rain fall, but for lakes the situa

tion is essential, since all the moisture that evaporates from 

a lake surface is lost; therefore , the change in streamflow 

directly influences the variation of the equilibrium level. 

Marked quantitative water level variations are obsetved in 

lakes without outlets (whose total area - world wide - amounts 

to about 1.106 km2 ), and these basins are good indicators of 

climatic variations. Fot the water volume changes in these 

lakes the change in land humidity plays the most important 

role . In per iods of increased land humidity an increase of 

lake area and water level is observed, whereas du r ing periods 

of lowet humidity, the size of these drainless water bodies 

diminish. This fact is briefly charactetized by the following 

diagram, Fig. 3 . 1, describing the water level variations for 

some greater lakes with no water outlets. 

According to Kalinin and Klige [1973] who analysed water 

level variations in the largest d t ainless watet bodies, tended 

to fall in the present centuty. This tendency is observed on 

the above curves, as the watet level in the observed petiod 

fell on average by 300 cm in the Caspian sea, 70 and 60 cm in 

the Aral Sea and Lake Balkhash and ~OO, 200, )50 and even 450 

cm in Lake Chany, Jssyk-Kul, the Great Salt Lake and the Dead 

Sea, respectively. It is obvious that the reduction of water 

volume in all the lakes and their drying-up coincides sharply 

with the period of general warming (1910-1940) in the northern 

hemisphere . More recent losses in the water level of the Dead 

Sea are due to the water uptake for desalination purposes. 
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Fig . 3.1 Long term wate r level variations in some 
large 1akes without water outlets . 
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The use of these waters for potable and irrigational needs ex

ceeds the rate of the river Jordan inflow waters. 

The water balance (Wa) (rate of inerease of total volume) 

of a lake is generally expressed by a relation, saying, that 

it consists of a water input (WI) and a water output (WO), 

namely 
(3.3) 

The water input eonsists of the ineoming water from river 

inflows, preeipitation, iee melting, surfaee water runoff, 

ground water seeping through the floor of the lake and, ground 

water springs. Water outflow eonsists of river outflows, eva

poration, ground water seepage and iee formation . Thus, the 

rate of input from all sourees less the rate of output charac

terizes the rate of inereasing or de~reasing water volume of 

the lake concerned. 

The amount of water whieh enters the lake due to precipi

tation on the lake surfaee, river and ground water inflow or 

whieh leaves the lake by evaporation, outflows or seeping, 

varies from lake to lake. Aecording to Halbfass [1923] 76 lof 

the water mass entering Lake Victoria is from preeipitation, 

whereas the preeipitation in the Dead Sea is praetieally nil . 

Of course, these two lakes are the extreme examp l es of this 

situation . 

In all European lakes, and all the other basins in tempe

rate regions, the preeipitation and evaporation play their do

minant roles but most of the ineoming waters into lake basins 

are due to river inflows. 

The rate of watet loss, in water bodies without outlets is 

all evaporation, but in open lakes most loss is by river out

lets . If river inlets and outlets are the main parameters eha

raeterizing the ehanges in lake volume and both flows are in 

equilibrium then the water level will be nearly eonstant with 

only a small denivelation in the direetion of the flow. Obvi

ously this ba~ does not oceur in nature. Many other para-
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meters take part in disturbing this equilibrium. The main role 

is played by evapo ration ; it is important for most lakes in 

semi - arid regions and in closed basins i.e. rese r voirs withou t 

any effluence . This is contrary to open reservoi rs. Some of 

these especially in kars t ic lands capes , a re filled and emptied 

mainly by sublacustrine channels. 

The geomorphometry of a basin also plays a r ole in the to

tal wate r balance of a lake . For instance the seepage of water 

through the bot tom can be la r ge or small depending on the geo

logical structu r e of the lake bed, namely, whether it is rock, 

g r ave l , sand or clay unde r ground. E.g . in most of the lakes 

of Pleistocene glaciation the lake bot tom is sealed off by 

clay and fine silt, deposited initially and th r oughout the 

whole history of the lake fo r mation, thus preventing an in or 

outcoming seeping . 

To summarize the modes of loss or ga in of wa te r are due t o 

the effluents and evaporation, and influents and p recipitation, 

respec t ively . The latter , on a conside r ed catchment area, is 

the main parameter characterizing the whole drainage a reas of 

a lake . The modes also depend on the regional weather charac

te r istics, name l y whether the lake is located in a rainy or a 

dry reg i on and , on spells of wet o r d r y cycles . This causes 

the observed pe r iod i cities in wate r level fluctuation, which 

are of shorter or longer duration (da i ly, monthly, seasonally, 

year l y and long term cycles can be found). The d i agrams of 

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 characterize the long term water level va

ri a tion in some of the greatest lakes with and without water 

ou t lets, respectively . 

The d i agrams indicate a great degree of water level vari a tions 

i n a geologically shor t span of time . The long term variations 

i n both figures are due to the rates of wate t entry and water 

loss, these depend on the spells of wet or dry seasons and 

might also be caused by epeirogenetic movements of the Ea r th ' s 

crust. 

The water level variations in alllakes ar-e oscillating in an 
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irregular but repetitive manner with a distinet seasonal 

trend. Trends in rising or falling water level are also noti

ced in long term variations. E.g. all curves in Fig.3 . 2 indi

cate a rising level after 1929 and a fall around 1939. These 

parts of the water level . variation curve refleet the annual 

changes due to wet and dry seasons and may be also due to the 

sun-spot eyele . However, t he eorrelation with solar aetivity 

is not fully proven and ean be .leeidental, although some in

dieations of sueh dependeney are given by Mikulski [1966] and 

Paslawski [1972] . Thus in general, water level variations ex

hibit primarily the evaporation effects and eonsequently the 

climatic variations that operate in the regions of the lakes 

eoneerned. 

The periodie oeeurreneies of hydrologieal phenomena, espe

eially those of river outflows and wate r. level variations in 

the latter, although carefully analysed sinee the late eentur.y , 

are still laeking sound and univoeal description . It is still 

uncertain whether hydrologieal phenomena have areal cyclie 

eharaeter so that, say, on the basis of Polst reeords, of ~ 

single and speeifie hydrologieal phenomenon , one ean prediet 

its eharaete r istic values in its future oeeurenee. Sometimes 

it is assumed that the hydrologieal variations do not refleet 

any periodicities at all but are of random eharacter ; never 

theless and des pi te the lack of cyclic tendencies in the dis 

tribution of hydrologieal phenomena, a trend in building a 

sort of grouping of dry and wet years can be observed . The 

above discrepaneies in the interpretation of the repetitivity 

of hydrologieal phenomena are due undoubtedly to a lack of 

real proofs of the physical nature of cyclie variations . Fur

ther, the accessive set of observational data is gene rally 

very restrieted both in time and spaee but despite all diffi 

culties substantial i n te rest is devoted to the eharaeteristies 

of lake water level variations as a good indieator for the 

short and long - term water balance in general, and hydro-meteo

rologieal phenomena in partieular . 

In many lakes on Earth observations have been performed sinee 
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many years with the intention to describe the assumed cycle 

of water level variations. Mikulski [1966],having a 100 year 

span of water level da ta for some of the Polish l akes found, 

by using the Fuhrich autocorrelation method , the existence of 

a 23.2 year cycle in water level variations . This was proved 

later on by Paslawski [1972] for some other Polish lakes too. 

These periodicities in water level variation, are due perhaps 

to the cyclic (11 .3/year) occurrence of sun spots and charac 

terize the series of dry and wet years . 

Table 3 . 1, based on Paslawski ' s [ 1972] data, characterizes 

the morphometrical and hydrological da ta of same of the Polish 

lakes . The table given presents the me an water level values 

together with the coefficients of their variations (Cvl as 

well as the mean water discharge (Qw) of the main effluents, 

and the parameter of the water exchange intensity (Ow/Vl are 

shown. Between the coefficient of annual watet level varia

tion (Cvl and the parameter of the water exchange intensity a 

power relation exists, expressed by 

24 (Ow)1.625 
V 

where V is the lake water volume . 

~. Drai- Deptha Armual _an eoeffld.mt 

".~ of th .. waUr l e vel of annual 
u •• lakes Pedod of 00-

wate r l evel , 
v,,-rh.tion 

""'" ,=, . "rvati"" omd 

-~ , .. of years 
..,.,~ 

(km2 ) ,., -, '" 
Miedvle 1047 44/19 '" 1884-1970(81) 0.177 

Wdzydze "" 68/19 '" 192)-1970(48) 0.099 

Pakoac 2149 16/7 " 1901-1970(0) 0.309 -,. 1427 17/4 '" 1897-1970(84) 0.067 

Zezlorak "" 12/4 "" 1901-1970(70) 0.009 

D ..... eca '" 22/9 m 1901-1970(70) 0.035 

Niegocln m 40/10 m 1946-1970 (l2~)1 0.141 

Wigr)' '" 73/16 '" 1926-1971;1( 45) 0.071 

(8 .4) 

~~ Parameter 
rlver of watflr 
di .. charge exchang" 

0,. 
intend ty 

(MiD ",3/ 
y.ar) o,.N 

155.9 0.23 

117.1 "." 
186.5 ,." 
96.5 L23 

29.8 0. 19 

128.4 2 .13 

93.9 0 . 27 

95.5 0.25 

Table 3.1 Hydrologie characteristics of some Polish lakes . 
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The method of r eg re ssion lines and movable lO-year averaged 

va lues of annual water level variations were used in obtaining 

the described trends and tendencies of lake water level changes . 

Fig . 3 . 3 illustra t es this for some of the Polish lakes (Pas

lawski (1972]) . 

MIEDWIE 

VVDZVDZE P'~"'-______ -=~~ 

PA KOSC i-!''''-----*~ 

'" JEZIORAK 

DRVVECA 

". WIGRY 

50 110 10 80 IilO 10 20 3U 40 50 110 
1840 11100 l1il10 

Fig . 3 . 3 Annual means (solid fluctuating). the movable 
lO-year means (dotted) and the regression Unes 
(straight lines) of wate r level variations in 
some of the Polish lakes . 
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In most lakes (except the lakes Wdzydze and Pakosc where 

the water level is regulated) the annual mean water level va

riation indicate a negative tendency. 

In most lakes, in temperate regions the rate of gain and 

loss of water varies seasonally, producing an annual variation 

in water level. These annual variations depend on the melting 

of snow and ice Helds, the seasonal intensit'y of rain falls 

building the socalled dry and wet years apd on the evaporative 

cycle which is generally at greatest in dimictic, temperate 

lakes in the summer season. As an example of water surface 

evaporation, Fig. 3.4 (Solantie [1973]), shows the evaporation 

values in Finland . 

It is found, e.g. in Swiss lakes that, although the highest 

rate of evaporation is observed in summer, the highest water 

levels are also gene rally observed in this period . Th i s is 

mainly because the main supply of water into the lakes comes 

primarily from the melting of ice and snow. Thus the lowest 

water level in this type of lake will be observed in February 

and March . Thi5 tendency is clearly seen in Fig. 3.5 where 

annual water level variations in some of the Alpine lakes are 

plot ted. A typical lake of this region having its highest wa

ter level in summer, is Lac Leman. Lac de Joux in the Jura has 

its highest level in late sp r ing, due to the high vernal mel

ting of ice and snow cover close to the lake . In Lake Constan

ce two annual high water peaks may be observed. The summer 

peak is caused ma i nly by melting waters augmenting the rains 

in this period . It is followed by a 5mall rise in water level 

in late fall mainly due to precipitation in the catchment 

area of the lake. In all the other lakes the annual water le

vel variation has its normal shape. In Lago Maggiore the high

est water level is observed in autumn and th i s due to heavy 

rain falls in this per iod. The curve fo r Lago Maggiore (full 

line) taken from Hutchinson [1957], shows an exceptionally 

high peak of water level which cannot be considered to reflect 

the annual mean water level variation of the lake . As it is 

seen the dashed curve, based on data from the ftl 978 Annuaire 
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Fig . 3 . 4 Evapor a tion values in Fin1and , 

annua1 means from 1akes in 1951-1965 , 
tota l annual means f r om land and lake 
surfaces in 1931-1960 . 
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Fig . 3.5 Annual watet level va r iations in some of the 
Alpine lakes (Hutchinson [1957] and the data 
for the period of 1943-1978 taken from the 
"1978 Annuaire hydtologique de la Suisse" . 

hydrologique de la Suisse" for the period of 19 4 3-1978, indi

cates quite a diffe r ent run of the monthly mean water level 

va r iation ; it is similar as in the othe r Alpine lakes. lt ia 

clearly seen that water levels depend on the input rate of the 

source of nou r ishment and the rate of loss due to drainage, 

ma i nly effluent rates and evaporation . Evaporation depends on 

events outside the lake but the rate of discharge depends pri

marilyon the water level of the lake itself. Relation (3 . 3) 

for the water balance can be e xp r esaed as 

d. 
A dt - A (In - Ef) (3 . 5) 
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where In is the total ga in of water from all sources per unit 

area of a lake surface, AEf is the discharge or loss of water 

which is a function of depth z, and is determined by measuring 

d/dz (AEf). 

In general the rate of increase of water level in a lake 

(A z) due mainly to precipitation can be expressed by 

(3.6) 

where P 1s the mean rate of rainfall and E is the mean rate 

of evaporation over the lake surface . Ad and At are respecti 

vely, the total area of the drainage basin including the lake 

and, the area of the lake itself . Pr and Ed are the mean pre

cipitation over the rest of the drainage basin and, the mean 

evaporation ~rom the latter region, respectively. AEf means 

here the loss only by ground water see page and river discharge 

at the outlets . 

3.2 General geomorphometrical and hydro-meteorological 
characteristics of some lakes in Switzerland 

AS already mentioned Switzerland is one of the richest 

eountries in fresh water reserves . The total volurne of fresh 

water reservoirs, both natural and man - made amounts to 

237 715 • 106 m3 and the total water surface area is around 

2 100 km2• This constitutes roughly 1 t of the fresh water 

surface area on Earth whieh in turn eonstitutes 311 of the 

total Earth water surfaee (oeeans and inland waters) covering 

the globe in 7111. The fresh water reserves in Switzerland 

can be greatly increased if all the water stored in the Swiss 

glaciers (around 1000) is taken into aceount. It is obvious 

that such a wealth in fresh water reserves plays a dominant 

role in the Swiss eeonomie life. It seems, that a general 

hydrological characteristies of some of the Swiss lakes is 

worthwhile. 
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3.2.1 Lac Leman 

L.lc Leman, as Lake of Geneva is loeally ealled, is the 

greatest out of the 70") naturallakes in Switzerland. Its 

mean water area covers 582 km 2 , of whieh 234 km2 are beyond 

the Swiss border. In general the lake is divided into two part~ , 

the Great Lake (Grand Lae) with a surfaee area of 503 km 2 and 

the Small Lake (Petit Lae) with 79 km2 . The max imum length of 

the lake is 72 km and its maximum width 14 km. The deepest part 

in the lake reaehes 310 m, whereas the mean depth is around 

153 m. The total volume of water is around 89 900 Mio m3 , of 

whieh 86 Mio m3 1s eontained in the Great Lake and around 3 

Mio m3 in the Small Lake . The drainage basin of the lake, with

out the lake i tself, is aeeording to Graf et Oll. [1979J, 6380 

km2 . The inflow of all tributaries (Rhone, Venoge) is around 

8 Mio m3 per year, and the only existing outflow by Rhone at 

Geneva (outflow regulated) is in average 240 m3/sec . Oue to 
the regulated outflow the water level is mo r e or less stable, 

and aeeording to the international agreement the amplitude of 

water differenee in the level eannot e xeeed more than 60 em . 

Thus the water level is fixed between Hmax • 372.70 m and 
Hmin ~ 371 . 70 m ..... ) 

The lake (Fig . 3 . 6), as 01 pa r t of the Swiss plateau, is 

sur r ounded by the Jura mountains and located north-west of 

the central Alps and is, as previously mentioned, of tectonic, 

fluvial and glacial origin . Its geomorphologieal strueture and 

location puts the lake in a sort of miero-elimate; being a 

mi xture of climatie influence from the Mediterranean Sea, At

lantic Ocean and Easteuropean pla nes. 

Most of the winds which are responsible for water cireula

tion in this lake aet gene rally along the NE and SW-axis . The 

winds coming from the NE di reetion, known as " Bise" are dry 
and cold; being often quite violent theycan persist for longer 

* ) Number of lakes with 01 mean surface area over 0 . 1 km 2 . 

**) 0 . 0 - corresponds to 370 . 00 m above msl. 
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GENE VE Fig. 3 . 6 The basin of Lac Leman . 

time . Whereas winds from the $W direction, called "Vent", are 

warmer, more humid and of shorter duration bJt violent as weIl. 

Lac Leman as a huge re servoir of heat can cause some modi 

f i cations of atmospheric conditions ambient to the lake. Thus 

basic winds modified b:t the mountain topography can be further 

influeneed by locall:t acting thermal winds known as breezes. 

The latter affect not only the speed o f the wind but the di-

reet ion as weIl. Fo r the "Bise" this is quite often noticed . 

The refore, the evaluation of surface winds from geostrophic 

winds can be misleading and can lead to great diserepancies 

with actual wind data . This is one of the reasons for saying 

that a number of lakes, espeeiall:t larger ones, have their 

own miero-climate. 

As most winds act roughly along the longitudinal axis of 

the lake the fetch of the winds permits the latter to develop 

a noticeable pattern of surfaee waves and cur r ents throughout 

the whole bastn . Thus, the winds are the main agents of water 

mixing in Lac Leman . The mixing process of water, a s is the 

ease in all temperate and monomictic lakes , takes place in 
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spring and la te fall . After the mixing processes a homogene

ous water mass throughout the whole column of the lake water 

exists having around 4 . 50C. 

After the build-up of homothermal conditions in the lake, 

due to wind action and air cooling, which last until around 

early spring, the consecutive process of solar radiation and 

the wind action upon the l ake surface start to develop a new 

successive stratification . In late summer the lake stratifi

cation is complete with the formation of an epilimnion with 

a maximum thickness of around 25 m and temperature of around 

20-25 0C. The hypolimnion rernains near by its winter tempe r a

ture. 

It is clear that such a stratified lake is susceptible to 

any external and internal forces, thus being subject to the 

generation not only of the weIL known surface seiches bu.t also 

internal waves, internal seiche-like motions and internal su r 

ges. Most of these phenornena can be observed in the field and 

sirnulated theoretically, but st~ll a lot has to be done in 

order to obtain a fully reliable picture of all the hydrodyna

rnical processes governing this lake. 

Due to the pioneering work of Forel (1895) Lac Lernan was 

undoubtedly the best "field laboratory" for much of the past 

scientific achievements in limnology and oceanography, giving 

thus the recognized background for further progress in these 

research d1sciplines. 

3.2 . 2 Lake of Constance 

The second largest lake lying within the Swiss borders, 

as far as the size 1s concerned, 

a mean surface area of 542 km2 , 

is Lake of Constance, with 

of which 368 km2 l1e beyond 

the Swiss border. Its maximum depth reaches 252 m and its me an 

depth (Upper Lake onlyl is a r ound 100 m. The total volume of 

water amounts to 49000 Mio m3 . The lake running in the NW-SE-
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direction s t retches over a length of 65 km. The origin of 

the lake, as most of the alpine lakes, is due to fluvial ero

sion , t ectonic formation and glaeial aetivity . 

Lake of Constanee is divided into two parts; th-e ' Obersee ' 

with its mean water area of 477 km 2 and ' Untersee ' with the 

su r face o f 65 km 2 . The total water volumes are 48 Mi o m3 and 

a r ound 1 Mio m3 , respectively . When considering the main ba

sin of the l ake, i . e. the 'Obersee ' , the north-west end of it 

is generally seen as a 5epa~ate sub-basin . This patt , named 

' Lake uebe~lingen', taken sepa ~ ately, has a sutface a~ea of 

a~ound 65 km2 , and a maximum & me an depth of 147 m and 63 m, 

~espectively. * ) 

The drainage basin of Lake of Constanee is a~ound 10900 km2 

and most of this catchment area lies in the south of the lake , 

thus the Alpine mountain area 5upp1ies a ~ound 70 \ of the to

tal incoming wate r into the lake . 

The to t al amount of i nflow wate ~ s per year is a~ound 

12 350 Mio m3 , out of which 11 930 Mio m3 comes f r om all the 

lake ' s t ~ ibuta~ies and 420 Mio km 3 i5 by ~a i nfalls . Approxi 

mately 98 \ of the loss of water is due to outf l ow, and 2 \ is 

due to evapo~ation . The amount of outflow by the rive~ Rhein 

at the town Constance aroounts to 12 020 Mio m3 per year. This 

means that the ~esidenee time is app~oximately 4 yea~s ; for 

in a time of a~ound 4 yea~s the outf1ow amounts to a total vo

lume of the la ke water v01ume. Most of the incoroing and out 

going waters are due to the r i ver Rhein which brings in avera

ge around 227 m3jsec of wate ~ . 

Figu~e 3.7 illustrates the shape and bathymet r y of Lake 

of Constance. The lake lies in a mo~aine region sur r ounded by 

high mountains in the south and of roueh smalle r elevations 

in the no~th. A~ound the lake the mo raine elevations do not 

exceed the height of 300 m and the mean wate r level surfaee 

of the lake lies at 390 m above msl. 

* ) All the da ta given are according to Kiefer [1972J and the 
Landeshydrologie , Bero, 1977. 
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The orography i . e. the high land elevation in the southern 

part and the shallower hills in the northern part of the lake 

have a great influence on the ambient climate . The morphologi

c a l conditions are responsible for the fact that in the north

western part of the lake , at the lee side of the Jura moun

t a ins , the annual rainfalls are much sma l ler than in the south 

e aste r n part of the lake . In the latter, due to t he "surge"of 

the humid wes t and north-west winds in the Alpine region, the 

annual rate of rain fall amounts to between 900 - 1200 mm per 

year, whereas in the north-western parts the ra infalls are 

a r ound 800 mm per year only . Again, the air temperature at 

land areas in the vicinity of the lake a re rather high. Accor

d i ng to Kiefer [1972], the annual means, taken from a span of 

80 years of observations in towns lying along the lake reach 

in average 8.50C . This is another proof of great storage bya 

lake . For example, the annual mean surface water temper a ture 

of Lake of eonstance is a r ound 10 . 9 0e, lying thus 2 . 30C above 

the ye a rly me ans of air temperature. Once the lake watets are 

warmed up (July-August) to the average values, i . e . a round 

18-19 oe, the lake will stor e and then spread its he a t on the 

adjacent land areas until la te fall. Then, due t o cooling the 

lake reaches gene rally its homothermal state and the water 

t empera t ure, throughout the water column , becomes around 4.S0C. 

In the early spring due to the i ncrease of air temperature and 

acting winds the start of the yeatly watet stratification be

gins . The sunlight with the wa r m long red and infIared waves 

penetrates into the surface water leaving theIe its he at and 

causing a steady increase of watet temperatures. Fiqure 3 . 8 

(after Kiefer [1972) i l lus t rates the yearly course of water 

temperature at different depths indicating the me an thermal 

behavior of the lake . 

The figure illus t rates that, starting in March, a steady 

increase of water temperatures, especially in the upper l ayeI , 

takes place . The lower located watet masses start to inc rease 

the temperatures in late April, and consequently they reach 

their maximum values in la t e Octobe r and November, when al r eady 

the coolinq of su r face waters is at its max imum . In general, 
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Fig.3.8 Annual cycle of mean water temperature at various 
depths in the deepest part of Lake of Constance . 

the highest temperature at the surface waters is reached at 

the turn of JulyjAugust, and thereafter the watet eools with 

the same speed as it started to heat. It seems that watming 

and eooling proeesses of the lake water run linearly at the 

rate of about 4.5 0e per month . The surface eoo1ing continues 

between Novembe r and Janua r y but a1ready at a lower rate of 

about 10e pe r month. It is clea r that within the wate r co1umn 

the heating rate is only about 15 \ of the surface heating 

and the F.laximum ternperature of around 90 e, at the depth of 

30 m, is observed in Oetober . Water at the depth of 100 m is 

almost unaffected by the seasonal heating; the seasonal water 

temperature fluetuations are rather scarse, and if present, 

of the order of O.l oe. 

The degree of heating and co01ing of the lake wate r does 

not always have the same pattern f or it depends on the varia

bility within different years of the meteorologica1 conditions 

affecting the lake. But the discrepancies are rather sma11 a nd 

the enclosed diag ram e1aborated fo r a span of 14 years (1952-

1965) can be taken as an e xemp1ary one for the annual cyc1e of 
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mean water temperature in Lake of Constance . 

The heat content of the lake influences, in reverse, the 

ambient air temperature. Just as in Lac Leman, local the r 

mal winds can be observed in the area of the Lake of Constance. 

These thermal winds play a great role in the external/internal 

forces acting upon the lake water. Most of the winds reach the 

lake from western directions. Loeal winds as the ~Föhn" do act 

generally from the south and others from the north-east direc

tions . 

The winds mentioned as external forces, and all the diffe

rences in the field of water masses as internal forees, plus 

all the river inflows, are the main causes in the development 

of various dynamieal processes in the lake. The river inflows 

and outflows are responsible for all the water level fluctua

tions in t he lake . Fig. 3.9 illustrates the mean water level 
variations, at the tide gauge in Constanee, for the whole 

year 1977 and the first quarter of 1976 . 

It is seen that the monthly means (full line) for the ob

servational year 1977/76 refleet to great extent the long

term means (dotted line) taken for a time span of 1677-1964. 
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Fig.3.9 Water level variation curves in 
Lake of Constance (übersee). 
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The phenomena of water level variation in Lake of Constance 

are thoroughly elaborated, for they can be based on obse rva

tional da ta obtained since 1816, but as the data were then 

taken in local feet and inches the re liability of those values 

are rather doubtful. Kiefer [1972J who made a detailed analy

sis of water level fluctuations in Lake of Constance pointed 

out that since 1877 (observations given in metric measures) 

full confidence can be given to the set of observational data . 

Thus the Lake of Constance has a set of reliable water level 

da ta covering a time span of over 100 years . 

lt is worthy to mention that a lready in 1549 a cronicle of 

Schulthaiss (see Hollan et al . [1980]) describes the water le

vel fluctuation in this lake. Obviously this notice was borne 

to the unexpected and extraordinary rise of water level at Con

stance in that year, known today as the ftWonder of the Rising 

Water~ . Such wate r ri ses were never observed again although the 

water level fluctuations are notice able and the amplitude between 

low and high water can reach around 3 . 0 m in e x treme cases. 

These fluctuations a re due to heavy rainfalls and great in

flows of river waters, especially the river Rhein,and to t he 

forced oscillations caused by atmospheric disturbance. Figure 

3 . 10 Characterizes the curves of maximal (1910) and minimal 

(1949) wa t er level variations. 

The lowest wate r level value in Lake of Constance i s obser

ved usually at the end of February. In March, due to the start 

of snow melting , a slow but steady increase of water level is 

noticed so that at the end of Ju ne the max imum mean water le

vel is observed and reaches in average 44 0 cm above the Con

stance zero point, Le. 391.766 m over NN . The high peak lasts 

for some days throughout July. Afterwards the water level re

cord starts to fall reaching aga in its minimum in the next Feb

ruary. Taking into consideration water level records for sepa

rate, single years, the course of the latter may have a slightly 

different shape . This depends on the atmospheric situation in 

the year concerned and thus on the rate of the incoming waters . 

As it is seen the single daily mean water levels throughout the 
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Curves of maximal (1910), minimal (1949) and year-
1y mean (1877-1964) water level variations in Lake 
of Constance (Kiefer [1972J). 

year cf maximum water level (1910) have some step- like values. 

This i5 true for the low water level cu[ve cf 1949, as weIl. 

Comparing these two cu[ves, we can observe a watet level dif

ference of around 340 cm between the highest level in 1910 and 

the lowest in 1949. Sofar this was the highest observable va

lue of a level difference between a wet and a dry year. 

3.2.3 Lake of Zu r ich 

Lake cf Zur ich, another glacially and fluvially formed wa

ter basin in Switzerland is located in a mountain trough run

ning roughly along the NW and E direction . The mean surface 

area of this lake covers 87 km 2 of which 67 km 2 belongs to the 

large and deep northern basin ca lIed ftUntersee ft and 20 km2 to 
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the smaller, shallow ~Obersee~. These two basins are separated 

by a post-glacial moraine . The total water volume of Lake of 

Zur ich is around 3 . 32 km 3 . 

The Obersee basin with its th r ee incoming canals provides 

most of the seasonal inflow . The mean annual inflow , coming 

from the total drainage area of this lake amounts to around 

100 m3/sec, because this amount of water leaves the lake 

through the main lake outflow which is the river Limmat, ori

ginating at the northernmost end of the lake (see Fig . 3 . 11) . 

The length of the Unter see is around 28 km, the me an width 

is 2.4 km and the mean depth 54 m. This basin can be divided 

into the main north-eastern part with its maximal depth of 

136 m, the transient zone with a mean slope of about 3' and 

the shallow eastern part with a mean depth of 22 m. 

Most of the winds in the lake area come from a westerly di 

rection, but most important, as fa r as the mixing processes 

are concerned, are the winds acting along the longitudinal 

axis of the lake, i.e . from the NW and SE direction . These 

winds are the main causes for higher or lower water elevat i ons 

at both ends of the lake . These high wate r levels enhance the 

mixing processes, thus reducing to great extent the per i od o .~ 

stagnant waters, and avoiding earlier senescence of the lake. 

They are also the di r ect causes of the se i che - like oscillations 

of the wate t su r face and especially of the high denivelations 

of the discontinuity layer, where vertical displacements (up 

to 20 m) of the thermocline are observed . 

Surface wate r elevations during calm weather conditions do 

not exceed the normal level, i . e. 406.15 m above m s . ! ., be

cause the water volume in this lake is regulated . Higher wa 

ter leve l s are rare and take place generally in summer periods 

(see Fig. 3 . 51, although the evaporation rate is then at its 

maximum . The high water levels are not of storm- surge- charac

tar but are due mainly to heavy rainfalls, as was the case in 

August 1978 , Fig . 3 . 12 . 
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Fig . . 3 . 12 Water level rise in Lake 
of Zur ich in August 1978. 
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This high water level stage was observed for some days, 

but the high water peak las ted only around 18-20 hours on the 

9th August. Afterwards it was lowered, due to the water level 

regulation system, until it reached its normal stage again. 

Another rise of water level, but to smaller extend was obser

ved in March of the same year, Fig. 3.13. 

This rise of water level was of the same origin (heavy rain

falls) supplemented with the waters of snow thaw in adjacent 

lake areas. The inflow waters causing these rises of water le 

vel, were released later through the river Limmat. The daily 

mean flows and peak water flows of both high water stages , a r e 

given in Fig . 3.14. 

Lake of Zur ich as a temperate lake of dimictic characte r 

reflects most of the hydrologlcal and meteorological condi

tions of such basin . Oue to the mild winter conditions in this 

area the lake freezes only partly*l alon9 the shores and this 

occurs mostly in the shallow Obersee. 

*) Footnote see page 136 . 
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Fig. 3 . 15 characterizes schematically the annual course 

of water temperature in the lake and air temperature above 

it. Lines indicating the temperature of these media, as well 

as the temperature differences between the near land surface 

and the air, are also given. 

In general the annual mean surface water temperature of 

the lake i5 around 3 oe higher than that of the air . Thia ia 

also true for the land surface adjacent to the lake where 

the "surplus" of the 
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annual mean surface wa

ter temperature amounts 

to 2 . 2 oe above that of 

the aoil. These "strange 

anomalies" (water tempe 

rature higher than the 

air temperature) are 

mainly due to the physi

cal characteristics of 

the ab50rbing body, i.e . 

the soil gaina the heat 

Fig.3 . l5 

Annual means of water 
temperature (1) and air 
(2). Lines (3) and (4) 
indicate the temperature 
difference between the 
water / air and land 5ur
face / air, respectively. 

'") The last total freeze up of the lake occured in 1963. tt 
las ted from the 24 of January to the 27 of March 1863. The 
thickness of the ice cover reached then 35 cm. All this was 
due to the severe winter conditions. 
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heat quicker than the water but looses it sooner too . Espe

cially in turbulent waters the heat once gained stays much 

longer giving in effect smaller temperature differences bet

ween warmer days and cooler nights. The effect of quicker or 

slawer gains or los ses of hea t by the absorbing medi a result 

finally in the annual course of the temperature means . 

The epilimnion, produced by the active solar radiation 

(during summer days) and dynamic processes within the water 

column could be defined by a layer down to 10 m depth, with 

tempe r atu r es between 16 and a bit more than 190C. The "main" 

thermocline (temperatures between 8 and l60C) is concent rated 

" 
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Fig . 3 . 16 Spatial temperature distribution 
of the stratified Lake of Zur ich. 
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between 10 and 15 m at the northern end of the lake (station 

LI - L3), whereas towards southeast the isotherms are less d1-

verging. The mean tilt of the thermocline is a direct respon

se to a long-periodic dynamical process which also spilled to 

the southern water of less than SOC uphill to the southern 

shallow region of the lake. 

3.2.4 Lake of Brienz 

The lake of Brienz, one of the medium size lakes in Switzer

land, is located in a deep longitudinal glacial trough. The 

lake ' 5 mean surface area is around 30 km2 and' the maximum 

length and width are 14 km and 2 . 5 km, respectively . ~he lake 

having a simple geometrical shape (Fig. 3.17) with a length/ 

width ratio of the order of 1:6, is suited very nicely as an 

examplary model lake for different limnological research ac

tivities . 

The maximum depth of the lake is 261 m and the total water 

volume is 5 . 2 km3 . The main water supply to the lake is due to 

its two tributaries -one at each end of the basin - with the 

following water discharges; river Aare 35 m3/sec and river 

Lutschine 19 m3/sec. The total drainage area of the lake ls 

around 1100 km2 . 

The general water circulation is due to the westerly acting 

winds and the water inflows of the two mentioned rivers. The 

heavy spring time floods and dangerous landslides are respon

sible for the violent surges occuring occasionally and acci

dentally in this lake. The main type of current are the turb1-

dity currents near the lake floor and the undercurrents follo

wing the thermocline . The mean thermal behaviour of the lake 

lies at the mean rates of most of the Alpine lakes, and long 

term mean water level fluctuations as seen in Fig. 3.4 have a 

rather smooth run as all the accidental surges are filtered 

out. 
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Fig. 3.17 The basin of the Lake of Brienz . 
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4 . Set - up and seiche like phenomena 

The wind as the main e xterna l force acting on the wate t 

l evel causes a ve r tical displ acement of the f r ee water sur 

face . This displacement depends on wind veloc i ty and its di 

rection , du r ation of the wind a nd i ts fetch as weIl as the 

lake geomorphomet r y. 

Important wind-induced hydrodynamical p rocesses are the 

set-up and seiche-lik e phenomen;ll. The first is an aperiodic phe

nomenon, the second is characterized by a distinct periodicity , 

an eigen-oscillation whose frequency depends on the shape and 

size of the water basin. These two processes will be shortly 

described hereafter. 

4.1 The set-up circulation 

This phenomenon will be described on the water su r face de

nivelation of the of ~shore end of a lake. Theor et i cal descr i p 

tions of this phenomenon we r e given by Proudman [1953], Groen 

[1961], Hansen [1967] and Bretschneider [19671 . We shall pre

sent a simplified version of the set - up phenomenon. The set-

up or ,dndsta" is the denivelation of the water surface i ndu-

ced by steady state wind acti ng f r om one direction. The wate r 

surface in the set-up stage is i nclined in such a way that low 

water occurs at the onsho r e and high water is piled- up a t the 

offshor e s i de. In short a difference of water l evel between 

two lake shores is i nduced. 

The set-up is gene r ally thought to consist of two compo

nents . The first is the set up due to the onshore wind ; here 

the generated slope of the water is directly propor tional to 

the wind stress and inve rsely proportional to the depth of the 

wate r . The second component is the effect of wind blowing pa

r allel to the shore, and gene rating a cu r rent . 

In steady state and with no t ransport a horizontal force 

balance equating su r face and bot tom shear st ress to press ure 
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Fig .4. 1 A slice of a lake cut parallel to the wind direc
tion. Shown are the depletion and the rise of water 
surface level during set-up conditions. The t s is 
the tangential shear stress at the boundary laye r s , 
due to the wind at the water surface and tb is due 
to currents at the bot tom. C 1s the set up value on 
the offshore side of the lake and i is the denive
lation angle of the set-up . 

gradient yields 
ts-tb = pgiH (4 . 1) 

whe r e tg i ~ i .. ac/ax . The bottom st ress tb is in many cases 

proportional to the shear stress at the surface (-k t s .. tb) ' 

where k is a constant coefficient ranging from 0.5 to 0 .05 de 

pending on the character of the motion (lOhether laminar or 

turbulent) and on bot tom toughness. The tb value in comparison 

to ts in turbulent motion is rather small, therefore equation 

( 4.1 ) is general l y expressed as 

0' 

Equating (4.2) and (4 . 3) yields 

i • O. c
O 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

w' 

'" 
(4.4) 

The slope (for a given wind velocity) is directly propo r tional 

to the wi nd speed squared and inversely propo r tional to the 

depth of the watet. In orde r that equation (4 .4 ) is valid the 

watet volume on which the wind acts has to be constant. 
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4.2 Seiche - like phenomena 

The first practical obse r vations on periodic variations 

of water surface in lakes were done in Switzerland in Lac Le

man . The observations we r e carried out those days by ' unpro

fessionals ' with an interest in the stranqe curiosity of the 

"risinq " and "falling " of water level. But thanks to their 

eagerness the first f i eld data we r e obtained and the term 

seiche was coined. Since then" the term "seiche" is meant to 

describe the r hytmic variation of water level in lakes and 

seas ; for it was proven later that this phenomenon is typical 

of al l enclosed or semi - enclosed reservoirs. The chronicle of 

Sch uldhaiss indicates that oscillations of this kind were noted 

in Lake of Constance already in 1549 (Hollan et Oll. [l980]1 , 

thus proving that this phenomel)On alerted poeple already in 

t hose days. 

F.A. Fo rel descr i bes the early observations on seiche-l i ke 

phenomen a in his monograph on Lac Leman . His limnoloqical in

vestiqations on Lac Leman, published in three volumes under 

t he title "Le Leman" in the years IB73-1904, now classic and 

especially his pioneering trial to describe the pe ri odic water 

level oscillat i ons, led to furthcr investiqations to observe tem

perature distributions and water circulations and to conduc t 

mode l ling e xpe riments . 

The classical theory of se i ches was made by Ch rystal [1905], 

and pioneering field s t udies in Scottish lakes were ca r ried 

out by Wedderburn [1907]. The Chrysta l theo r y was furthe r de 

veloped, extended and applied to various reservoirs by Pr oud 

man [1978] and Defant [1960] and many others . More recent 

studies applied to lakes are by Boyce [1974], Csanady [1978], 

Mortimer [1978] and Hollan & Simons [1978] . A new appr oach i n 

evaluating seiche-like phenomena e xte ndi ng Chrystal ' s channel 

model to curved , elongated, rotating basins is intrQduced by 

Ragglo and Hutter [1981]. 

Two types of seiches a re distingu i shed, namely the su r f ace 

water seiche and the internal seiche gene ra ted on the di scon-
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tinuity layer of stratified water masses. The latter often 

developes as anormal re sonant response of stratified lakes 

to wind action. Here we only deal with the periodic oscilla

tions of the surface waters. 

The seiches depend on various conditions , either internal 

(temperature and density distribution) or external (wind and 

pressure variations), but the main seiche-generating source 

is the air-water interaction through atmospheric disturbances. 

Nevertheless the seasonal cycle of heat flux (causing the 

seasonal water stratification), inflows of waters, the Corio

lis force and catastrophies such as land or snow slides, earth 

quakes or calving of lake glaciers cause or modify the surface 

seiches. The main role in the physical characteristics of a 

seiche is played by the geometry of the basin. The observed 

undulations occur in separate sequences, and each sequence 

is caused by an external disturbance initiating a fluctuation 

of the water level until it is damped out and returns to its 

initial equilibrium position and, until a new sequence of 

such fluctuations is started by a new exte r nal cause. The pe

riod of these seiches as free oscillations depends upon the 

geometry of the lake, but for rough calculations Merian's for

mula,valid for a canal of constant depth, is sufficiently accu

rate . This formula reads 

T • 2t ----
19h 

(4.5) 

where ! is the length of the canal, hits depth and T the 

seiche per iod. Forel {la93] applied it first to a lake. He 

was aware that Merian's formula does not consider the varying 

bathymetry and chose for h a mean depth, but this way his re

sults were not very satisfactory. The proposal of Du Boys con

cerning the periodicity calculations of a standing wave was 

more satisfactory. He concluded that if /911 is the shallow 

water wave speed the time dt for a disturbance to travel a 

distance dx must be dt,. dx/!gh so that the real per iod of 

free oscillation should be 

T • 

, 
J 

dx 

Igh' o 
(4.6) 
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Here the depth (h) varies along a lake axis chosen as the 

Talweg · } of the elongated basin . 

The seiche-like phenomena in closed basins of elongated 

shape and varying width and depth were thoroughly studied by 

Defant [19601 and Proudman [1953) . These theoretical investi

gations were concerned mainly, with oblong basins ignoring 

horizontal components of motion perpendicular to the Talweg . 

Thus the watet motion was always parallel to the longitudinal 

x-axis. 

Consider a rectangular basin with x- axis from x · 0 to x · l, 

and depth (h) and width (b) (the area of a cross section is 

then A" b · h). For such a case the law of mass conservation 

may be written as 

33
x 

(A u) (4.7) 

where t is the water elevation from its undisturbed level and 

u is the velocity component along the x-axis. 

Introducing the horizontal displacement n we have 

and thus 

a2 (A n) 
3x 3t " -bat, 

or after integration with respect to t, 

t " -~3:(An). 

(4.8) 

(4 . 9) 

(4 . 10) 

The equation of mot i on along the x-axis can be written as 

(4.11) 

and becomes after the consideration of (4.8) and differenti

ation with respect to time t 

* ) A line running along the longitudinal x-axis of a lake 
joining all the points of depth values in concern. 
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" - 9 ä"X (4 . 12) 

expressing a balance of the horizontal acceleration along the 

x-axis with longitudinal pressure gradients. 

Equation (4 . 12) is solved subject to the boundary condi

tions that U" 0 at X" 0, X" t and to initial conditions. Fot 

ftee oscillations the initial conditions are irrelevant as 

harmonic solutions in time can be found. The emetging problem 

(4.10),(4".12) comprises then an eigenvalue problem for the sei 

che period. We shall focus attention on a simple desctiptive 

example. Considet a time interval from t .. 0 to t "T, where T 

is the period. At t .. 0 the watet level is assumed to be at 

rest but inclined due to external disturbances . Thus a pres

sure gradient exists alon9 the lake surface causing accelera

tion from one side of the lake to the other in the direction 

from high water to the low water end . Currents start and are 

at strongest when the s,urface o( the lake is at level Le. at 

time t .. ~4 T. These currents will cause a rise of the water 

level at the other side of the lake at time t .. ~2 T. Thus 

another rise of water level is set up causing acceleration at 

this end and currents with opposite direction which are at 

strongest at t .. 3/4T, when water surface is at level again. 

Thus the internal T encompasses low and high water on both 

ends characterizing a simple uninodal seiche . I t is worth 

mentioning that seiches can be of uninodal , binodal or multi 

nodal character, depending on the physical geometry of a lake 

considered and on the e x isting forces. The typical seiche,how

ever, in an enclosed basin is generally of an uninodal type 

and as such is shown in Fig. 4 . 2. 

The seiche induced curtents will oscillate in a sinusoidal 

fo rm having the same periodicity as the water level changes. 

This 15 shown in Fig . 4.3. 

To show the eigenvalue problem for a Iectangle with con

stant depth we choose 

C 
" 1fX " U" slnT Sln '" T 

(4.13) 
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®i 
No slreams f -)(:0 t = 0 )( = I t =+ T 

~ No slreams 4 
t _+' t =+T 

Fig. 4.2 Phases of elevations and cur~ents. 

® , 

t =l T , bT 

Fig .4. 3 Time variations of cu~rents at the 
centre of a lake . 

t 

-sa tisfying the boundary conditions at )(" 0 and x = 1. C is a 

wave speed of constant value . 

Substitut i ng (4. 13) into the equation of continuity 

we obtain 

" a-t-

Integration yields 

h..!!:!. 'x 
-..!!..hC 11)( i 211t 

1 cos T sn - T- · 

T h II X 211 t 
t = TI C cos T cos-T- · 

(4.14) 

(4 .15 ) 

(4.16 ) 

In order to ~eceive Me r ian's relation we substitute the u and 

t values into (4 . 11) and obtain 
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. 1IX 211t 
S1n T cos ~ 

T 2t 
= 191i" 

c . 1IX 
S1n T (4.17) 

( 4. 18) 

The above is the simplest description of a seiche . Expe

rimentally, seiche per iods are detected f r om t i me series of 

water levels or their power spectral analyses, in which peaks 

indicate periods of motions with easy excitation. 

In Fig. 4.2 the middle of the basin marks a point, or bet

ter a line across the lake with no elevation changes. This 

line, known as nodal line, characterizes the order of the sei

che; uninodal fo r a single line, binodal for two lines, etc. 

The length 1 in equation (4.18) is the distance between two 

consecutive nodal lines; the Merian formula thus incorpo rates 

all longitudinal free oscillations in a rectangle. The larger 

the number of nodes for a given basin length, the shorter will 

be the period of oscillation . 

The seiche motion consists for a periodic e xchange of the 

potential and kinetic energies. All energy is stored as poten

tial energy when vertical displacements of the surface are 

maximal, that is at t., 0 and t "'T/2 and as kinetic energy for 

a flat surface, that is at t "' T/4 and t'" 3/4T. The total 

energy whether potential or kinetic dissipa~es after some 

time due to frictional effects . 

A thorough observational analyis of seiche-like phenomena 

was given by Bergsten [1926J, who used for his field observa

tions and practical calculations lake Vättern in Sweden, an 

elongated lake with 124 km of length. Using Chrystal's (1905] 

method he found the uninodal seiche-wave period TO "'178 . 99 

min . , in good agreement with field data, TO "' 177.94 min. The 

water level re cord (Fig . 4. 4) is a classical example of the 

displacements of lake water level during a uninodal seiche

oscillation. 

Typically fo r a uninodal motion the recordings at the two 
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Fig.4.4 Uni-nodal seiche in Lake Vätte r n 
measured at the two ends of the lake . 

ends are nearly out of phase, i.e . the r e is high water at one 

end when at the other end is low water. This gives the typi

cal mirror-like patter n of the two time records . 

In the literature,observed and calculated seiche per iods 

agree very weIl. E.g. for Lake Geneva (Defant [1960]), the 

observed per iod of an uninodal seiche was 74.0 min whereas 

the calculated was 74.45 mini for the binodal seiche the fi

gu res are 35.5 min and 35.1 min, respectively . For Lake Garda 

the observed and calculated periods for the uninodal seiche 

were 42 . 92 min and 42 . 83 min, and for the binoda l seiche 

28.58 min and 28.00 min, respectively. In Loch Earn uninodal 

and binodal seiche pe r iods have been calculated to be 19.52 

min and 8.09 min, compared with 19.50 min and 8.14 min of 

the observed data (Defant [ 1960) . In Lake of Lugano the cal

culated periods (Raggio & Mutter (1981) of the first three 

modes are 13.7, 6.5 and 5 . 1 min, corresponding to the observed 

values of 13.9, 6.2, 5.1 min. This should suffice as a suita

bility proof of the theory. 

Although surface seiches have attracted substantial scien

tific attention they are less important than internal seiches 

which are generated at the interface of stratified watet mas

ses. Therefore the next paragraph will be devoted to this phe-

nomenon. 
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5 . Internal waves, seiches and surges 

Lakes , du r ing a large part of the year, have a well - develped 

discontinuity layer of density , namely a distinct thermocline 

is present . Such a situation ~ invites~ frequent development 

of inte r nal oscil la tions of the type mentioned in the title. 

At the sha r p interface between these two laye r s internal waves, 

seiches and sLlrges can occur as a result of wind gusts, chan

ges in b.arometric pressure, externa l surges, set-ups, etc . 

The forcing effects need not be ve r y strong as in cases of 

surface seiches and barotropic storm surges . A small amount 

of energy suffices to cause oscilla t ions at the discontinuity 

l ayer. This is one of the diffe rences between the phenomenon 

described herein and those in paragraph 4 . The shape of the 

lake influences the period of these oscil 1ations and in c ases 

of large lakes, i.e. Great Lakes of North America or Lake Ge 

neva the Coriolis force can influence and modify the structure 

of the modes. 

Basic studies of internal wave phenomena have been made by 

Pr oudman 11953J and especi a lly Defant 11960J who analysed and 

included in his "Physical Oceanography~ the classical and fun

damenta l works by G.G. Stokes, H. Lamb and J.E . Fjeldstad. The 

first to demonstrate periodic temper a ture fluctua tions at vari

ous depths in a thermally stratified lake was Watson [1904], 

who observed these phenomena in the Scottish Lake Loch Ness . 

Wedderburn 11909] with his theory of internal seiches in lakes 

must have inspired Watson ' s measurements . 

5. 1 Inte r nal waves 

A wind induced wave on a lake su r face is an easily recogni

~able fact to any obse r ve r. I nternal waves are not at on ce ob

servable , because t he free surface stays nearly in equilibrium 

and large displacements only arise within the wate r. This was 

one of the reasons that the appearence of these waves escaped 

for a 10ng time the attention of even keen obse r ve r s . The 



amplitude of internal waves, ns ' and the free surface ampli

tude, z, are related by 
-z(p _p') , (5 . 1 ) 

where p and p ' are the densities of the two layers and the 

minus sign indicates that the phase at the surface is opposite 

to the ph ase at the interface. 

The best way to prove existence of interna1 waves is by 

analysing the rise and fall of isotherms o r the migration of 

plancton species in a stratified lake. This wave, often called 

boundltc!I ... ave, is set into motion at the interface between two 

water layers by wind or pressure gradients. Friction as in 

all cases leads to an attenuation in time, however, once in

ternal waves are formed they can e xi st for a very long time . 

An internal wave can greatly differentiate the actual mo

vements of water masses in a lake, leading to a complicated 

pattern of cu r rents and vertical displacements of the water 

particles . This is important for the lake water mixing proces

ses. An exchange of water in the horizontal direction occurs 

as weIl. This is the reason why current and temperature re

cords are often difficult to interpret as circulation effects 

and various wave motions act simultaneously and can not easily 

be uncoupled as in theory . 

Neglecting the effect of the Earth rotation the celerity 

of a progressive shallow water internal wave in a lake may be 

expressed as 

(5.2) 

where hand h I are the laye r thicknesses wi th H ~ h + h I, and 9 

is the Earth gravity and öp the density 6ifferences between 

lighter and heavier layers. 

The period of a standing internal wave, typical for basins 

of constant depth and of iectangu lar cross-section, can accor

ding to Defant [1960} be expressed by 
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"V(' P h+h ' ) n 9(P-P ' ) ~ 
(5.3) 

where the Earth's rotation has been i gnored and 1 is the length 

of the lake and n " 1, 2, 3, .... I f the basin is not closed 

but open at one end then 1 has to be replaced by 21 . 

When rotation effects are taken into account i t was shown 

by Defant [19601 th a t eh, seiche peüod is modified and reads 

T • Ti 

~l+(~:)' 
(5. 4 ) 

where Ti i, th, inertial period given by 

T'" 211 
1 2w sinfJJ .....!l..!l..." 0 . 5 pendulum day . sin fJJ 

(5.5) 

AS follows from (5.3) Tr inc reases with 1, thus T approaches 

Ti as 1 becomes large, or as Tr »Ti . 

The p r og ressive inte r nal wave velocity is 

, 191 J'-:-p.
c "' V Tn V "'pTpI • (5 . 6) 

and thus substantially smal l e r than the surface wave speed . 

The per iods of internal waves can greatly vary, depending on 

the lake topography and lake stratification. The scatter is 

from many hours to only a few minutes o r max imum half an hour . 

This minimum period is the socalled Brunt-väisälä period 

T ,. 

B' (t l ::1)" ' (5 . 7) 

whe r e 13p/3 z l is the maximum density gradient in the thermo

cline . TB is the minimum period at which internal wave motions 

can exist . Water motions of lowe r periods than TB are not clas

sified as interna l waves . 

In a lake of weIl established, stable st ratifica tion there 

is no chance of direct supply of energy from the upper mi xed 
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laye r. Thus, the kinetic energy for mi xing processes can not 

come from the inte r face-generated tu r bulence but is found to 

come from the mean o r organized horizontal motions . 

Theories and e xperiments accor ding t o Boyce [19 74 ] indicate 

that stably stratified fluids with 3p/3z < 0 become unstable in 

case the vertical gradient or shear of hor izontal velocities 

Idu/dzl e xceeds a critical val ue, yielding the socalied dyna

mical instability . This dynamical i nstabi1ity is weIL predic

ted by a nondimensiona1 paramete r, called the gradi e nt Richard 

son number 
_ ~ ~/ Idu l 2 

p 3z dz ' (5 . 8) 

whe r e 3p/3z and du/dz are the local vertical gr adients of den

sity and horizonta l velocity. The nume rator represents the ve r 

tical gravitational restoring f orce and the denominator gives 

the turbulent viscous forces. 

In ca se the g radient Richarson numbe r equals 0.25 a spon

taneous appearence of internal bores takes place, and the wa

ves grow in size, become unstable and finally break , leading to 

vertical mi x ing turbulent p rocesses . The degree of mi x ing de

pends on the amount of energy available in the me an shear f l ow. 

When the energy is used up, the mixing reduces the exist i ng 

gradients of density and velocity, yielding finally th a t the 

fluid reaches again its dynamical stability . 

We may conclude that the supply of turbulent energy to the 

hypolirnnion is primarily indirect . A prominent role in this mi x

ing process between the epilimnion and hypolimnion i5 played 

by the cur rents aS50ciated with inte r nal waves and seiches 

which are stronger than those in t he absence of 5tratificat i on . 

5. 2 I nternal seiches 

A t ypical internal wave set into motion in a stratified 

lake i5 the uninodal seiche on the thermocline bounda r y . A 

cha racteri5tic and al r e ady cl assical e xample of such a seiche 
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was observed and later desedbed by Wedderburn [1909] in the Ma

sudan Lake Distriet Poland , see Fig. 5 .1 (after Defant [1960]). 

A distinet fluetuating course of t he isotherms in the laye r 

between 10 and 20 m depth is seen. The diseontinuity layer was 

at a depth of 15 m. 

-- II,AUGUST lo. AUGUST 11.AUGUST 

Fig.5.l Internal seiehe-1ike wave in Lake Mamry, Poland. 
Observations were taken between the 9 and 11 August 
1909. Full and dotted lines indieate isotherms ta
ken at the northern and southern end of the lake, 
respeetively. 

Water temperature observations were taken at both ends of 

the lake every 2 hrs . Although the span of observation was 

not frequent the results indieate a clear and completely in

verted course of the isotherms ; the seiehe-period was found to 

lie around 24-2 5 hours, and the amplitude of this oscillation 

was around 6 . 0 m. Defant [1960] using formula (5.3) obtained 

the period of the internal uninodal seiche T= 95000 sec. i.e. 

about 26 hrs. 

A typieal example of the "up and down" oseillations of the 

isotherms at a thermocline level in a lake is sketehed in Fig . 

5.2, whieh is a well known pieture , redrawn from Mortimer 

[1979]. It illustrates the hourly (from 1 to 16 hrs) vertieal 
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dis~lacements of the thermocline (9 0 to 11oC- isotherrns are 

inc~uded in the back area) . The vertical lines in the fiqure 

ind~cate the positions of the measured profiles . 

5. 2 . 1 Differential equations for seiche-like motions 

Consider a lake with two 1ayers : the upper, lighte r layer 

o f depth h ' and density p ' , lies o ver another, bot tom layer 

of depth hand density p . Unde r motion elevations of the wa

ter surface and interface surface occur , described by t ' and 

-1; respectively. Let Oxy be at the equilibrium level of the 

upper 1aye r, with z-axis running downwards, denote the depth 

below the equi librium position by z' and the depth be10w the 

discontinuity 1ayer by z. Current velocity components a r e u', 

v ' and u , v for the upper and lower l ayer, and the pressures 

are p ' and p, respective1y. Acco r ding to Pr oudman [1953J the 

equation of continuity for the upper layer can be wr itten as 
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and for the lewer layer it reads 

o , 

a~ (hu) . " + --(hv) + --. 0, 
<ly at 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

whereallowances for the non-uniformity of h are incor porated . 

The equat i ons of motion in the uppe r laye r are written as 

~ _ J.!..v' 1 ~ at Ti -po •• 
(5 . 11) 

'v' 2. 
u ' 1 'p ' 

at- Ti - pt >Y 

and for the battorn layer, respectively 

'u 2. 1 'p 
3t - Ti 

v Tx , 
(5 . 12 ) 

.V 2. 1 'p 

" 
u -,y Ti , 

The pressure relationships are wr itten as 

p ' : pa+gp(C' +z'), 
(5 . 13) 

P '" Pa + 9 p'( r; I + h ' - cl + 9 P (t + z) • 

Leaving aside further scrutiny of the above equations for 

the moment we only sketch the internal seiche phenomenon with 

the aid of pig. 5 . 3. 

Let the per iod of oscillation of the discontinuity surface 

be denoted by T. In both layers the same amount of wate t is 

displaced causing motion in opposite direction, with magnitu

des of the current components which are inversely proportio

nal to the depth of the layers . Further, horizontal pressure 

grad i ents in the two layers are in opposite directions , and 

the elevations t and C' will have opposite signs because the 
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x: 1 t =t T 

••• 

Phases o f changes in elevation 
and current o f a uninodal se i che . 

gr adients of the upper surface and the surface of disconti 

nu i ty a r e always opposite . 

App1ying the d i ffe rential equations to the schemes of Fig . 

5.3 , considering a basin of length t and constant depths h 

a nd h ' equations (5.9) - (5 . 15 ) become 

h ' ~+....!..( I;' - ) • O. 

} 
<Ix <lt I; 

h 'u " • O . 

'" 
+ --

" 
15 . 14) 

'u ' " 
} 

at . - 9 "'"'3'X 

'u p ' <11;' p ' 31; 

" 
-g p F-g (l - p)3)( 

(5 . 15 ) 

Wi th t he harmonic ve1o(ity component 

u' • C 11" 211 t 
sln t sin """"1" (5 . 16 ) 

we obtain, by the introduction of i 5 . 16) into the first equa

tion (5.15) 
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oC '" _ ~C 
OX gT 

. nx 21ft 
Sln t cos ~ ' 

or after integ r ation 

C COS TI; COS '" T 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

where C is a constant . Further, introducing the u ' value,{5.16) , 

into the first equation (5 . 1 4 ) yield3 

or after . integration 

C' _ C 

nh nx 2"1\"t 
-TC cos 1 sin ~ 

• ..!!! C 

" 
1TX 21ft 

cos T COS ~T- ' 

(5 . 19) 

(5 . 20 ) 

Final1y,equations (5 . 18) and (5 . 20) give an exp r ession for C' 

(~~ + ~i)C " cos '"T 
,,, 

cos T" (5 . 21) 

Substituting the e x p r ess ions for C and C' i nto the momentum 

equations, (5.1 4 ) and integrating the resulting equations with 

r espect to time finally gives e x p r essions for u and u', r e

spective l y : 

"
oL" cos t COS 

,,, 
T 

, . 

" 0 

1 2 . nx . 
6 h'T L Sln -,- S!ln 

,,, 
T 

1TX 21Tt 
COo - , - cos T 

(1 _.!.) 1!. . 1T X . 21Tt 
6 h T L S l n T Sln ~ 

whe r e 6. 41 2/ghT2 and L is a length (absorbing C) . 

(5 . 22 ) 

Of the equations (5 . 1 4), (5 . 15) the momentum equation of 

the bot tom l ayer has not been explored yet . Thus, substituti ng 

(5.22) into the second of (5.15) the soca lIed 'Stokes equation' 
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(5 . 23) 

is obtained, determining the period. Two solutions are obtai

ned, co rr esponding to the positive and negative sign . App r ox i

mate solutions of these a re 

'0 
and these correspond to the ordinary seiches with 

" T • " 19H ' (g(h'+h»)"2 .. 

..!:!.... .. 1 , 

" 
and the internal seiche with 

T ,,( _P_ 1.. (..!.... +1..1)" 
P - p' 9 h ' h 

.L • , ' P h ' ---(1+-) P _ p' h ' 

5.2 . 2 Pr actical cons i derations 

(5 . 24 ) 

(5 . 25) 

(5 . 26) 

Mor time r [19531 who was awa r e of the restrietions in the 

evaluation of t he in t erna l seiches pedod (Tl, because this 

was determined for idealized conditions (rec t angular basins 

with cons t ant depth), adopted this fo r mu l a fo r real lake condi 

tions and wrote it in t he form 

T • (5 . 27) 

where 1 1s the length of the lake, Pe 1s the density of water 

in the epilimnion and Ph the density of the water in t he hypo

l1mnion . The va lues (e) and (h) a r e the depths of epilimnion 

and hypolimnion , respectively . 
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The per iod T in (5.25) has been put into a more workable 

form by Mortimer [1953J . To this end he writes 

T=t/l+l 2/"Ph 
h e Ig(Ph-Pe) 

but transforms this formula 50 as to have the individual fac

tors in more practical units. The length t is expressed in km, 

T in hours, now expressed as P, and Ph and Pe are directly 

related to hypolimnion and epil imnion temperatures. Thus, 

is obtained with 

p ., t 'm ' n 

" . 

(
p in hours,) 
t in km 

(h, e in metres) , 

5.56 

/g (Ph (Tl - Pe (Tl) 

(5.26) 

(5.29) 

where both facto t s m and n are given in the nomograms of Fi

gures 5. 4 and 5.5. With these nomograms an estimate of the 

internal seiche per iod can be obtained in the field by simply 

taking a temperature record . 

Based on temperature profiles, taken at times, and using 

his nomograms Mortimer described with sufficient accuracy the 

per iods of seiche-like waves in various lakes. Some of his as 

weIl as the author's own results a r e summarized in Table 5 . 1. 

The tab le clearly indicates a good agreement between the cal

cu la ted and observed per iods proving the practical validity 

and usefulness of these nomogtams. This is not so for Lake 

Bajkal. The Cor i olis force, specific atmospheric conditions 

required for the generation of seiche-like motions in this 

lake (sustaining strong winds and afterwards a long spell of 

calm weather), the ice cover and specific topography of the 

basin are perhaps the causes of the fai l ure of the simple mo

del used here . 

Internal seiches are of frequent occurence . They are even 
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caused when only slight atmospheric disturbances a r ise and 

can pe r sist, with decreasing amplitude for a long spa n of time 

much longer than the gener a ting forces might e x ist . 

Mo r time r proved i n his early studies (c. f . r eferencesl. that 

although the the r mocl i ne s e iche in most strat i fied lakes has 

usually only one mode . it can appear with highe r ha rmonics too . 
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Name of the lake Date and years e h m Te Th n 1 Period Period 
of observations (m) (m) (oC) (oC) (km) calculated observed 

Luzern Untersee 14.8. - 22.8.1927 11.0 14 0.405 14.6 7.4 6.6 1.51 4.0 3.7 

Windermere. N. basin 24.6. - 3.7. 1947 8.5 27 0.305 15.8 7.4 5.0 6.6 15.4 15.0 

Windermere. S. basin 11 .6. - 9.10.1950 12.5 16 0.380 16.8 10.2 6.0 8.9 20.3 23-24 

Loch Earn 4.8. - 28.8. 1911 17.0 35 0.300 15.6 7.4 6.0 9.6 17.2 
In 

16.0 
In 

I- I-
::l ::l 
0 0 I-' 

St. Wolfgang-See 29.7. - 6.8. 1907 9.0 46 0.365 16.6 6.2 5.4 10.5 20.6 ~ 25.0 ~ Cl'> ... 
Madü See 26.7. - 7.8. 1910 14.0 14 0.380 17.8 9.0 5.2 13.8 27.3 25.0 

Sternberg See 27.8. - 29.8. 1894 12.0 51 0.320 17.6 5.2 4.9 19.0 30.1 30.0 

Loch Ness 2.9. - 15.9. 1903 65.0 100 0.160 10.4 6.4 10.8 36.0 2.6 2.4 
In In 

Lake Geneva 14.7. - 26.8. 1941/44 15.0 150 0.270 18.0 6.2 4.8 73 .0 4.0 >, 3-4.5 >, 

'" '" " " Lake Bai ka 1 August mean 1911/14 11.0 700 0.300 11.4 4.0 8.8 675 74.0 38.0 

Table 5.1 Periods of seiche-like waves in various lakes. 
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The excitation of higher harmonics depends basically on the 

character of the wind disturbances and actual density strati

fication , especially the density gradient of the thermocline 

itself. A clear example of higher harmonics is given by the 

currents recorded in Lake o f Zurich , Fig . 5.6, where the first 

and the second mode is observed. The periods li e above the 

GMT 2.,J=.8".'O"=8c....~2=8i'8'"-_~....;2.1'9~~~C''i.9:...~_~'=2t.9~_~C'~'9. (cmlsl, 

" 8 
6 , 
2 

......... ........ 
2 

Ü • - 0. 9 0 i"'~+-cFH1./-\1H1'iHcFVIftI4r{('-I+-hIHf-tf>I--t1 
-2 
-, , 

2 
Ü • - 0.3 0 -Itc..f-'tl'tF+t",,-II-I'I"1-iI'lf'j-Jlf1t1-1J>'I-I'-'+'ltH.-I"r-l'l 

Fig.5.6 

2 -, , 
2 
O+-~~~~~~~~-+~~~~~~ 

The course of currents, recorded in Lake of Zurich. 
1: first mode T-42 . 5h, 2, second mode T-23.4h. 

basic uninodal seiche period and dissipate faster than the 

uninodal seiche-wave. As a rule, the higher the mode, the fas

ter the attenuation due to frictional forces. This reflects 

in some way the degree of dissipation of multinodal seiches . 

The more modes in the seiche wave are present the qu i cker is 

the decrease of the amplitude. The least damped wave is the 

uninodal seiche and therefore exists at longest . 

Seiche-like phenomena can play a dominant role in turbulent 

diffusion processes as they may be responsible for water mix

ing or water exchange between the epilimnion and hypo1imnion. 

A common feature of a st ratified lake in summer and fall 

is the internal surge . The motion of such a surge is not easi-

1y observable at the lake surface . But at intermediate depths 

vertical mot ion of internal surges with great amplitudes and 

a spectrum of pe r iods are widely observed in various lakes of 
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distinct water stratification . The thermistor chain technique 

used to measure hori20ntal temperature dist r ibution in a lake 

is the best tool fo r the evaluation of inte rna l surges which 

generally appear as sudden increases in temperature at inter

mediate levels followed by large amplitude oscillations. In 

Seneca Lake e . g . the amplitude of internal surge reaches ge

ne rally 20 ro and the per iod is around 10 roin . The duration of 

internal surges, if generated, is shorter in comparison to 

interna1 waves and seiches, but it affects the distribution 

of isotherms to greater extent. Genera11y , after the passage 

of an interna1 surge the isotherms are depressed below their 

ear1ier level and a characteristic deepening of t he isotherms 

is observed . 

Figure 5.7 (after Hunkins and Fliege l [1972]) illustrates 

the distribution of isotherm depths during a passage of an in

ternal surge on October 12, 1968, in 5eneca Lake. 

50 far it is not quantitatively established how the inter

nal surges are generated. Wind action or atmospheric pressure 

gradients are probably the driving fo r ces . Upon relaxation of 

these driving fOIces a motion is set in to res tore the equi-

Fig . 5.7 

ISOTHERMS ('Cl 
0,---,---,---,---,---,--,---, 

15 16 17 18 

TtME(h) -

19 20 21 

Depth distribution of isotherms (from 170 to 50C) 
in Seneca Lake during a passage of internal surge. 
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librium. In case the initial amplitude is sufficiently large, 

the motion is transformed into an internal surge. A prominent 

role in the excitation of internal surges is played by the na

tural internal period of a lake. The speed of propagation of an 

internal surge is close to that of a solitary wave, c 2 ~ g h . 

The Coriolis force does not alter the speed of propagation 

but in some lakes Qf greater size it can cause a lift of iso

thermal surfaces in a transverse direction. 

The in.ternal surge appears in a form of an irregular wave 

train with two characteristic parts. Firstly, a number of spa

tially coherent pulses with broad crests and sharp troughs as 

a kind of regular solitons are observed. These are followed 

by less coherent wave-trains of lower amplitudes. The lower 

amplitude part of the wave-t r ain shows often a randomness 

which resembles turbulence more than wave-like character. The 

generated and propagated solitons of various amplitudes and 

periods is the main part of the interna I surge. 

Appendix 

For final elucidation of the discussed topic let us present 
a practical example on the evaluation of interna I waves (sei
ches) done for Lake Wadag in Poland (Kowalik, Laska [1964]) . 

In-situ observations were carried out in this lake during 
3 consecutive years. The measurements were aimed at describing 
the hydrological characteristics for the possibility of cool 
(in summer seasons) water uptake for industrial and municipal 
needs. The executed experiments and field measurements gave 
a set of data enabling to carry out some simple theoretical 
simulation on internal waves and wind driven currents . The 
results obtained theoretically were found to be in good agree
ment with those obtained by field measurements. 

In-situ measurements were executed for the eastern part 
(maximum depth 36.0 m) of the lake, Fig. 5.9. 

The continuous water temperature profiles were obtained by 
means of bathythermographs giving the vertical thermal distri
bution. As seen from Fig. 5.10 a distinct water stratification 
was present. 

The results of every hour water temperature measurements, 
at various depths, obtained with the help of inverted thermo
meters proved a distinct vertical displacement of the isotherm 
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f'ig.5 . 8 Scheme of a layered watet and the coordinate 
system used for interna l wave calculations . 
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f'ig . 5 . 9 

Lake Wadag 
a sketch of the 
basin considered. 

f'ig.5.10 Bathythermogram - showing a distinct 
stratification of Wadag lake waters . 
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ind i cating t he e xi stence o f internal waves o r seiche-1ike mo
tions . Fig . 5 . 11 shows the ment i oned dispacements of three 
isothe r ms : t=l30C, 80C and 1 . 1bC at 8,1 4 m and 19 m of depth , 
cespective l y . It was pr oven that the period of these fluctua
t ions equals a r ound 4.5 m and t he maximum amplitude of the 
wave s reaches 3 . 5 m, whe r eas ma x imal tempe r ature fluctuations 
we r e ± 0 . 90 C. 

• 
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Fig. 5.11 Internal waves of Lake 
Wadag expr esses by water 
temperature variations . 

Knowi ng the stratifi
cation of water masses in 
Lak e Wadag in the s ummer 
pe r iod (August, 1962) , 
whe re two dis t inct water 
1ayers exist (cf. Fig. 5.11). 
name ly: the highe r. wa r 
mer water between 0-1 4 m 
depth , and the cooler, 
heavier water at a depth 
of 14-30 m, we are able 
to calculate the per iod 
(T) of the internal wave 
using equations (5 . 26) . 
The mean temperature of 
the upper layer wa s 160C 
which corresponds to the 
density p' = 0 . 998970 9/cm3 
and the mean wa t er tempe
ratu r e of the lower laye r 
was 70C corresponding to 
P " 0. 999929 g/cm3 . The 
diffe r ence P - p' " 0.001 
g/cm 3 . The length (t) of 
the basin considered was 
2.6 km. Substituting a ll 
the values, calculat ed 
and observed periods are 
in re la tively good agree
ment considecing the 
"idealised" basin taken 
for such calculations, 

where the influences of the adjace nt par t s of the lake were 
neglected . AS it is seen the temperatu r e f l uctuations at the 
depths o f 14 . 0m and 19 . 0 m have an oppos i te phase which agrees 
with the theoretica1 sol ution given by equation (5.26) saying 
that wate r particles in the upper and lower laye r move in op
posite direction s . 

In case of in situ current measu r ements in a stratified 

lake one has to be aware of the existence of interna1 waves . 

If the existence of such waves is p r oven then the cu r rent mea

su r ements have to be carried out fo r a longer span of time . 
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Th i s enables us to r ece i ve the cu r rent va lues within time 

avoi d i ng thus the reg i st r ation of cur r en t values due to inte r 

na l waves . An amplitude o f internal wave o f 3 . 5 m, as obse r 

ved in La ke Wadag, p r oduces flow velocities of around 3-4 cmj 

sec . 

6. Wind waves 

Waves or wave-like oscillations analysed in the previous 

section were of long-periodic characte r , and if generated 

within the water column a t the discontinui t y layers susceptib

le to Coriolis influences. This section deals with short-pe r i

odic wind-induced surface waves of no Coriolis influences . 

Wind is the main cause in the gene r at i on of surface waves . 

They are a lways present in any wate r bas i n, when ever the 

wind acts upon its surface . But in order to obtain an undula

ted water surface wi th fairly regular crests and troughs of a 

progressing wave the wind ha s to act for some hours duration 

and over a distance some km long, called ferch. When the wind 

duration is large enough waves of fetch conside r ed characte r 

a r e generated with statistical characte r istics not changing 

in time . However, due to the variability of the natural winds , 

real fetch limited conditions occur seldorn in l a kes, although 

they are the only ones enabling us to describe the physical 

dependencies of wave patte r n cn the wind field . In general, the 

observed wave pattern at the water su r face reflects the state 

o f ea r lier and t he fetch lim i ted sta t e of the p resent wind 

ac t ion . 

At t he initial stage of the wind action a choppy and irre

gular wa te r surface is generated. Once these oscillations a re 

set up they continue to develop and r un as a swell ac ross the 

water surface far beyond the direct effect o f the generating 

force . They us ually p rogress from the region o f fo r mat i on to 
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a coast where they dissipate or may, in part, be reflected. 
The swell is characterized by a uniform wave train where the 

heights and per iods of the progressing waves can be numerica1-

ly estimated. This can be genera11y done at the beginning of 

a swel1, Le. at the end of the fetch. The swell decays for a 

long distance during which the height of the wave decreases 

and the wavelength increases. This is in reve rse at the stage 

when the swell approaches shal10wer water areas. Here due to 

the bot tom inf1uence the length o f the wave and its speed de

crease whereas the height increases. The wave period at this 

stage remains constant. Fina11y, within the near coastal zone 

the swell peaks up, br eaks and dissipate s as a sur!. 

According to Pülte and Wengefe1d [1979], fo r fetch limited 

data and weIl developed high winds different regions of sur

face water f10w development can be observed. These stages are 

schematica11y p resented in Fig. 6.1. 

WATER 
SURFACE 

WIND 

® 
.,ppe.,rance 
of first 

visible ripples 

® 
end of 
linear 
growth 

establishment 
of equilibriUlll 
.. ave pa ttel('J\ 

Fig . 6.1 Stages of wind wave deve10pment with fetch. 

Region (Al characterizes the undisturbed water su rface of 

which the end is the starting point of the acting wind. In re

gion (Bl the first visible ripp1es appear ; it ends where the 

linear growth of the wind wave is completed. Here the dominant 

frequency (fm) in the wave spectrum and wave 1ength (~) remain 

constant and distinct two-dimensiona1 waves can be observed. 
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This area is followed by the region in which linear instabili

ty takes place. At the beginning of this region the waves are 

still two-dimensional but not always with weIl developed 

crests. The number of waves decreases but the dominant wave 

frequency does not change with fetch and the amplitudes of the 

waves relevant to this frequency increases exponentially with 

distance. In this region (Region C) the wave amplitude in

creases further but at a slower rate, and so does the length 

of the wave, but fmdecreases with the fetch. This is the re

gion of the socalied saturation growth . Region (O) describes 

the zone of the breaking wave. It starts where the depth rea

ches y2 of ~ and ends with an equilibrium wave pattern. The 

given description characterizes tne temporal development of 

the wave pattern throughout all mentioned stages until it be

comes stationary . 

In general, with i n the wave development two types of stabi

lity limits may be observed. The first is at the initial stage 

of wave development, i.e . the first ripples at the surface 

occur and the second when the wave breaks. Fo r the former, the 

air/water interface is linearly coupled and the second limit 

corresponds to a breakdown of a stable wave due to the non

linear water/bottom interaction. 

Many theories ex ist in describing the physical character

istics of wind-induced waves to be found in open waters or the 

shallow coastal zone. The theory for open waters is soundly 

disclosed but waves in shallow water regions, especially those 

in the breaking zone still require major scientific attention . 

Difficulties arise in the physical interpretation of the non

linear processes involved in the shallow water waves. 

The flu i d dynamics of ideal waves was the classical approach 

to study waves in open water areas, where the wave, in a side 

view has a sinusoidal shape. This approach gave information 

about the relationship between the surface shape, the progress 

of the waves and the motions below the surface. Such a descrip

tion applies to ideal water waves having a Iimited resemblance 
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to real waves observed in lakes . The latter are most l y of 

random character and reflect a picture of various components 

which participate in the generation of the wave . Therefore, 

recently an approach is used regarding the shape of the i r re

gular water surface as a composition of a wide range of ideal 

components. These components ar·e evaluated by the application 

of the power spectral analysis method. Special emphasis is 

placed on the ene r gy associated with the various components. 

Having arecord of surface elevations (~) for a given point 

and for a given per iod of time we can consider this set of 

da ta as a sum of sine waves of va r ious amplitudes, phases and 

frequencies. Thus, the power spectral analysis method evalua

tes amplitudes and phases as functions of frequency . A plot 

of amp l itude squa r ed versus frequency gives the wave energy 

spectrum. 

Fig . 6.2 characterizes (Horn [19811 personal communication) 

time and length scales of different wave types ; the spectral 

energy distribution with the closed contour lines is arbitra

ry, but indicates possible maxima. 
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6.1 Some general characteristics of waves 

considering a wave as a simple sine wave the following pa

rameters are used for its description: 

aJ the horizontal distance between two crests, or troughs, 

characterizes the wave length A, 

bl the vertical distance between the crest and trough gives 

the wave height (hl which 1S twice as big as the amplitu

de (Al, 

cl the t i me needed to pass a point by two crests, or troughs, 

is called the wave per iod (Tl, 

d ) the relation A/T" c characte r izes the wave speed, and h/A 

the steepness of the wave. 

Table 6 . 1 classifies water waves with respect to their pe

riods . This classif i ca ti on is not complete but lists ~ basic 

waves to be found in lakes. Surface waves of per iods between 

0.5 min and hours are omitted ; they belong to long period 

waves including tsunamis and tides and as such do not occur 

in lakes . 

Period 

0 . 0 -

0 . 2 

0 .2 

9.0 

9.0-15.0 

15 . 0 - 30 . 0 

• 

Wavelength 

centimetres 

$. 130 m 

hundreds of metres 

many hundreds of meters 

Type of wave 

ripp1es 

wind waves 

s we11 

forerunners 

Table 6 . 1 C1assification of waves 

Wind waves as loca11y generated waves have a wide range of 

directions and thus the wate r surface is fairly irregular, 

whereas swe l l-waves, which are generated elsewhere and there

fore observed in greater lakes only , travel in one direction 

giving the water surface a more regular shape . With respect 

to their speed waves can be c 1assif i ed into two groups: deep 
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and shallow water waves. The speed of long shallow water wa

ves, when the depth h > 'A/2, is 'liven by 

C s " ,rg-i1, 

and for deep waves, when h > 'A/20, by 

cd '" /'1 'A/21'1 

(6.1) 

(6 . 2) 

Thege equations are the asymptotic relations obtained for 

speed meqsure of a progressive sine wave 'liven by 

("h) tan h - ,- . (6.31 

Deep-water waves are shott waves because 'A is short compared 

to hand shallow-water wave s are long waves because 'A is long 

compared with h . 

Fig. 6 . 3 gives plots of the speed (cl against water depth 

(hl for equation (6.3) for waves of different lengths 10m to 

10 km . The full straight line is the plot of es' and the a r ea 

to the right of the straight dotted line holds for deep-water 

waves. In between these two lines an intermediate atea is ob

served requiring the full expression (6.3) to ealeulate the 

wave speed. Equation (6.3) is mostly used in the wave speed 

calculations of a surf in the nearshore 20ne . 

The speed of deep watet waves depends on wavelength and 

hence on pe r iod . In p r actice observations of wave reeords pro

vide info rmation about me an periods of '1roups of waves and not 

waves of single periods . Therefore, the "group speed~ instead 

of ~phase speed" expressed p r aetieally by e'1 ~ ed/2 for deep

water waves and e '1 .. es for shallow-water waves, has to be used . 

It is elear that only the shape of the wave moves progres 

sively forwa r d with a speed Cd or es' Water partieles set in

to motion do not travel but rota te in orbits; circular for 

deep-water waves and elliptical for shallow-water waves . The 

si2e of t he orbits deereases with inereasing depth, so that 

at depth 2" -'A the diameter of the orbits of deep-water waves 
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Fig.6 . 3 Plots of wave speed versus wate r 
depth foe diffe r ent wavelengths. 
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will be only 0.002 of that at the surface . The elliptical or

bit cf shallow water waves decreases markedly with increasing 

depth in the vertical dimension but changes only slightly in 

the horizontal, so that at the bottem the motion is simply to 

and fro. 

Another characteristics cf water waves is their refnction 

and diffrlllcti01l. The first p r ocess occurs when waves approach 

the shallow water area: the wave " feeling M the bot tom can 
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change its direction, retaining its per iod but decreasing its 

speed and thetefore its length . The change of direction of the 

approaching wave associated with the change of the wave speed 

is ca1led refraction. This process causes currents approximate

ly para l lel to the coastal line which together with wave agi

tation and drift currents, c a use most sediment transport pro

cesses . Diffraction of waves is associated mainly with hydrau

lic structures. Waves entering openings in breakwaters, dams 

or any natural opening, can be diffracted and the pattern of 

the diffracting waves ente r ing, say, a harbour will be in a 

form of circular arcs centred on the opening . 

Finally, it is clear that an undulated wa t er surface car

ries more potential energy than the undisturbed water level ; 

this because the water in the troughs has to be raised verti

cally to form the crests . On the other hand the kinetic energy 

in a wave is associated with the moving water particles . For a 

sinusoidal wave the average energy is given by 

E pg "' , (6.4) 

of wh ich one-half is poten t ial and one-half kinetic energy . 

As seen the wave energy is independent of the wave length and 

wave per iod but depends on the wave height . 

Many methods were developed and are being used for wind

wave observations . They start with the direct visual observa

tion method, through pressure sensor experiments, to stereo

photographs of the water surface. The lattet could be of great 

practical use beca use it characterizes the spatial distribu

tion of the waves, whereas other methods provide information 

at one point only. But as the steroeographic method is very 

laborious it has not been used extensively. 
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7. Currents in lakes 

The term current is to apply primarily to movements genera

ted and maintained by external and internal forces . Under this 

te r m a progressive wat er movement is considered having a cha

racteristic resultant component of direction and speed. In na

tu r e various kinds of water curren t s may arise . Their phys i ca l 

char acteristic depends on the gene rating forces and modifying 

effects . As most of the gene rating fo rces occur simultaneously 

(wind action , atmospheric pressure gradients, wa ter stratifi 

cation, etc . ) various types of currents may be set-up . The 

distinction between these is not easy because of the existing 

interaction between the wate r movements, but if done it is ba 

sed on the identification of the gene rating forces . If these 

are known the physics of water currents can be desc r ibed . 

In limnological practice three types of cu r rents are gene

ra l ly cons i dered namely, drift currents, gradient currents and 

inert ial currents. All t hese cu r rents wi l l be schemat i cally des

cribed but detailed mathematica l considerations wil l be post

poned to Part 11. 

The physical structure of drift currents is c l osely related 

to the wind char acteristics. They form a continuation of the 

wind action by the tr ansfer of momentum into t he water masses . 

As this transfer occurs in the uppe r water layer drift cur rents 

belong to the c l ass of su r face currents. Thei r veloc i ty is 

proportional to the wind speed and their reach into deeper 

parts of the wa ter depends on the intensity of the momentum 

flux between air and water and on the density distribution of 

the basin concerned. 

Gradient cu r rents (sometimes called s lope currents) are 

generated by the gradients in hydrostatic press ure due to 

the inclination of water surface . The latter is caused by 

the dis placement of water masses and I or through at.mosphe

ric pressure gradients causing a denivelation of water 

level . Thus. gradient currents are set into motion by the 
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appearance of horizontal pressure gradi ~nts . In deep basins 

they are generally directed opposite to drift currents . They 

can best be observed during a set-up OI surge when a distinct 

denivelation of water level and a gradient in hydrostatic 

pressu re take place causing the underlying water masses to mo

ve in reverse direction. Another type of g radient current is 

caused by density differences i n wa te t masses, but although 

set into motion by gradient fO I ces , is classified as 

drlven current. 

densiey-

The third type, the inertial current can be regarded as due 

to the lack of balance be tween the pressure g r adient, f r iction 

and geostrophic acceleration. The three current types do not 

complete the classification of currents in lakes, but theyare 

basic and characterize the most typical dynamic processes . 

The importance of currents in a lake is indisputable, cur 

rents influence exchanges of water masses and thus affect the 

physical - chemical and b i olog i cal processes in a lake . Stratifi

cation, and to g reat extent the b i ological characteristics are 

closely related to horizontal and vertical movements of wate r 

masses. These carry nutrients and participa t e in the r eoxyge

nation of water masses, thus influencing the biological life. 

They also cause the drift of pOllutants and sewage wa stes , de

eide on scouring and sedimentation and may influence the micro

climate . They chiefly affect the decision making water mana

gement and hydroenginee r ing undert akings . Thus the knowledge 

of wa te r CUIrents is vital to a better understanding of lacustr i

ne envi r onment . 

The theoretical basis of water currents was 'liven by Ekman 

[1905] , Sverdrup [1942] , FIoudman [19531, Defant [196l1,aod was 

extended by Welander [19571 , Felzenbaum [19601 and many others. 

Theoretical simulations and practical calculations fo r lakes 

were carried out by many researchers c . f. references . 

In order to elucidate the curIent phenomenon in mo r e detail 

conside r a simple example describing the effect of wind action 

upon water surface in a c l osed and shallow water basin. Since 
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the eurrent phenomena in large lakes are closely related to 

water circulation found in large unbounded seas the following 

description will be extended in Part 11 by using relevant 

aspeets from sea dynamics. 

7.1 General charaeteristics of water currents ' 

In demonstrating the eurrent phenomenon, eaused by wind 

action upon the water surfaee, the continuity and momentum 

equations are used . The latter has the form 

(7 . 1) 

Here v:v (x,y,t) is the velocity, t -time, p -water density, 

p - pressure within the water, C -Coriolis force, r - frietion 

and 9 -aceeleration due to the Earth ' s gravity . 

In order to obtain a linearized ca se we simplify. equation 

(7.1) by assuming that 

p av 
oe · (7 . 2) 

This assumption is generally valid for the whole basin area 

exeept the near eoastal zone . with the hydrostatic pressure 

assumption 
p .. P 9(z -1;) , (7 . 3) 

+ + 
and the usual express ions for Fand C one obtains from equa-

lion (7 . 1) 

9 grad 1;+2w 
. ... ~ a:f 

slnrpvx)+IZ (7 .4 ) 

where veetors are now two-dimensional and 1 is a vector in the 

third direetion, positive upwards. The quantity w is the angu

lar velocity of the Earth rotation and rp is the geographica1 

latitude of the lake . Finally, :;: represents the horizontal 

shear stress components of the Reynolds shea r tenso r . 

The continuity equation is expressed in terms of mass trans

port V rather then horizontal velocity v. 
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, 
f v dz , 

-H 

(7.5) 

where H(x,yl is the depth and ~ the surface elevation from 

the undisturbed water level; it reads 

• 0 • 
(7 . 6) 

and the horizontal momentum equation is given naw by 

~~ ~ gH grad I;; + 2w (7 . 7) 

where ~ is the shear stress at Z " r;; and Tb lS the shea r stress 

at the bottom z '" - H( x, y) . In Equation (7.-7) non-linear terms 

of the form t grad t have been ignored. 

The main parameter in the air-water interaction is the tan

gential shear stress 1 generating watet movements in the upper 

layer, which are known as drift currents . The characteristics 

of this current is its fast development and f ast dissipation . 

When wind 15 acting the water surface is inclined . This set 

up has 101.' water at the onshore and high watet at the offshore 

parts of the lake. The indueed pressure gradient starts the 

underlying water masses to move ; thus gradient eurrents are 

generated and directed opposite to the surface d ri ft eurrents . 

7.2 Currents in shallow and homogeneous water basins 

A shallow water basin has a mean depth H smaller than the 

"Ekman frietion depth " D, which is the depth to which wind in

duees measurable currents . The velocity of these drift currents 

at the depth 0 is around y23 of the value at the wate r surfaee . 

The condi t ion H:S.D marks a transition and gives the possibi

lity of negleeting Coriolis effect~, beeause they determine D. 

Thus ignoting in the momentum equation (6.4) the term 2w sin rp 
• vx j, and restrieting attention to steady-state yields 
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in wh i ch we have set 

(6 . 8) reads 

-g gr ad 1; 

" - 9 3'; 

" -q -.y 

(7.8) 

In component form equation 

(7 . 9) 

Integration of (7.9) subject to t he boundaI"j1 conditions, 

u '* v .. 0 , " 2 .. - H (7.10) 

aod 

+ .~ 
a' -0 , . , 

h ' 
, • 

finally yields '0< eh, cur rent along 'h, x-axi s 

'. (H + z) + II 
H2 _ z2 " , '- ,- ) '" , , (7.11) 

aod 'he component along y-ax is 

'y II HZ _ z2 " v . __ .(H + z) , '-,--) , , 'y 
(7.12) 

The terms at the right side of equation (7 . 11) and (7.12) cha

racte r ize the drift current and density cur rent respecti ve l y . 

A schematic representation of these t wo cur rents was given in 

Fig . 4.1. 

Recalling equation (4.4) which describe water denive1 a tion , 

, . (7 . 13) 

we observe that the water level inclination, due to drift cur

rents and causing gradient currents , is proportional to the 

wind velocity squared and inversely proportional to water 

depth . The evaluation of i has t o be r~stricted, generally, to 

the open water area neglecting the onshore region. The drag 

coefficient c, described in detail in section 8 , plays a very 

important role in the calculation of i and T. 
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7. 3 Currents in shallow and stratified waters 

Besides the wind parame t ers (ve l oeity and di r eetionj the 

cu r rent pattern depends on water st ratification. The drift 

cu r rent is initially only set up in the upper layer and the 

surface water veloci t y is general l y expressed empi r ica l ly by 

v • a W, [v in ern/sI (7 . 14) 

where a is a wind parameter expressing the transfer rate of 

wind energy (speed) to current energy (speed), gene rally taken 

as 0 . 015. 

Wi t h time , water rises at one end of a lake and decreases 

a t the other. Hence, two types of currents are set up but be

cause of st ratification the water from the upper layer cannot 

be displaced to the lower one and movement takes place in the 

epilimnion only, Fig . 7 . 1 . 

w -,--------. 
A "-- -----..I B 

Fig.7.1 Water circulation 
in the epilimnion. 

w -1'------, 
A '- _..J B ,--- --, - -

'- ________ J 

Fig . 7.2 Water circulation 
in strati fied water . 

At a discontinuity laye r 

A-B the continuity of velocity 

forces a cu r rent in the lowe r 

hypolimnion layer as indicated 

in Fig . 7 . 2 . 

The current patte r n of Fig . 

7.2, consisting of two opposi

tely rotating gyres, can be 

practically observed, but the 

deniv~lation of the disconti

nuity l ayer has been ignored in 

the figure. In reality the ther

mocline displacement is substan

tial, much greater than that of 

the water level itse l f. To see 

this, recall that from a hydro

static balance 

lI h ' ..... P - P ' "Ih "" ~,-,~ (7 . 15 ) 

where llh' and llh are the uplift of the water surface and the 

interface and p ' and p are the water densities of the upper 
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w -
Fig. 7.3 

Real wate~ circulation 
in a stratified basin 
due to wind action. 

and lower laye~s, respectively. Fig. 7.3 ilhlstrates this cor

~ected cu~rent pattern . It can be seen that at point A' a di

vergence occurs whereas at point B ' convergence takes place. 

The dist~ibution of currents at different depths in strati

fied waters depends on the duration of the wind and its fetch. 

From the duration it follows whethe~ the cur~ent wi l l be sta

tionary, i . e . independent of time, o~ not. The time to bring 

the developing cu~rent to stationary conditions is approxima

tely equal to the pe r iod of a full deve10pment of the drift 

current which can be estimated by 

.' , , (7 . 16 ) 

Field obse~vations carried out by the author in the Bay of 

Gdansk and some Polish lakes indicate that aperiod of 10-12 

hours is sufficient for the action of wind to build up statio

nary cu~rent conditions. 

Most of the above wa s experimenta11y corroborated by Morti

me~ [1952] where his two- laye re d system showed expected piling 

up of the water level at the offshore . 

Int~oducing diffe~ent wind speeds fo r two and three layer 

water basins he observed that the tilting of the pycnocl ine s 

can take various stages. The two-laye~ experiment p~oved the 

expec t ed increase of water level at the offs hore and adequate 

tilting of the pycnocline . In the three-layer system the same 

phenomena were observed but at moderate winds only, indicating 

in addition no app~eciable tilting of the middle laye r . But at 

very strong winds the upper layer was so much driven downwind 

that the pycnoc1 i ne was exposed at the onshore, and then the 
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lower surface of the middle layer star ted to tilt. As the 

middle layer was exposed to the action of wind and because 

both upper layers were miscible (water and cresol ) they star

ted to mix . This is of great practical significance in the 

heating processes of lake waters . Implications of these e xpe 

riments are greatly acknowledged in physical limnology . 

7.4 General characteristics of inertial cu r rents 

One of the interesting phenomena in water dynamics are the 

inertial currents . Such cu rrents, bou nd tightly with the 

Earth's rotation, occur mostly in greater water basins. 

Considering a motion in a hori zontal plane where accelera 

ted cur rent field is without friction the hyd r odynam i c equa

tions can be written as 

d" - 2. sing;v .. 1 'p 
} 

dt P '" (7 . 1 7) 
dv • 2. sin 1 'p 
Tc . " . p 1Y 

The accelerations on the left side of these equations, inclu

ding the Coriolis acceleration a r e ba l anced by the forces pe r 

unit mass resulting f r om horizonta l pressure gradients . ASSU

ming that the pressure gradients vanish, 3p/3x "'0 and 3p/3y " 0, 

we have 

2wsing;v, 

} (7 . 18) 
dv 
Cit" 2I11sing;u , 

where the acceleration of any water particle balances the Co

riolis accele r ation,and a CU f rent with a velocity c .. /u2 +v2 

continues to flo .... by its own inertia. Thus (7 . 18) represents 

the simplest example of an accelerated current on the rotating 

Earth called inercilll clIrrencs. 
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In inertial eur rents the moving partiele ehanges its di
reet ion with time at a constant rate. Thus the particle must 

move in a eircle with eonstant speed, and this circle is cal 

led the circle of inertia. Denoting by r its radius and by 

Tp the time required by a particle travelling with speed c 

to complete a full circle, we have 

,,, 
c (7 .l9 ) 

Corio1is acce1eration acting perpendicular to the motion 

of the partic1e has to be ba1anced by the centrifugal acce

leration c 2/r. Both accelerations aet in opposite direction 

and must be equa1 in o rder to maintain the steady circular 

motion, thus 

2wsing;c (7 . 20) 

indicating that the inertia1 circ1e depends on the speed 

of the inertial current and geographieal latitude;its radius 

is expressed by 

, . c 
(7.21) 2w sin g; 

Introducing (7 . 21) into (7.19) yie1ds 

-c--:,'c:--:: Tp • C. 
w sin g; (7.22 ) 

as given in Equation (5 . 5) where 2,../w represents a sidera1 

day so that at the poles Tp is around 12 hours whereas at 

the equator Tp '" <D . Aperiod of 24 hours is approximate1y ob

served at 300 latitude. 

Inertial cu r rents, a1though occuring in greater water ba

sins (seas and oceans) were more recently observed in Lac

Leman. Bauer et a1. [19811 scrutinizing wind records, cur

rents and water temperature values, were able to prove, for 

the first time the existence of inertia1 motions in a basin 

of a width of 10 km. 
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8 . The storm surge phenomena 

Cont rary to the previous section, where periodic oscilla

tions were eonsidered, thi$ section characterizes aperiodic 

fluctuations of water level, namely the sto rm su rg e phenomena. 

The deseription at the onset will be of more general charac 

ter. More detai led theoretical considerations on this topic 

will be given in the second part of this work . Let us hope 

that such . a treatment of storm surge problem will give the 

physical limnologist a practical insight into this scientifi

eally inte resting and praetically dangerous phenomenon. lt is 

clear that most of the storm surges occur in seas, where the 

wind action and barometrie pressu r e changes - the ",ain genera-

ting forces of storm surges - agitate great water masses to 

move f rom open sea areas into shallow water regions . The rea

der is probably aware of human and mate r iallosses due to storm 

sur'1es. Therefore, there is no need to recall in detail the 

tragedy of Holland in 1953, Japan 1959, Germany 1962 and 1976, 

or all the other floodin'1s which took plaee due to surges in 

various countries all over the world in the past or most re

cent years. Tragedies were also noted in smaller basins. Worth 

to mention is the suseeptibility to storm surges of the Great 

Lakes, e.g. Lake Erie, where storm surges can cause serious 

problems. lnundations and shoreline erosion ME'! the main events 

occuring in most lakes due t o storm surges. Flooding, scouring, 

sedimentation and distortion of hydroengineering structutes 

arise during a positlve surge when it is superimposed on high 

watet level in a lake . On the other hand, negatlve surges are 

hazardous to navigation, power plants and water supply duting 

low lake watet occurence. Undoubtedly the "Wonder of rising 

water " at Constance in 1549, theoretically reproduced as a 

free su r faee oscillation by Hollan et al. [1980] could be con

sidered as a storm surge-like phenomenon . 

There are many excellent reviews and papers published on 

storm surges . A sample of them is given in t he references, 

but conprehensive list of publieations on this problem (with 
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special reference to storm surges in seasl was published al

ready in 1954 by then called ~International Association of 

Physical Oceanography/IAPO. Unfortunately such a review, as 

far as storm surges in lakes are concerned is not yet avail
able . This is because until now only few works were done on 

storm surge s in lakes . Moreover the occurence of such pheno

mena in lakes, especially of smaller size i s seldom. E.g. the 

only surge observed in Lake of zurich was the one which re-

cently occurred(caused mainly by heavy rainfalls) 

1978 ; see Fig . 3 . 12 . 

in August 

The danger of storm surge phenomena in a lake is of a 

smalle r scale compared to surges in seas . However, if acciden

tally combined with an impulsive wave (c . f. Huber [1980] ) cau

sed by a collapse of land masses f r om lake cliffs , or calving 

of glaciers (vi scher [1979]) in a lake, the catastrophic re

sults will be undoub t edly obvious. 

Having in mi nd the lack of information on storm surges in 

lakes, it seems appropriate to give he re same physical charac

teristics of these phenomena. 

The work presented is meant neither to give the right reme

dy for the storm surge problem, nor to present the most sophis

ticated and reliable predictive model fo r this purpose. But it 

is seen only to describe , in gene r a l , the problem in cancern 

and to recall the urgent need for cooperative studies in order 

to avoid in future human and mate r ial lasses . 

A simple definition of a stom surge reads: "s tol"" surge 

is an abnormal eise or fa ll of ... ater surface above or belO1o' ics mean l e

vel indueed b!l meteorologieal driving force"·. This definition is 

rather coa r se and does not describe the phenomenon in more de

tail. A better description could be obtained by the one which 

will take into conside r ation all the physical components in

volved in the generation of a surge, i .e. the driving forces, 

the physical characteristics of the sea or lake and the physi

cal properties of the surge itself and all the additional 

facts interacting within this phenomenon . 
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The danger of a surge rises always in respect to the phas

in9 of all the eomponents taking part in the generation of a 

su r ge . Although the r e are many physieal components involved 

i n the rteffeetiveness~ o f a surge, one thin9 remains obvious 

namely, that in general it is not the surge itself which eauses 

los ses but the long lasting dynamieal aetivities of waves ri

ding atop the eleva t ed water surfaee, whieh create the inunda

tion potential. Many eoastal areas a r e particularly vulnerable 

to storm surges and, therefo re, mueh effo r t has to be spent 

in developing models to cope with the prediction on the dange

rous phenomena. 

There is a wide range of models for sea surges , but very 

few for inland water purposes, and none of them is fully ac

ceptable from the engineering or limnological point of view, 

or reliable in dealing practically with the problem. Some mo

dels are successively used for general and partial prediction 

but so far there is no model which can be practically and uni

versally used for p Iediction in any water area susceptible to 

storm surges . 

8. 1 Generating forees of storm surges- remarks on air/water 
interaction 

Hydrodynamical processes of storm surge development ean be 

elearly deseribed if all the forces whieh generate surges and 

the associated motions in a lake will be adequately evaluated. 

8.1.1 The effect of wind stress on water surface 

The wind stress on the water surfaee is generally assumed 

to be p roportional to the square of the wind speed 

2 
1: s = Pa elO WIO 

where Pa is the air density, e l O is the drag coefficient*l, 

and wlO is the wind speed measured 10 m above the wa te>I surface . 

*) see next page 
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The oceanographic literature describes various methods of 

measuring the drag coefficient. It can be done by direct mea

surements from the wind profile existing above the water sur

face, Dehnt [1961], Roll [1965] , Bengtsson [1972] , Dietrich 

et a1. [1975], o r indirect1y , although 1ess re1iably , from 

the slope of the sea surface caused by steady wind conditions, 

Francis [1951], Svansson [1959], Bretschneider [ 1967] and mo

delling technique of gradient flows, Sarkisyan , Keondzhyan 

[1972]. A tedious and a very important work was undertaken by 

Wilson [1960] who gathered the drag coefficient da ta obtained 

by various authofs in different conditions and by means of 

different experiments . Reviewinq the ample set of data he came 

to the conclusion that although all the resu1ts show a great 

scattering, c must c1ear1y depend on wind velocity. The refore, 

he concludes that the dIag coefficient value clO ranges from : 

, 
, 

2.4'10-) i 5.0'10- 4 

1.5'10-) i 8.0'10-4 

f or strong winds, 

for weak and moderate winds. 

So,there is no clear separation between weak or mode r ate 

and strong winds . E. g . wi1son (1960] says that a wind between 

2-8 rn/sec is weak, whereas strong winds have values above 20 

rn/sec. Wilson ' s results are summarized in Fig . 8 . 1 i ndica t ing 

a linear dependence of cI0 on wind speed . 

Most recently , a short survey conceIning the transport of 

momentum, heat and mass at the water surface of lakes, is pre

sen ted by Plate a nd Wengefe1d 11979], containing a set of for 

mulas with the aid of which parameters of the energy transfer 

processes can be calcu1ated . Graf and Prost [1979] unde r took 

the same p roblem describing, through experimental studies in 

Lac Leman , the drag coefficient values . Acco r ding to their own 

and predecessors experiments they classified the wind veloci-

- ) The propor tionality factor "CO, being a dimensionless con
stant is d i fferently termed in the literature : aer odynllllLic 
resistenoe, roughness or drag coefficient, resistenoe coefficient, 
shear stress, friction coefflcient OI simply drag, are used . 
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30 

Fig. B. l Shear-stress coeffieient elO fo r wind veloci
ties wIO measured 10 m above the water-Ievel. 

ties into three separate groups namely, strong winds (W > 15 

rn/sec) , light winds () < W < 13 mjsec) and breezes (0 . 1< W < 4 

rn/sec) . Their aerodynarnic drag coeffieients are: 

c • 2 . 6'10-) :t 20 % 

c., 1.5'10-) :tlO-20% 

4 '10 - 4 < c < 10-1 

for strong winds. 

for light winds , and 

for breezes . 

The seatter in the e-value at breezes i s beca use density stra

tification plays an irnportant role at low wind veloeities . 

Schwab [1978J p roduces his own graph (Fig . B.2) fo r t he 

evaluation of drag eoefficient elO' His drag coefficient, spe 

eified for Lake Erie eonditions, is a funetion of wind and the 

boundary layer stability. The dependence on wind veloeity is 

due to the varying roughness of the water su r f ace c aused by 

wind waves . The height of this roughness zO 15 parameterized 

and given later by Equation (B . 17) . 
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Coefficient of aerodynamic resistance elO fot 
wind speed measured 10 m above the watet surface. 

Fig . 8.2 characteriies the resultant dependence of dcag 

coefficient on wind velocity and air/watet temperature changes. 

Even here,where the air/watet temperature differences were ta

ken ioto account, the values were not fully r eliable and had 

to be multiplied by the factar "1.8" when it was used in wind 

stress computations . This demonstrates how careful the dcag 

coefficient va lues have to be applied in water level calcula

tians. Nevertheless. until fully reliable results of the coef

ficient "e"will be given, the obtainable values, as well as the 

graphs presented here, are the only sources for practical cal

culations of the stresses e xerted by wind upon the water sur

face . 

The la r ge number of published papers on the exchange pro

cesses at the ai r /water interface indicate the importance of 

these phenomena and the insufficient knowledge in this problem. 

As the transfer of momentum flux from the air into the water 

plays a paramount role in the generation of wind induced motion, 
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and as the drag coefficient,being present in this interaction, 

constitutes a ve r y irnpo r tant problem in lake dynamics it is 

worthwhile to give some additional information on this topic. 

Therefore the air/water interaction restricted to the con5ide

rations how to evaluate the wind shear stresses upon the water 

surface i5 given in the following Appendix . 

Appendix 

To begin with let us define the logarithmic layer of the 
atmosphere above the undisturbed water surface as follows: 

'Ts Pa' u~ ;;:: const., and 

Az K.u.(z+zO)· 

Az is a function of height z, u. is the f r ictional velocity 
described already by (2.42), K is the von Karman constant 
(approximately 0 . 4) and zo is t ne dynamic roughness of the 
water surface. 

The steady state boundary layer flow in the atmosphere can 
be described by the differential equation 

d d, 
dz (A z d"Z) .. O. (S"!l) 

The boundary conditions are assumed as 

z '"' 0, 

z - 0, u .. 0, (a~ 3) 

and integrating twice along z yields 

C, ' (S~ 4) 

(a~5) 

, (S~ 6) 

This is the weIl known logarithmic wind profile over a rough 
bounda r y where the wind velocity equals zero. 
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Considering further the boundary condition 

'[ C, ,] "Pau · PaKu(z+zO)----• • KU.Z+ZOz=O 

we deduce 
Cl '" u~ 

and consequently Cl 
u(z " O) '" 0 = -- ln ZO+C2' 

K " . 

yielding 
u. Z + zO 

" ' - 1" ---
K '0 

or when solved for 1 

Z + zO ," --
'0 

t ,. Pa K2 ( '0)' u 2 (z) In ---
Z + zo ' 

00' 
where 

'0 ," --z + zo 

(sol! 7) 

(S*. 8) 

(S~ 9) 

(S*. lO) 

The measurements of the wind velocity u(z) are generally taken 
at the height of 10 m above the water level , thus 

00' 
z u2 In zO 

10 + zo [zo in m] 

(S*. 16) 

The density of the air Pa is approximately 1.25 . 10-3 g/em 3 , 
and the roughness of the water surfaee ean be evaluated using 
the Cha enoek [1955] relation 

'0 • 

where a is an experimental coeffieient depending on the expe 
rimental eonditions used . Fig. 8 . 3 charaeterizes the va l ues 
of the shear stress eoeffieient elO resulting from various 
experiments earried out by different authors. 

Reeent advances in observationa1 teehnology, espeeia11y the 
direct measu r ements of momentum f1uxes over the watet indieate 
(Simons [19S0 J , that the values of the drag eoefficient might 
be in some cases less than half of the va1ues given above . 
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Fig . 8 . 3 Results of the coefficient of aerodynamic resi
stance elO dependent on the wind veloeity WIO, 
and obtained by various investigators. For de
tails see Roll [1965]. 

This introduces a great r ange of uneertainity in the praeti
cal verifieation of mathematical models as far as t he foreing 
funetionsare concerned. Fig. 8.4 gives results for elO values 
as obtained by Deacon 119621 and others for neutral conditions 
where no diffe rences in water and ai r ternperatures we r e obser 
ved . 

2 • & • 10 12 I. 
MEAN WIND SPEED (WIO.m/sec) 

Fig . 8 . 4 eoeffie i ent fo r aerodynamic resistance 
elO at neutral stability (Roll (1965]) . 

The above diagram, in comparison to Fig. 8 . 3, indicates a 
nearly constant drag coefficient (between 1.1 to 1 . 5.10-3) 
during the wind velocity up to 14 rn/sec and neutral air/water 
conditions. This all proves how different the results are for 
th e ae r odynamic resistance coefficient . In this eonnection i t 
is of cons i de rable interest to mention that fu rther investiga
t ions are carried out to evaluate the most reliable ftc ft values. 
One of the method used is the Mtangential form drag M trying to 
separate dif ferent components of the MC• quantity, namely t he 
tangential 5he.r 4r.g and for- dug attributed to waves at the 
water surface. Thus, the final wind stress upon the water sur 
face is written in the form 
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where the first term characterizes the tangential shear stress 
with the drag coefficient cIO and the second term represents 
the form drag with a new drag coefficient c'lO' The uIO is a 
critical wind velocity evaluated experimentally and determined 
to be 5.6 rn/sec at a height of 10 rn . The value of the second 
drag coefficient cio ia generally assurned to be 2.25'10-6 
(Roll [1965]). 

8.1. 2 Further remarka on air/water interaction 

Here we extend our description of the ai r /water inter ac

tion. The model is based on the characteristics of the gradi

ent flows in a homogeneous atmosphere and as such is similar 

to the one deviced by Ekman [1905] for water flows in a homo

geneous sea. Using this model we can describe the wind shear 

stress at the watet surface directly from the atmospheric 

pressure distribution. 

The model assumptions are: 

stationarity and linearity, 

no horizontal stresses, 

eddy viscosity coefficient Az • constant, 

the atrnospheric pressure at the air/water boundary layer 

does not vary with depth . 

Th, equations cf motion have thus ,h, 

- f" 
1 'P, . - - - + P, " 

fu 1 'p, . - - - + 
P, 'y 

and the boundary cOLldi tions are: 

at the surface 

and at higher levels at z ... '" 

,'u A,--, 
" ,'" A, - -, a, 

u and v are bounded. 

form 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 

(8 . 3) 

(8 . 4) 

Multiplying equatlon (B.2) by i - r-r and adding to (B.ll and 

introducing the complex velocity M - u+ iv we have 
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M+ 'P') + i 3'Y'" ' 

the boundary conditions are now 

, - 0 M '" 0, 

, -- M is bounded. 

(8.5) 

(8 . 6) 

(8.7) 

The so l ution is the same as that obtained by Ekman for gradi -

ent cu rrents . 

Consider the homogeneous equation 

wi th solution 

where 

a " V f • 2A, 

A particular solution to (8. 5 ) is 

. 'P,) lay , 

so that the complete solution can be written as 

-a(l+i)z i (apa . <!Pa) 
C2e +----+l~. 

Paf ~x ay 

Using the boundary conditions (8 . 3) and (8.4) yields 

and thus 

- i _ '_ (~Pa + i <!Pa) 
Pa f ~x <!y ' 

. , (<!pa .apa)( -(1+i)aZ) , ---- +'-- l - e . 
Paf ax <!y 

(8.8) 

(8.9) 

(8 . 10 ) 

(8 . 11) 

(8.12) 

(8 . 13) 

(8.HI 

From this we can evaluate the tangential shear stress as 

.. aM s. 
Pa .-o:z""""äZ " T · Tx+l T~ " Az/ (i-l)(<!a~ + i ":;), (8.15) 
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or in view of ( 8 . 10) 

(8.16) 

Hence 

" 
, _....!... ( "pa+"Pa) 

2a ~x "y 
(8.11) 

,nd 

" 
, 1 ( "pa "Pa ) 2i"" ax - 3Y . ( 8.18) 

Expressions (8 . 11) and (B . 18) are oHen applied for the des 

cription o f ~x and ~y' The above analysis is based upon the 

following assumptions: 

1) The velocity p r ofile is in the form of the Ekman spiral, 

the same as for gradient flOws, 

2) difficul t ies a r ise because Az has to be pr e scribed 

[a " If / 2Az ]' 

3) the de f lection angle of the vector t s from the isoba r s 

equals 450 to the left in the direction of the decreasing 

p r essure . 

Let us characterize the last property. The direction of the 

isoba r s cove r s the d i rection of the f l o w (wind ) of g r adient 

type. 

From equatior (8 . 1 4 ) we have 

M grad .. 

and hence 

. 1 ('P' 
1 Pa f 3'X + 

,nd _ ,_ 'P, 
v g = Pa f " x 

from which the modulus o f the gradient cu r ren t obtains : 

v~+v~ 1 (apa)2 + (Cpa)2 
1 1"" 1 - Paf " " ,. Paf -an . 

Al te r natively , 

~s'" V12 +12 1 2(3 Pa )2 + 2("pa)2 
1 I 'P'I , , =2i " " /2a a;- . 

(B . 19) 

(8.20) 

(B . 21) 

(8 . 22) 
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Let the angle a be between the direction of the gradient 

current and the Ox- axis, and the angle 6 between the vector 

of the shear stress and Ox-axi~, see Fig. 8.5. Thus, we can 

write 

,nd 

ug =P:f 1
3
:na\cos a =-

v '!'P'!Sina .. g .. Pa f "'"'1i'il 

, 
'x IT 1 cos B = ----, 1 !'P,! 

x 12 a 3n 

, I' . 1 !'P,! T y " Ty 1 Sln B .. 12 a an 

'P. 
--a;(' 

cos 6 , 

sin ß . 

From equations (8 . 23) and (8.24) we have 

y 

• • 'x !';n'! " sin a , 

3~; '" _I 3a
P
n
a

\ cos a , 

ISOBARS 
x 

Fig . 8 . 5 The characteristic deflection of the shear 
stress component (T) from the isobars. 

(8.23) 

(8.24) 

(8.25) 

(8 . 26 ) 
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Introducing these expressions into (8 . 17) and (8.18) we 

obtain 
, 

'x 

, 
'y 

, I'P'I l2a 3X 
cOsB .. -....L 2, 

, I,pa l .. l2a ---ry sin B .. -'-2, 

I ',P:I " (sin 0. - cos 0.), 

I'P'I ""1i1 (sin 0. + cos 0.), 

or upon comparison with (8.25), (8.26) 

cos B • 

sin .s ., 

, ( . - -- ''" 12' 

-'-(sin 
12' 

0. -cos 0.), 

o.+cos 0.). 

Because sin 450 .. 1/12 and cos 450 .. 1/12, this implies 

sin .s 

0' 

8.1.3 The effect of atmospheric pressute acting on water 
surface 

The second external force playing a rOle in the generation 

of storm surges is the atmospheric pressure change acting nor

mally upon the water surface and causing vertical displace

ment of the water surface from the undisturbed level. The wa

ter, practically incompressible reacts sensitively to eve r y 

change in atmospheric pressure gradient. Thus a watet surface 

will be vertically displaced accotding to the changes in the 

adjacent pressure distribution . The changes in vertical are 

of static nature, but horizontal water displacements are dyna

mical. 

The influence of the atmospheric press ure on storm surges 

is of rather secondary character; in most storm surge cases 
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it is neglected. This is because the static rise of water 

elevation due to atmospheric changes , is generally included 

in the initial value of water level; and for greater lakes of 

insufficient, scarse wind data, the latter, in form of wind 

speed and wind direction is mostly evaluated from geostrophi

ca l winds, thus ft nolens volens· the pressure changes are in

directly included. lt should also be mentioned that heavy 

rain falls can supplement a great deal to the final range and 

outcome of a water surge . 

8. 1. 4 The effect of water transport due to waves and swells 

The tractive force on the water surface exerted by wind 

causes motion . As a result the water is transported along the 

direction of the wind as long as the exte rnal generating sour

ce persists and unless the water flow is damped out by othe r 

forces, e.g. friction . When the net transport of the water 

reaches the coast the water level rises . Various investigators 

agree, that the slope of water surface caused by long waves is 

directly p roportional to the gradient in water level due to 

waves (proportional to wave height squar ed), and inversely pro

proportional to the depth . The Earth ' s rotation in both cases 

can play an i mportant role . lt will act in changing the direc

tion of the flow of the current, and the resulting accelera

tion , depending on the dimensions of the reservoir concerned, 

will greatly affect the storm surge phenomenon . 

8.2 The modifying effects of storm surges 

Besides the external forces, such as wind, pressure gradi

ents and Coriolis force the existing physical characteristics 

of the basin play an important role. The geometry of a lake 

can cause divergence or convergence of the surge. This depends 

on the shoreline orientation, depth distribution and existing 
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hyd rau lic sttuct u re s . The surge at any location can be modi

fied by local conditions. Tides can amplify the watet set-up 

due to the surge to a great extent. This amplifica ti on is 

small at low wate r periods but large at high watet periods. 

The interaction of the surge with tidal currents has also to 

be taken into account. In tidal est uar i es besides the existing 

tide, the river discharges can rein force and augment the build 

up of the surge as well. The most crit ical situation occurs, 

when t he peaks of the surge, tide and river discharge are in 

phase. Fig. 8.6 describes schematically the causes of storm 

surge generation and the way how to e va luate the phenomena 

concerned. 
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Fig . 8 . 6 Block diagram characterizing the 
generation of sto r m surge phenomena . 
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As it is seen from the given flow diagram, the storm surge 

prediction problem includes two separate disciplines: meteo

rology and hydrology. The t wo components are mutually depen

dent and ex ist in a weIl developed interaction. It is obvious 

that the outcome of the hydrological component depends on the 

meteorological part ; i.e . the space-time field of the driving 

forces on the water surface has to be correctly evaluated. 

Needless to say that a properly designed oceanographic, lim

nological or hydrological model, even with the use of highly 

sophisti'cated computers, will be useless if the meteorological 

model is poorly described. 

The tide adds complication to the surge prediction because 

there exists a strong nonlinear interaction between these two 

phenomena, especially in shallow water areas . 

To summarize: the storm surge depends on the driving for 

ces, the existing water level (whether high or low) the tidal 

wave or any other wave (if to be taken into account) and the 

geometry of the basin concerned . If there is a phase coinci

dence between high water level, tidal and surge - wave, and if 

the duration of the driving forces is long, and moreover the 

area is susceptible to surges, or circumstances of impulse 

wave due to land slides exist , the surge outcome will lead to 

most dangerous effects. 
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PART 11 

MATHE~IATICAl ANALYSIS 
AND NUMERICAl MODEllING TECHNIQUE 
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1 . Introductory remarks on the mathematical simulation 
of lake ~irculation processes 

Pa r t 11 of the work presented is focussed oothe description 

of circulation phenomena in enclosed water basins . This will be 

done in presenting mathernat ical characteristics of different 

dynamical processes occuring in lakes . First, mathematical 

formulittions will be given for the simulation of various types 

of water circulation generated in shallow and enclosed water 

reservoirs . The basic hydrodynamical-differential equations of 

motion and continuity will be formulated and numerical model

Ung technique be discussed in order to give the physical Um

nologist and hydraulic engineer an adequate and optimal tool 

for a real evaluation of water circulation processes in lakes . 

The main interest in this survey will be placed on t he 

mathematical description of currents ; these include d r ift and 

gradient currents , density driven circulation in st ratif i ed 

and unstratified waters, as well as vorticity and inertial 

flows . All this is given in a form applicable for the numeri

cal mode l ling technique, and this technique completes the work 

presented . Different numerical modelling methods will be des 

cribed and mathematical - physical properties discussed for the 

simulation of wate r motion processes in bar otropic and bar o 

clinic: basins . 

The numeric:a l modelling techn i que, if used in the calcula

tion of motion processes, has to be supported by a broad know

ledge of the basic physical processes taking place wi thin the 

wate r itself and at the air-water interface. Physic:al c:har ac

te r istics of the fo r cing functions, adequate boundar y and ini

tial conditions, sound mathematical fo r mulations, opt i mal nu

merical schemes, and the availability of modern computers are 

the fundament a l requirements for numerical modelling of water 

circulation in lakes. 

In order to formulate all these physical processes involved 

the fundamental conse r vation laws of mechanics and hydrodyna-
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mies a r e applied, and, as such, can be formulated in integral 

o r differential form. The basic equations in general , cannot 

be solved analytically due to the non-linear interactions 

and turbulent behaviour of lake waters . Therefore, solutions 

sought have to be approximated by using the discretization 

methods. 
The fundamental equations governing the motion processes 

include .-elocit!l vector, pressure, temperature, salinity and de.nsit!l. 

Each of these variables requües its own discrethation through 

the numerical modelling technique. 

Before we proceed to the mathematical analysis and numeri 

cal algorithms we shall briefly characterize present modelling 

methods used in the evaluation of ci rculation pr ocesses. This 

will be followed by a paragraph establishing the basic hydro

dynamical- differential equation governing the motion in water 

basins due to external and internal forces . 

1.1 On water circulation modelling technique 

It seems worthwhile to characterize shortly the existing 

water circulation models, especially those of storm surges, 

in order to give the reader an adequate view of the problem 

concerned. 

There are several ways of classifying the state-of- the-art 

of the circulation modelling t.echnique in lakes. For instance, 

Green (1963) differentiates between the various modelling pr-oce

duresand arrives at an empirical, semi-empirical, semi-theore 

tical and theoretical approach. Another classification is gi

ven by Sünde rmann [1979] who . restr-icting his description to 

numerical modelling techniques, only distinguishes a group of 

nume r ical models guided by: the form of the basic equations 

(including parameterization) and the method of numerical solu

tion used. Naturally. all classifications are always subjec

tive and left open for amendments, depending on the technique 

used and the point of view the modeller is going to take gi

ving his own classification. 

Author's own classification is more general and considers 
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Author's own elassifieation is more general and eonsiders 

three groups of modelling teehniques namely: e mp1r1eal & hydrau

He models, analytieal & statlstieal models, and m;.ner1eal & <'lIIalogue /1>0-

dels. It is obvious that this grouping can be set quite dif

ferently. For instance, statistical and numerieal models ean 

be tied together by power speerral analyses, or to the whole 

e lassifieation graphieal methods, say the .lllethod of eharaeterls

e1es ean be supplemented . 

The oldest and most commonly used models are the empirieal 

and hydraulie models. They give satisfaeto r y results for the 

simple prognostie relations (empirieal models) and for the 

hydrographie analysis (hydraulie models) . Generally , an empi 

rieal model is a set of regression equations relating surge 

to pressure g radients . The latte r are evaluated statistieally 

from limnigraphs or tide gauges abd weather charts under stor

my conditions . The r esults dese r ibe the average eharacteris

tics of the surge, and .os the equations are applieable to .0 

partieular " level station" or basin area only, the applieabi

lity of this method is rather restrieted . Nevertheless, it is 

so far the only method in operational use. Worth to mention 

that any type of mathematieal models for water eireulation in 

coastal areas ean not do without empirieal information about 

the exchange of momentum and mass. The hydraulic modelling 

technique ean give good p ractieal information espeeially if 

eonneeted with mathematieal models, setting thus another 

grouping, namely the hybrid models . This marriage is undoubt

edly very important beeause it can reduce the required test 

ing area of a hydraulic model, diminishing in consequence the 

costs of such an undertaking. It also reduces the scaling 

p r oblem, the greatest difficulty in the ealibration , .os fat 

.os the real r ep roduction of natural basins by hydraulic models 

is concerned . 

A superior role is played by analytical techniques . But the 

mathematieal solutions are based on many assurnptions and sim

plifications, 50 it is more praetieal to apply statistieal 

modelS. These suffer from the paucity of hydro- meteorologieal 

da ta and da not deseribe the physics af the phenomena cancer -
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ned . Host restrictions can be avoided when using numerical models . 

The numerical modelling technique was already applied for 

meteorological prognostic purposes before it was taken into 

the field of physical oceanography and physical limnology . 

The numerical technique, in essence, employs the finite-diffe

rence or finite-element methods to solve the gove r ning hydro

dynamical- differential equations, replacing the derivatives 

by difference approximations . Th anks to the availability of 

modern computers, this technique is now widely used . It was 

appl ied by many researchers thereby demonstrating its validi 

ty for prediction purposes, but so far it is not in full ope

rational use. The main obstacle he re are not the tedious and 

time consuming numerical calculations for this is computeri 

sed, but the lack of suff icient, fully reliable and in time 

advanced input data. This indicates a need for more reliable 

field measurements. 

The accuracy of the results of numerical models depends 

upon the nume r ical method used, whether it will be explicit, 

implicit, semi-explicit, semi-implicit or a combined scherne, 

and on the boundary conditions as weIl a s on the size of the 

numerical grid chosen . The grid size and the time step must 

be chosen carefully, and great care should be obse r ved with 

"numerical viscosity" and/or diffusivity which can disturb 

the accuracy of the method used . The coa r senes;; of the model 

grids and t he use of nested grids, especially in th r ee dimen

sional models has attracted much attention, and it is hoped 

that this will greatly improve the storm surge f orecasting 

technique . Care should also be taken to the verifications of 

the models deviced . This , if done , assures that the solution 

procedure is correct, the fo rmulation is sound and al l the 

assumptions made , are reasonable. 

It 1s clear that any model results must be compared with 

actual field data, but the existing field monito ri ng pr ograms 

do not always satisfv t hese minimal requirements , partly due 

to inadequate technology . Some of the Swiss l a kes a r e suff i

ciently covered by a net of field measurements p roviding us 

with a good synoptic picture of hydrometeorological processes. 
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The methodology of theoretical prediction of storm surges is 

very advanced, but a s said befor e, no unifo rm theory exists 

which could be ~sine qua non ft applied for practical forecast 

of these phe nomena . Finally it is pract i cally highly recom

mended that any method applied and being operational should 

be investigated event-by-event in order to determi ne whether 

fo r ecasting inaccu racies a r e due to faults in the method o r 

are c aused by inaccu r acies in meteo rological data used as in

put to the model . 

1. 2 The basic hydrodynamical - differen t ia l equations of 
motion and continuity 

The principal set of equations characterixing the turbu

lent water flow i n natural basins are the Reyno l ds equations 

given by 

<Iv + u av + v av + w av +fu '" 
at ax ay <Ix 

" '" . •• v 3w + 

'" 

( 1.1) 

(1. 2) 

(1. 3) 

These equat i ons are the momentum balances in the x, y , x

directions and must be supplemented by the equation of conti

nui t y, which for an incompressible fluid has the form 

~+ilv+~ .. O . 
3x <Ix <Ix (1. 4) 

Furthermore, equations of he at t r ansfer and salt diffusion, 

gener a lly wr i t ten as 

.nd 
<lS as <lS as als - +u - +v - +w -"' Ks --.~ os at ax ily a:l! Z <I:I!2 -- ~L ' 

(1. 5) 

(1.6) 
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must hold, whereby the water density p depends on the tempe

rature T , sa1inity Sand pressure p and is expressed by the 

equation of state 

P" f(T,S,p) . (1. 7) 

To the equations (1 .1 )-(1.6) initial and boundary condi

tions are added. Fot the initial state t· tO(taO) u, v , w, T , 

S, P are ptescr ibed, usua11y as the zero functions, i.e., 

At the f ree, lUId1 s tllrbed h'oIter sllrf .. oe Z . C;;;; 0 the pressure is 

equal to the atmospheric pressure 

P '" Pa , (1. 9) 

and shear stress components are 

(1.10 ) 

The vertica1 velocity, on the other hand, is 

's w =- + 

" 
(1.11) 

and, fina11y, thermal and tracer mass boundary conditions are 

T · TO(x,y,t) >r 
or - KTz3'i"'" Or(x,y,tJ , (1.12) 

s • SO(x,y, t) 0' 
os -Kszh'" Os(x,y,t) . (1.13) 

Correspondingly we can write t he conditions at the bottom 

z · -H 
A 'u P zäi" • b 

'x ' (1.14) 

" b 
(1.15) P "z - . 'y • , 

According to Welander [1957 ] the alternative bot:tom CO/Idit10/1s 

( 1.15') 
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w.,o, (1.16) 

T" 'l){(x, y,tl • ( 1.11) 

5 .. %(x, y, t) . ( 1.18) 

At the land boundaries the components of the flow normal 

to the s.hores are permanently zero, and along the open bounda

ries they are either aS5umed to be permanently zero or speci

fied a5 a funetion of time and position. As for tempe rature 

and salinity, the values of heat exchange and salt transfer 

have to be given . 

In equat i ons (1.1)-(1 . 18) a right hand coordinate system 

has been chosen with 0[19in on the undisturbed water surface ; 

the Ox-axis is directed to the East , Oy-axis to the North and 

Oz-axis is directed upwards. Notations are as follows: 

u,v,w 

H 

P 

P 

p, 

T, S 

f , 
Az, AL 

"r" ""-
Ks,' KSL 

Tx
S , • • y 

Tx
b , ·l , 

current components in the direction of increas-
1ng x , y . Oll respectively 

depth of the basin considered 

water density 

pressu r e in the fluid 

atmospheric pressure at the water surface 

temperature and salinity 

Coriolis parameter = 2 w sin rp 

acceleration of the Earth ' s gravity 

The eddy viscosity coefficients expressing the 
turbulent transfer of momentum of mean motion 
in the vertical and horizontal 

coefficients of the turbulent heat transfer in 
vertical and horizontal plane 

coefficients of the turbulent salt transfe r in 
horizontal and vertical plane 

components of the tangential shear stresses of 
the wind acting upon the water surface 

components of the shear stresses at the bot tom 

water elevation f r om the undisturbed water level 
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Or, (;S heat and salt flows 

a2 32 
0'"' - + - Laplaeian. 

ax2 ay2 

Analytieal solution of the above given equations in a ge

neral form is not possible. The equations are too eomplieated, 

nevertheless some simplifications are possible espeeially when 

a simple geometry of the basin is considered. Dimensional ana

lysis further enables us to evaluate orders of magnitude for 

the single components in these equations . Let us i11ustrate 

this by using equation (1.3) for the ve r tica1 eomponent of the 

current (w). Typiea1 va lues for the variables are: 

yO '" 10 arVsec parameter characterizing the f10w ve10-
eities in the horizontal plane (u,v) 

LO .. 100 km .. 10 7 em linear dimension, of the basin conside
red, in the horizontal (x;y) 

""- 50 m '"' 5 '103 em 

A~ .. 100 cm2/sec 

A~ .. 106 cm2/sec .0 _ 
103 en;lsec 

po '" 1 g/an2 

linear dimensions in the vertiea1 (z) 

order of magnitude (0 m) characterizing 
the AZ eoeffieient 

o m, eha r aeterizing the AL coefficient 

o m, charaeterizing the Earth ' s accele
ration (g) 

o m, of the water density 

p~ " pO .cp.'rP '" 5-106 dyn/em2 0 m, of the pressure in the 
vertica1. 

The order of magnitude of the vertica1 velocity wO will be 

evaluated f r om the eontinuity (1.4) assuming that all parts 

of the equation are of the same order, 

(1.19) 

Hence we have 

(1. 20) 
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Using the above orders of magnitudes in equation (1.3) and 

omitting all terms of small order, such as (1 . 20) one obtains 

the hydrostatic equation 

(1.21) 

This equation enables us to further reduce equations (1.1) and 

(1.2) . 

Additional approximation concerns the treatment of density, 

P, Let us assume, for the time being, that the single force 

acting upon the fluid is the gravitational force. Conside r ing 

further astate at rest equations (1.1) and (1.3) reduce to 

where 
+ 
V 

1 + + 
--Vp - gu"'O, , 
r -'- + 3x 

~ CI + Jay 
+ • 
k-

" 
i , j, k- vectors along Ox, Oy and 0:0:: , 

Let us represent density and pressure as a sum of mean 

quantities and its anomalies, 

where Po 

" PO 
p ' 

, Po + p ' 

P Po + p ' 

is the mean density (PO» p ' ), 
anomaly density, 
mean pressu r e (PO » p '), 
anomal pressure, 

(1.23) 

(1. 24) 

and assume that PO and Po satisfy the hydrostatic equations 

1 + + 
--VpO-gu - O. 

'0 

Introducing (1.23) and (1.24) into (1.22) yields 

Because 

1 ... -+ -+ 
""=-(VO + Vp') -gu a 0 , PO+pl 

lc _ __ '_"''''!'(l_L+ ... ), 
P PO+pl Po Po 

(1.25) 

(1. 26) 

( 1. 27) 
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l...... p ' ... 
- - (Q'PQ+Vp')(l--+ .. • l - gu~ 

Po Po 

1 .. l'" -Q'PQ--Q'p' 
Po Po 

.... l'" p' l'" p ' 
-gu + -Q'PQ-+ _Vp' -'" O. 

Po Po PO Po 

(1. 28) 

The last term in equation (2.28) can be neglected as of second 

order value. Therefore in view of (2.25) we have 

1+ • 
--Vp-gu , l'" l'" ... p ' .. 

~ - - VpO- - Vp ' -gu- - 9u = 0, 
Po Po Po 

or when retu r ning to the full values of p and P 

1 • • 
--Q'p-gu , ,. . 

;--Vp-gu 
'0 

...E... • o. 
'0 

(1. 29) 

(1. 30) 

It is seen that in the e xpression fot the components of 

the horizontal pressure gradient the density of the fluid {pI 

can be t eplaced by its mean value. Only in the hydrostatic 

equation will density changes of the water playa distinct 

t ole. This approx imation is called the Boussinesq app r oxima

tion. Nevertheless, despite all the simplifications equations 

(1.1)-{1.8) are still very complex and can, in general, be 

solved by means of numerical techniques only. Some simple mo

dels of fundamental water flows will be discussed thereby in 

troducing relations of practical value . 
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2. Drift currents 

To characterize this type of currents let us describe a 

model of fluid flow caused by the dynamical action of the wind 

upon the water surface. Ekrnan's theory will be the basis for 

this characteristics. 

The following assumptions are made : 

1) water is homogeneous, p" PO" constant 

2) horizontal pressure gradients vanishes 

Vp"O (3p/3x"0, 3p/3y .. 0) 

3) vertical velocity w '" 0 

4) eddy viscosity coefficient AZ '" constant 
(not dependent on water depth) 

5) stationarity,3/3t"0 

6) linearity, and neglection of ho ri zontal stresses. 

Considering these assumptions equation (1.1) and (1.2), for 

the northern hemisphere, reduce to 

-f v .. ", (2.1) ',-,- , 
" 

"0 Az'''' ,,' (2. 2) 

the boundary conditions at the water surface (z" 0) are taken 

according to (1 . 10) as 

(2 . 3) 

At the bot tom (z" -H) equation (1.14) or (1.15) apply. We 

will choose (1.15') 
u"v=O. (2 . 4) 

In the original Ekman ' s model the wate r basin was of infi

nite depth. Thus, in this case for Z" -H"'''' u,v must remain 

bounded . To simplify the interp r etation of the solution we as-
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sume that the wind aets a10ng the Oy- axis on1y, i . e. Txs . 0, 

and boundary eonditions (8 . 3) take the form 

(2 . 5) 

Multip1ying equation (2 . 2) by the imaginary unit i .. r-r, and 

adding equations (2.1) and (2.2) we obtain 

,22 (u+iv)-.!!.(u+iv) '" O. 

" 'z 
(2.6) 

Introducing the eomp1ex ve10eity M · u +iv gives 

(2 .6 ' ) 

Rearranging ana1ogous1y the boundary eonditions (2 . 4) and 

(2 . 5) yie1ds for z· 0 

(2 . 7) 

and for z""- H M"" 0, (2.8) 

or for Z . - H ... - ... , M is bounded . (2.8 ' ) 

We seek the solution of equation (2.6') in the form 

M (2.9) 

Introdueing (2.9) into (2.6 ' ) we receive the charaeteristie 

equation 

henee 

if k 2 • _ 
A, 

k"'t,rIf .. ±p " ±a(1+0, VA, 

where the fo11owing notations are used 

1fIl' f p ' --, 
A, 

(2 . 10 ) 

(2 . 11) 

(2 . 12) 

the quantity "aM represents the reeiproeal of the Ekman depth 
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~'"'Ira-l. Thus the solution of equation (2.6 ' ) is given by 

(2 . 13) 

Let us consider first a case when the water basin is of 

infinite depth (H +0». Considering the boundary condition 

(2.8') we receive c2 .. 0, and the constant Cl will be evalua

ted from (2 . 7) . We have now at Z" 0 

hence 

where 

Cla(l+i) = 

iJ!. 
-:-cc-;iC'"O"", . __ '~o,,<' 2 
PO aPyz(l+i) Po aAz..'2' i.1!.. , . 

i 
i.1!. 

, 2 

Solution of (2.13) in case when H +0> thus, has to form 

M ' 
to ei! eaz(l+i) .. 

Po a /2 A.Z 

to i(az + 'i) az . , . 
POa..'2'A.z 

lntroducing 

Iltl= P Aza/2' 

we obtain 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2 . 18) 

(2 . 19 ) 

Decomposing the complex velocity M into real and imaginary 

parts we obtain 

(2.20 ) 

(2 . 21) 

where Euler ' s relation 

•i(az+-4')._(a"~)"· ( .') '""" .... ~ Sl.n az 4' ' (2.22) 

was used. 
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Inspection of the solution of (2.19), (2.20) and (2 . 22) 

reveals: 

1) For z· 0 (at the water surface) we have 

(2 . 23) 

0' 
. " uOslnT' (2.24 ) 

Thus the velocity vector of the current at the water 

surface is deflected to the right (anticyclonically) 

of the vector of the tangential shear stress (direc

tion of the wind) acting along the Oy-axis, by 45 0 de

grees. 

2) Within the depth the modulus of the current velocity 

decreases exponentially _ aaz. 

3) With depth the vector of the current rotates eum sole. 

The projection of the velocity vector, at different 

depths, on the Ox,y plane has the form of a logarith

mic spiral, c.!. Fig. 2.1, 

(2 . 25) 

whe r e e(z) is the angle between the ve10city vector 

and the wind velocity . 

Fig. 2.2 characterizes the current distribution in a 

pure drift current. Curve 1) gives the current compo

nent in the direction of the surface eurrent and 2) the 

current distribution normal to the direetion of the sur

face current . 

4) At the depth Z'" - 1I/a the eurrent velocity vector is 

reversally directed to the current velocity vector at 

the surface, 

" • (2.26 ) 

where OE 1S the depth of the Ekman friction layer. At 
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x 

11.) gives perspecUve vie", of the 
drift current 

b) shows plot of l oqarithmic 
spiral 

F i g . 2 . 1 Ve r tica1 structure of the drift cu r rent 
i n a ba s i n of i nf i nite depth . 

o 
t-- I---

0.' ~ 1 

o. • V 
V 

- 2 0.' 

0.8 J 

1.0 

1. , 
-0.1 0 0.' 0.' 0.8 0.' 1.0 

VELOC I TY RELATIVE TO THE SURFACE 

Fi g . 2. 2 The ve rti ca1 flow distribu t ion in a pure 
d r ift cu r ren t (Defant [1961]) . 
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this depth the modulus of the current velocity is 

1 
.. nUo' (2 . 27) 

5) At the depth z oo - 2~ the direction of current velocity 

vector is the same as that on the water surface, and 

its modulus is 

(2 . 28) 

6) Characterizing the mass transport we can weite 

o o 0 

- J Mdz 
- 0 

·_L UdZ+i_L vdz .. 

(2.29) 
'0 

- PoT' 
namely 

'x' and (2.30) 

Therefore the vector of mass transport is directed per

pendicular to the wind direction (to the right in the 

northern hemisphere). 

Next consider a basin of finite depth . Foe the evaluation 

of the Cl and C2 constants the boundary conditj~ns (2 . 7) and 

(2 . 6) must now be used. Substituting the solution (2.13) into 

these conditions we receive 

Hence 

Cla(l+ i)- C2 a(l+i) 

C 
-aH(l+i) C aH(l+i) 

1 e + 2 e 

i TO 

Po A.z ' 

o. 

'0 . n .aH(l+i) 
--"'-~ .'. ---'----'---
PoAzal2" eaH(l+i)+ e-aH(l+i) 

'0 . n. e-aH(l+i) C, • --''-- .'. --."-,-'-~~~ 
POAzal2' aH(l+i) -aH(l+i) . .. 

(2 . 31) 

(2.32 ) 

(2.33) 

(2 . 34) 
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Upon back substitution into (2 . 13) and after some rearrange

ments one obtai ns for the current 

sh[H+z)(l+ill 

eh[(1+il1 
(2.35) 

wind can ,if desired , be split into the two components u and Y. 

The spiral , analogous to the one plot ted in Fig. 2.1 ean 

again be displayed , but depending on the ratio H/DE different 

spirals are obtained, as shown in Fig . 2. 3. Sinee for H+<» 

the surfaee eurrent is to the rig ht o f the wind by 450 we see 

that the eUrye labelled H - 1.25 DE does not differ mueh from 

the euryes in Fig.2 .1 . Further , the decrease of the eurrent 

OENiation at the 
surfac9 es feH/Cf: J 

I 

~ ... ~_ .... 
H.O.25D. 

....'G:.375DI 

/ 
~.0.50DI 

5 H-O.18Dr 7 
o. 

t 
I 

w 
I 

N 
o 

H-O.IOD ... 

I 
J 

f1 
o 
\ ... 

o 0.1 

H-1.25D 

(T) 

V 
.-d ~ 
V 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0 .6 

Fig . 2. 3 Vertieal strueture of the drift eurrent in a bas i n 
of depth H nearly equal to o r smalle r than the Ekman 
depth, DE . Cireles mark end-points of the yelocity 
yeetors at depths 0 , 0 .1, 0 . 2, ... 0 . 9 H. 
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with depth depends on the aH parameter . For great depths 

H"" Ce: the current velocity pattern approaches that for a ba

sin of infinite depth (H ..... ) . The def1ection at the surface 

can be shown to be 

• ,"(Sin2aH) 
(l ="'4 - arc..." sh2aH ' (2.36) 

and in respect to the depths of a water basin amounts as 9i

yen in Table 2.1. 

H/Ii; 0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.5 

• 45.50 

Tab1e 2.1 Def1ection angle of the current ve1o
city vectot from the wind ditection. 

Finally the mass transport equa1s 

hence for H ..... 

o 
• J Mdz 

-H 
• _'0 (1 - -,-;0-' cc-:::) 

Pof cha(l+ i)H ' 
(2.37) 

(2.38) 

as be fore the rate of the mass transport along the Oy-axis is 

smal1 and decreases with the depth of the basin. 
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3 . Gr adien t currents 

In cha r acterizing this type of current we shall rely upon 

Ekman ' s theor y . Assumptions for this description are as fo l 

l ow 

1) water is homo'1eneous, p. Po . constant , 

2) conditions of linea r ity , horizontal st resses are neg
lected, 

3) eddy viscosity coefficient AZ ~ constant , 

4 ) stationa r ity and homO'1eneity of atmospheric pressure . 

If a l l the above assumptions are considered the hydrodynami

cal diffe r ential equations '1overning the gradient currents 

can be written as 

- fv '" 

fu '" 
1 ap alv - - -+ AZ--
P ay az2 

'p - . 
" 

- Po 9 . 

The bounda r y conditions are 

at the surface, 

z '" C iI 0 (p '" Pa .. constant) 

A '" 0 Po Z3i ::::) 

'" POAZTz - O ::::) 

'" E"'O, 

.1Y. . 0 " ' 
p" Pa "constant 

a nd at the bottom, z = - M, 

u - v " O. 

I ntegrating the hydrostatic equation (3.3) between z 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3 . 3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3 . 6) 

(3 . 7) 

and t and taki n'1 into account the boundary condit i on (3.6) we 

obtain 
P-Pa+Pog(t- z) . (3 . 8) 
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" ,-. 'x 

" g-= 
3y 

" pog ax , 

" Po gay' 

(3 .9) 

(3.10 ) 

To simp1ify we assume (as was the ca se in drift currents) 

that the free water surface is bounded along the Oy-axis only, 

i . e. , 
'P. 
'x o ~ " 'x • o. (3.11) 

Introducing (3.10) and (3.11) into (3 . 1) and (3.2) we thus 

obtain 

- f v .. 

'0- .'. ><-, . . , 

(3 . 12) 

(3 . 13) 

Multip1ying equation (3 . 13) by i .. r-r and adding the re

su1ting equation to (3.12) yie 1ds 

Az4 (u+iv) - if(u+iv)" ., 
orwithM"u+iv 

,,41 if ----M .. 
"z2 Az AZ 

We consider the homogeneous equation 

and seek a solution of the form 

M . Dekz • 

. " 19ay , (3 .14 ) 

(3 . 14 ') 

(3 . 15) 

(3 . 16 ) 

Then, by introducing (3.16) into (3.15) we receive the 

characteristic equation 

k2 ", .!i 
AZ ' 

(3.17 ) 
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and hence 

11m 1 P .. 1a(1+i), VA, (3.18) 

where again 

(3.19) 

Thus, the solution of (3 . 15) has the form 

M" 11. caz(l+i) + D:2 e-az(l+il (3.20) 

To the general solution of the homogeneous equation we must 

add a particula r solution of the inhomogeneous equation. It is 

easily seen from (3 . 14 ) that 

(3 . 21) 

is such a particular solution, so that 

• 0 al; az(l-i) -az(l+l.) _...z_ 
M"'Dle +D:2e fay 

(3.22 ) 

Introducing equation (3 . 22) into the boundary conditions 

we obtain 

Hence 

'" 1i'= 0, for z "' 1; '"0, 

M'" 0, for Z. -H , 

D 
-a(l+i)H 

l' • 
~ ,a(l+i)H _ .!I ~ . 
-l f ay O. 

, " 
1'>t 

Dl '" D:l '" a(l+i)H -a(l+i)H , .. 2f ch (a(l+i)H), 

The final form of the solution is then 

M- ,', "' * reaz(l+i)+e-aZ(l+iJl_.2:~ ", 
ch(a(l+iJH)L.: J f ay 

",.!I 31;[(Ch(az(l+i)))_1] . 
f ay ch(aH(l+i)) 

(3.23) 

(3 . 24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26 J 
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The hodograph of the eu rrent ve10cities in respeet to the 

depths, given in Fig. 3.1 expresses the different va1ues of 

the parameter aH = nfVDE. 

Iv j H_o.2JOE 
H- O.50DE 

/ k:::::= 
/' ~ H- 1.25D 

lV \ 
X -o ~ 

Fig . 3.1 Vertieal strueture of gradient eurrents in a basin 
of depth H nearly equal to or smal1er than the lower 
frietional depth OE (Laeombe, [19651>. 

The cu rves illustrate the g r adient eurrent at depth O. 251lE, 

0.50 Oe and 1.25 De. For depths smaller than oE the effeet of 

bot tom frietion is notieeable throughout the entire water lay 

er. The defleetion angle between the current and the gradient 

direetion deereases as the basin beeomes shal1owe r, and then 

t he effect of t he Earth ' s rotation is less important than that 

of frietion. 

3.1 Analysis of the solution (3.26) 

a) The velocity course of the gradient eurrent as a fune 

tion of depth depends on the value of the parameter aH . 

The express ions for the veloeity eomponents have the 

form 

a ,,(eha(H+zlCOSa(H-Z) +eha(H-z)cosa(H+z) ) 
u" ~ - -1 

f ay eh 2<1H+cos2aH 
(3.27) 
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sh a(H+z) sin a{H-z) + sh a(H-z) sin a{H+z) 

ch2aH+cos2aH 

For great depths H > ~ or H .... we have 

g "( -a(H-z) 1) '+--, -f 3y 

(].28) 

() . 29) 

(]. ]0) 

This says that the influence of the current velocity 

eornponent direeted along gradient (v) is influencial 

only elose to the bottorn layer i.e. at the layer thiek

ness Dt above the bottorn. Above this layer the eurrent 

is di r eeted, in general , perpendieula r ly to the gradi

ent (in our ease to the Oy-axis). In other words a fde

tion layer is produced in which the eurrent veloe i ty 

deereases and the known Ekman spiral of an antieyelonie 

direetion is formed . For shallow water basins the in

fluence of the bottorn is praetieally observed through

out the whole water eolurnn . 

b) The rnass transport is given by 

o gH31; g 31; 
t .. <l>x+<I>y " _IHMdZ - --f ,.+ 7:-7c"'-,y+ha{l+i)H. v":/ f a(l+i) 

Henee 

'x' 

'y " 

sh2aH+sin2aH 
eh2aH+C062aH 

sh 2a H- sin 2aH 
eh 2a H+ cos 2aH 

and for H .... (H>DE) 

'x + 
9 31; Cf: 

- -(H--) f ay 2'11 

(].3l) 

(].32) 

(3. ]]) 

(]. ]4) 

(] . ]5) 
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This means that the t x eomponent grows with incceasing 

depth, but that t y 1s independent of depth H. 

e) The direetion of the g r adient current in deep basins 

ean be estimated from (3.34) . With H ...... ]tx ] is mueh 

larger than ]tyl. Henee the current is nearly pa ra llel 

to the lines of equal height and thus nearly perpendi 

eular and to the right of the su r faee g r adient 3t/3y. 

Only in the vieinity of the bot tom adeformation is 

observed owing to frietion . 

4. Complex wind-indueed currents in a barot ropie water basin 

Here, we eome to deseribe eomplex wind-indueed eur rents, 

i.e . drift and g r adient cur rents eonsidered simultaneously 

in basins of non-st ratified waters . The theoretieal basis for 

this deseription was given by Felzenbaurn [1960] and Kamenko

vieh [1977] . 

Assumptions are: 

1 p . Po .. eonstant 

2 AZ'" eonstant with depth 

3 stationarity, no hor izontal stresses 

4 linearity. 

Thus, the set of equations governing the water motion has 

the form 

- fv . 1 'p + " 
.'u (4 . 1) - .. ~ '0 

fu 1 'P .'v 
(4 . 2) . 

Ty + "--'0 .,' 
'p . - '0 9 • ( 4. 3) a; 

'u +~ + •• o . ( 4 . 4) 

'" 
- . 'y ., 
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At the water surface z - t ;0 0 

p. Pa' 

'u Po AZ ---a; , ' x -"'-Po AZ 3z 

,nd 
W ' 

At the bot tom of the basin z - -H, 

, 
'y , 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

Integrating the hydrostatic equation between z and t and 

taking into consideration the boundary condition (4.5) we ob

tain 
P - Pa+Po g(t-z) . 

Differantiation with respect to x and y yields 

" + pog~, 

" + pogay' 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

Let U5 cha racterize the water level of a basin as a sum of 

(4 . 12) 

where t ' is a level of the free water surface induced by dyna

mical wind action ; consequently t c is a level induced by the 

static effect of the varying atmospheric pressure field. 

The static level must fulfil the equations 

from which we deduce 

• 0 , 

P, 
---H. p" 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

The integrating constant C can be obtained from an additio-
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na1 boundary condition, name1y the conse r vation of water vo

lume of the basin. For a closed basin this condition can be 

written as 
ffl;cdxdy"'O , 
S 

(4.16 ) 

where 5 is the water surface. Out of (4.16) we receive the 

required va1ue of I;c as 

~. -Po\ (Pa+i 11 P, "" "Y) . 
s 

(4.17) 

This is the known barogradient effect, according to which a 

stationary pressure f ield causes a denive1ation of the free 

water surface as described by equation (4.17). In ca se of non

stationary flows gradient currents arise due to the non-uni

form time dependent pressure field. These currents are tran

sient and will die out with time . 

Considering equations (4 . 13) and (4 . 14.) the characteristic 

express ions for these pressure gradients are 

'P, • >,. 
(4.18) ,. pogax-' 

'P, ". (4.19) ay Po 9 ay' 

As our further considerations are limited only in the dy

namical effect of the wind primes will be omitted . 

Introduction of (4 . 18) and (4.19) into (4.1) and (4.2) 

yie1ds 

" fu '" - g- + 'y 
,2v 

AZ -,,2 

(4.20) 

(4 . 21) 

Let us assume, for the time being , trat the water level, 

exp ressed by (4.20) and (4.21) together with the boundary con

ditions (4.6) and (4.8), can be solved ana1ytica11y. To do this 

equation (4.21) is mu1tiplied by i" r-T and added to equation 

(4.20). With the complex velocity Mau + iv we obtain 
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9 ' e G = -(-+ 
AZ ax 

The boundary conditions (4.6) and (4.8) take the form 

a~:=~s s . s Po AZ ai" • = Tx + 1 Ty , for z"'t"O 

M = 0, for z · -H. 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

(4.24 ) 

(4.25) 

Relation (4.22) is a linear inhomogeneous, second order 

equation with constant coefficients. Its solution is similar 

as the one conside r ed for the <;: radient current case . 'Ihe final 

form of the solution is 

M 
a AZ(l+i) 

sh(a(H+z) (l+i)) + 
ch(aH(1+i)} 

G (cha«(l+i)Z) -1) 
a 2 (1+i)2 ch(aH(l+i)) , 

where, as previous1y 

a= V 2!Z" 

For a very deep basin H" '" (H» OE) we have all» 1 and 

sh(a(H+z) (1+i)1 

ch(a(l+i)H) 
a(l+i)z . , , 

ch(a z(l+i» -a(Htz) (l+i) ::: e . 
eh a(U+i)H) 

Expression (4 . 26) is thus simplified to the form 

M • _--"O'~_ eaz(l+i) + G (e-a(H+Z) (1+i) -1) . 
aAz{l+i) a2 (1+i)2 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

(4 . 28) 

(4.291 

(4.30 ) 

Thus two Ekman spirals are obtained. One is given at the sur-

face 
~ ;;: T

S eaz (1+i) 
lsurface aAZ(l+i) (4.31) 

and the second at the bot tom, 
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In the deep water r egions Le . beneath the depth of the 

upper and above the lower Ekman layer the flow i5 simply of 

geostrophic character 

_p O (4 . 33) 

For basins of a very small depth , i.e . H«Df: or aH«l 

the hyperbolic functions can be developed into Taylo r series, 

and (4.26) becomes 

( 4 . 34) 

Finally we mention that expression (4.26) is in accordance 

with the previous1y derived Ekman solution for d r ift and gra

dient currents, see equations (2.35) and (3.26). 

So far the determination of the water level was set aside . 

To characterise it we app1y Felzenbaum's (1960] procedure . 

Accordingly, the continuity equation (4.4) i5 integrated ove r 

depth from z · -H to z"l; !i0 . With the aid of the bounda r y 

conditions ( 4. 7) and (4.8), this yields 

where 

'"" OSy 0, --+--Ox ay 

0 0 

Sx ' Po J udz; Sy ' pof vdz , 
-<! -" 

eh aH(l+i)-l G (' ( !>- ) 
eh aH(l+i) + a2(1+i}2 a(l+i) th\a(l+i) H H . 

(4.351 

(4.36) 

(4 . 37) 

For the 5 x and Sy components equation (4 . 37) will be re

written in the general form 

5 ce ce 
, +"'-+"4-Y cX ey' (4.38) 

(4.39) 

where the coefficients mi (i ""1, 2, 3, 4) are functions of the pa

rameter aH . 

From equation (4.35) , (4.38) and ( 4 . 39) the water level 
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gradients can be dete r mined by the integral stream function 

•• s,. 0 - ay , ., 
R. o _ 
-y · <lx • (4.40 ) 

To obtain an equation fo r , one proceeds as follows. Equat i ons 

(4.38) and (4.39) are regarded as a linear system for <lC/<lx 

and 3C/3Y and can formally be solved for these q uantities . 

This gives 

in which 
I"Sx-mlT.x

s - m2T..J 

II ,. Sy + rn2 T.x
5 - ml T.y

5 

(4.41) 

(4. 42) 

Differentiating (.4.41)1 with respect to y and (4 . 41)U with 

respect to x and subtracting the resulting e xpressions then 

yields an equation which only involves , and the shear stress 

component5, 
(4.43) 

where L i5 a second order operator and 

'o'_ ,.,-'" " " " " ..... ' äX ml T.y - ay ml T.x ' (4. 44 ) 

.,·v,.,-', " " " " ' .. ax m2T.x + ay m2T.y • (4.45) 

As boundary condition we require ~ ,. 0 at asolid boundary . 

or W" tL, where 4lL is a prescribed function along the free 

open boundary. Because of the complexi ty of (4 . 43) numerical 

methods must be employed for its solution. 
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4.1 The eddy viscosity coefficient A 

According to Felzenbaum [ 1960) the coefficient of eddy vis

cosity in the vertica1 is based on the fo110wing dependencies: 

'0' a deep basin ,2 W,2 
AZ" pa2 k2 , , (4.46) 

,od '0' a shallow basin , 
AZ 4 Pa u 

Wal( , (4 .4 7) 

where I( is the wind coefficient char acterizing the relation 

between the velocity of the drift current and wind velocity 

Wa , and y .. 3 . 25 ' 10-6 . 

The depth separating the areas of deep and shallow waters 

is obtained by comparing (4.46) and (4 .4 7). Thus we receive 

4Y Wa < "---- ( 4.4 8) 
u Pa u f' 

If an average va1ue of the Coriolis parameter is taken into 

account, i.e . f " 10-41/sec, 1(=0 .015, Paal.O g/en3 and Y=3 . 25·10-6 

then we have 

A " 0. 54 ' 10-4 wa I( for H <; Hu (4 .4 9 ) 

for H~Iiu, ( 4 . SO) 

5 . A simple model of density-driven ci r cu1ation 

Considerations of density-driven currents are more comp1i

cated than wind-driven motions. This is due to the comp1exity 

of the water density field . In order to e1ucidate this type 

of circu1ation we shall present a simple model of thermal

density- driven currents. The cha racteristics of these will be 

based on the dynamical method (Defant [1961], Lacombe [1965]) . 
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Consider a narrow rectangular basin of constant depth H, 

in which at one end the water is warmed and at the other is 

cooled . As a result a stationary flow is induced due to the 

non-uniformity of the water. temperature distribution. The dif

ferences in water temperature p r oduce in effect a tilt of the 

water su rface , Fig . 5 . 1 . 

ISOPlETHS Z 

W ISOBARS C 
A 0 

i 
, 

==--=j' 0 
M l 
I I 
N N Y G - G 

Fig . 5 . l The tiit of wa te r surface due to cooling 
and warming processes . 

The pressure change along the channel can be described wi th 

the help of the defo r mation of the f r ee water surface and the 

equation of motion along the longitudinal Oy-axis is approxi

mately 

0' 

" pgay-' 

Exactly it shou ld be wri t ten as 

The hyd rostatic equation 

'" - pg, 

gives , after integration from z to z '" r; , 
P"'Pa + [Ogdz. 

• 

(5 . 1) 

(5 . 2) 

(5 . 3) 

(5.4) 

(5 . 5) 

Introducing (5 . 5) into (5 . 3) with t he assumption that Pa "' con

stant (homogeneous atmospheric pressure field) we obtain 
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1 , ' o--J pgdz, 
AZ ~ z 

,;, '(" ''P) -0- g-pt+gJ-d, 
az2 AZ ay z ay 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

To a sufficient degree of accuracy we may approximate the ver

tical diffusion a 2v/az 2 by the linear function 

,;, 
-- - b(z+hl, ,,2 (5.8) 

where b is a constant coefficient and h is an unknown depth . 

At z - - h we then have 

-'!'I 0 "'h 
a1; 1; ap 

pIz - 1;)9- +g J - d, 
ay -h ay 

o O. (5.9) 

In the classica1 dynamica1 method, as a rule, only the geo

strophic express ions are considered, neglecting the shearing 

part AZ a2v/az 2 . 

To demonstrate the effect of the eddy viscosity parameter 

AZ upon the depth of the zero velocity recall' equation '(5.8) 

where the depth h, at which the pressure gradient vanishes is 

assumed to be constant . With the boundary conditions 

, 0 1; ;;0 0, -'Y o 0 

" 
v 0 vo, aod 

z - -H, v 0 0 , 

double integration of equation (5 . 8) yields 

z2 h 2 
V - ClZ+C2+ b (6" +"22 ). 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5 . 13) 

The boundary condi tion (5.10) a t the surface z - 0 implies 

(5.14) 

and that at the bottom 

v(z--H) 00 (5 . 15) 
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0' 
c, - (5 . 16) 

Thus, the .solution (6 . 13) has the form 

z3h2 H2 
V " b (6""+2" z) -bT(-H+3h). (5.17) 

The additional condition at the surface Z" 0 , given by 

equation (5.11). 1s used to evaluate the b-coefficient. With 

we receive 

Consequently 

V(Z"O) - Vo .. H' -b 6 (-H+3h) 

Finally considering the integral continuity equation 

o 
J v dz .. O. 

- H 

we are able to evaluate the value of H, 

hence 

o (' H') f vdz - vO H - Jh (- ""4+ hH) 
-H 

3 
h " fi 

- 0, 

Thus the final fo r m of the velocity distribution is 

z3 z2 
v-vO(-8--9-+1) 

H3 H2 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

(5.211 

(S.22) 

( 5 . 23) 

(5.24) 

The depth at which the current velocity equals zero follows 

from the equation 
(5.25) 

and gives 
zo " - 0 . 42H. (5.26) 

Thus, the depth at which the current velocity equals zero is 

below the depth of zero pressure gradients (zh - -h- -3j8H). 
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A more sophisticated model for the density driven currents 

was deviced by Ekman. His model in wh i ch Coriolis effeets are 

taken into account is described in more details by Oefant 

[1961] and the results are given in Fig. 5 . 2 . lt shows the 

vr--,---,--,---,--,---, 
PRESSURE I 
GRADIENT 

2 

t bar/ml 

H- O.375 OE 
d-O.25De H-O.50De 

d- 2. ODE 

234 5 
VELOCITY (em /sj 

x-

Fig. 5.2 The vertical structure of relative currents 
in water for different ratios of H/~ when 
projeeted on a horizontal plane. 

vertical structure of the relative current for different ra

tios H/OE when projected on a horizontal plane . The pressure 

gradient is in the y-direction and the current vectors can be 

thought of as being drawn from the origin of the x,y- system 

to points of the curves . Vectors drawn from the origin to the 

end-points represent surface currents . lt is seen that in deep 

watet whete H,. OE the stationary relative current is nearly 

perpendicular to the pressure gradient 3p/3y. with small ratios 

of H/OE the relative current is more deflected from the iso

barie direction, and at H «OE the CUrtent is almost in the 

direction of the pressure gradient. Finally for H/OE +'" the 

relative current flows in all levels in the isobaric direction. 
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6. Simple formulae applicable for the analysis of circula
tion in stratified waters 

The complexity of water circulation in stratified basins 

was al ready shown in the previous section where a simple model 

of density driven circulation was described . The aim of this 

section is to characterise some general dependencies and mo

delling techniques useful in the analysis of measurement data 

and calculations of density driven currents. 

6.1 Equations for thermal wind 

Consider gradient flows in a stratified basin. Non-linear 

parts and shear stresses are neglected, thus 

p 'v · 'p (6 .1 ) 

" 
p " • ~ (6.2) ay 

~ -pg . (6.3) 

" 
Differentiation of (6.1) and (6.2) with respect to z yields ,,. , 

ax3z~az(pfv), (6 .4 ) 

(6.5) 

Differentiating the hydrostatic equation (6.3) consecutively 

with respect to x and y we obtain 

a2p " (6.6) TxTz • - gax' ,,. 
" (6 .7 ) . - gay' ay 3z 

Consequently 

a~ (pfv) " (6 . 8) • - g-ax • 

a~(PfU) " (6 . 9) gay . 
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I nvoklng the Boussinesq assumption this becomes 

,v 
POf az 

" POf az 

" -g 3X' 

" gay ' 

(6.10) 

(6 . 11) 

Thus, vertical current g r adients a r e r elated to horizontal 

density gradients. Qualitatively, equations (6 . 10) say that 

when looking in the di rection of the cur rent. the denser wate r 

must lie to the 1eft. This is analogous to the gradient flow 

in homogeneous (barotropic) waters . 

6.2 The Margules equation 

Consider a basin of non- homogeneous water which can be ap

proximated by two water l aye r s of different densities. Fig.6.1. 

z- o -

z- -H 

Fig. 6.1 A scheme of a stratified water basin 

Assurne that the depth Hl is constant. For a flow with 

ul · u2' the equations of g r adient flaws, for each laye r. are 

(6 . 12) 

laye r 1 ~top" 

(6.13) 
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(6 . 14 ) 

(6 . 15) 

At the sur f ace Z" Cl we take 

P Z Pa - constant (6 .• 16) 

and at the inte r face of the laye r s Z" - H1 + 1;2 

(6 . 17) 

Integrating the hydrostatic equation for t he fi r st 1ayer, 

(equation (6 . 13», from z to the surface Z " Cl and t a king into 

account the boundary condition (6.16) we receive 

(6 . 18) 

Integ r ating the hydrostatic equation (6. 1 51 for the second 

1aye r from z to z ,. C2 - H1 yie1ds 

(6 . 19 ) 

The boundary condition (6 . 17) requires 

(6 . 20) 

and upon substituting into (6.191 one obtains 

(6.211 

Different i ation of (6 . 18) and (6 . 21) wi th respect to x gives 

(6 . 22) 

(6 . 23) 

Introduction o f equations (6 . 22) and (6 . 23) into the equations 

of motion ( 6 . 12) and (6 . 14), yie1ds 
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(6 . 24) 

(6 . 25) 

Taking . 9 3tl/3x trom (6 . 24 ) a nd introducing it into (6 . 25) 

we r eceive 
(6.26 ) 

Fr om this rel a tion we can deduce the den i velation (tiIt ) of 

the interface by 

0 < 

'" a. 
" fV2 -P2" fvl 

P2 -PI 

'" 
f(V2 P2 - VI PI) 

(P2 - PI )9 

(6.27) 

(6.28) 

1\s the differences in densities are ve r y smail P2 - PI equa

tion (6 . 28) can be simplified , assuming that P2" PI '" Prrean·P; 

thus 

'" a. 
P f(V2 -VI) 

(P2 - PI)9 
(6 . 29) 

Equation (6 . 28) or (6 . 29) is the so ca l led HIJrgul e s equIJtlon 

and can be used fo r the description of the di r ection of water 

flow in each layer and especia l ly for the analysis of the wa

ter tiit of the interface or transition layer . 

6.3 Geostrophic flow with vortices in a stratified 
wa ter basin 

Consider the same b a sin as desc r ibed in S 6 . 2, where in 

addition vor tex motions are present. Thus, i n the equ.!ltions 

of motion apart characterizing the centrifugal force is 

added giving 
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~"-P'9' 
" 

(6.30 ) 

(6.31) 

(6.32) 

(6 . 33) 

where r ' is the radius of the vor tex , and the boundary condi

tions are the same as given in S 6.2. Integration of the hyd 

rostatic equation leads to (6.22) and (6.23). Using these ex

pressions in (6.30) and (6.32) we obtain 

, 

E1iminating 3C/3x yields 

Thus, 

0' 

'" " 
'" " 

vl V12 
(f v2 -r)P2-(f vl-r)Pl 

(P2-Pi)g 

1 , 
f(v2 P2-vl Pl)-r-(v2 PZ-v1 PI) 

(P2- P1)g 

Introducing as in S 6 . 2, the approximation 

we obtain 

Developing furthe r 

f ii (v2-vl) 

9 (P2-P11 

P (V22 -V12 ) 

rg(P2 - pt l 

(6.34) 

(6.35 ) 

(6.36) 

(6.37) 

(6 . 381 

(6.391 

(6 . 40 ) 

(6. 41) 
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we arrive at 

(6.42 ) 

Equation (6.42) is anal090us to (6 . 29) involving the vor tex 

radius . For flow of great spatial sea l e (large vortices) this 

additional part plays no signifieant role and thus the elas

sieal Margules formula is gene rally used. 

Applieation of (6.29) allows us to evaluate the position

ing of the diseontinuity layer (interface) or the free wate r 

surfaee if the velocities are known . Fig. 6 . 2A represents 

for an antieyelonie flow the lowering of water masses at the 

centre of the vor tex; a eonvergenee is taking place. I n a 

cyclonic flow (Flg . 6 . 2B) the heavier water masses eise at 

the eentre part of the vor tex and divergenee oeeurs. This 

e xplains the upwelling and downwelling processes of open wa

ters in the presenee of large vortices. 

Q, 

o 

® 

FREE SURFACE 

OI SCONTlNU1T V 
LAVER 

Fig . 6. 2 Stationary distribution of the water surface 
slope and the slope of the dlscontinuity layer . 
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7. VOfticity equation 

We shall considef now watef flows of maCfo-scale which can 

be useful in the analysis of calcula tions Of expefimental fe

sults. 

7.1 Equation fOf the absolute YOfticity 

Let us analyse a flat hOf izontal flow in a homogeneous 

fluid. Assurne stationafY conditions and ignOfe sheaf st fesses, 

then the set of equations descfibing such motions has the fOfm 

The boundafy conditions afe assumed to be 

W ' 

z"'-H: 

..!f+ 
3t 

Diffefentiating equation (7.2) with fespect to x, and 

equation (7 . 1) with fespect to y, we obtain 

a... I 3~ 
- By-f ay- - Po <Ix ay ' 

<I;' + <lu ~+ 
<lt 3x 3x <Ix 

f ~ .. 1 a2p 
3x - P(j" <Ix ay . 

Subtfaction of (7.7) ffom (7.6) yie lds 

+u..l..(~_ au)+v-!.(a... _ aU)+f(~ + .!::!')+Bv . O. 
<Ix 3x ay ay 3x ay 3x ay 

(7 .1 ) 

(7 . 2) 

(7. J) 

(7 . 4) 

(7 . 5) 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 
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Introducing the vorticity 

(7 . 9) 

equation (7 . 8) takes the form 

(7 . 10 ) 

0' 

(7.11) 

As the planetary vorticity (Coriolis parameter) does not 

depend upon x and time, we can write 

" 0-
Oy. (7.12 ) 

Considering the above equality , equation (7.11) will be 

written now as 

3 3 3 3uov 
at(f+l1)+u 3x (f+11)+v ay(f+l1)+(l1+f)(a;+ ay)" 0, (7 . 13) 

or finally as 
d 3u ~ 
dt (11 + f) + (11 + f) (ax + ay) = o. (7 . 14) 

This is the equation of the absolut .. vorticH!,/, i . e . the sum of 

the planetar y and relative vorticity . It characterizes the de

pendency of the changes in time o f t he planeta ty votticity on 

the dive r gence of the flat horhonta l flow (3u/ 3x + av/ay). 

7.1.1 Descriptive characterist i cs 

Equation (7.14) expresses the principle of conservation of 

absolute vorticity for flows when frictional effects are neg 

lected . In a divergence the magnitude of the absolute vortici

t y decreases with time, whereas in a convergence it increases . 

The magnitudes of conve r gence a r e considered because the surn 

of (11 + f) can be positive or negative . This depends on the 
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value of the parameters r] and f. As f is gene rally greater 

than n, positive va lues are found for (n + f) in the northern 

hemisphere. The above is exampla r y shown when considering the 

signs of n + f and ~u/ax + av/ay. 

.) if r] + f > 0 , ~+1..Y..> 
h ~y 

0, then n" 
decreases with time, ."d 

b) if n+f<O, ~+lY.> 
~x ay ° , then n+f 

increases wi th time, and analogically for au/ax + 

+3v(ay < O. 

7 . 2 Potential vorticity 

Now we shall establish the equation for the potential vor

ticity defined by 

~:~ "' potential vorticity. (7.1S) 

Integrating the continuity equation ('.l) frorn the bottom 

Z " -H to the surface Z " t , yields 

, 
I (7 . 16) 

-H 

'"d 
(7.17) 

Substituting the boundary conditions (7.4) and (7.S) we have 

, 
a: J udz 

-H 

'" --ayvH -

, 
+ ~ J vdz 

-H 

Since u and v do not depend on z, , 
f udz" u(H+t), 

-H 

(7.18) 

(7 .19) 
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J Ydz · v(H+C). 

-H 

Incorporating these relations in (7. 18) yields 

After differentiation we obtain 

u a: (H+C) +Y ~ (H+1;)+(H+1;1 (:~ + ~) " -1t . 

(7.20) 

(7.21) 

(7 . 22 ) 

Because 3H/3t - 0, we can write equation (7.22) in the form 

U:X (H+C)+Y~(H+ t)+(H+C)(:~+~I+ 3~(H+ t ) - 0 , (7.23) 

0' 

:t(H+C) +(H+C) (7.24) 

Hence 

(7.25) 

Introducing (7 . 25) into (7 . 14) yields 

dd
t 

(l'I+f) 1'1+ f d 
- H+t d't(H+t) (7 . 26) 

0' 

d 1'1 +f 
dt'(H+C) "'0, (7 .27) 

which may be integrated along particle paths, 

'" constant . (7 . 28) 

Expression (7.28) characterizing the potential vorticity can 

be practically applied fo r the analyses of the intensity of 

the flow similarly as equation (7.14) . 
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7.2.1 Descriptive examp1es 

Based on the above we give a few remarks characterizing 

the vorticity changes during the transfer of water parce1s 

from one p1ace to another . 

1 . Consider (H + C) .. constant, then in case; 

a) water moves along parallels of latitude (~remains con

stant) then both parameters n + f remain constant too, 

b) wate r moves meridionally towards north, then f increases 

and n decreases, 

c) water moves southwards (alon9 a line of constant 10n9i

tude), then it i5 simply the reverse of b) where the water 

column acquired enhanced clockwise (negative) rotation 

relative to the Earth , whereas here it acquires enlarged 

anticlockwise (positive) rotation. 

2. I f (H+C) increases, then (n+f) also increases if it is 

initia l ly positive, and i n case: 

a) water moves zona11y, f remains constant and n increases 

thus , water acquires more anticlockwise rotation, 

b) water moves meridianally toward the south pole then f 

decreases and n ean stay neutral , 

e) water moves meridionally toward the south pole then f 

decreases and n must increase, i . e. the column of water 

acquires more positive rotation. 

3. lf (H+CI decreases , then (n+f) decreases too if it is 

initially positive . 

For l arge scale processes, n is negligible in comparison 

to f, thus conservation of potential vorticity implies 

that f/{H + cl remains constant. 
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8. Inertial currents 

Among the interesting phenomena in water circulation are 

the ineetial C<lerents. This type of motion is bound tightly 

to the orbital motion of the Earth and as such occurs mainly 

in basins of larger dimensions. 

TO characterize these currents consider an ideal homogene

ous fluid without friction . Inertial motion is horizontal and 

without surface elevation. Thus , the set of equations is gi

yen as in section 6 but without the horizontal pressure gra

dients: 
l!!.+ 

" 
lY.+ 

" 
0' 

<lu 3u u-+v--
" Oy 

u<lv +vlY.+ 
" Oy 

du -fv . 0 
dt ' 

"",'u-O dt • 

'u • 0, (8.1) 

'u • 0, (8.2) 

(8.3) 

(8.4) 

Multiplying equation (8.3) by u and (8.4) by v and adding the 

relations yields 
du du 

u- + v-dt dt 0, (8.5) 

hence 
o ~ (8.6) 

where vO'"' lvi" lu 2 +v 2 is the celecity. 

The length of the current velocity vector does not vary 

with time and the acceleration is the result of changes in 

the direction of the motion . 

Multiplying equation (8 . 3) by v, and (8.4) by u and sub

tracting the emerging relations yields 

0' 

v du _ u dv " _ fv 2 .. f (u2 + V2) 
dt dt 0 ' 

v2 ~ (~) .. fV'02 .. constant (in time) 
dt u 

(8 . 7) 

(8.8) 
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with u "vO cos CI. , 

v"'vOsinCl., 

u v = ctg CI. , (8 . 9) 

where CI. is the angle between the velocity vector and the Ox

direction ; equation (8 . 8) now becomes 

= ..2.. (ctgCI.) 

" 
f 

sin2 C1. 

Diffe rentiation with respect to t yields 

hence 

.J!..(ctg CI.)" _'_ da 
dt sin2 CI. dt 

d. 
Tt'" -f. 

f 

sin2 CI. 

(8 . 10 ) 

(8 . 11) 

(8.12 ) 

Thus , the change in the direction of the motion is bound 

to the Coriol is parameter ; the motion of the fluid will occur 

along a circle and the intensity of the motion will be a func

tion of this parameter . 

Let us eva1uate the parameters of the inertial circle . To 

this end we write the ve10city components in the form 

d. 
U' -

d' ' 
(8 . 13) 

and introduce them into equations (8.3) and (8 . 4) obtaining 

du dy 
Tt'" f Tl , 

dv 
Ft'" 

dy 
- f'dt, 

Integrating these equations we obtain 

u'" fy + a 

v"-fx+b 

hence v-b 

'" - f 
, 

0' -"-. • 
f y +T ' 

-'C. b 
f -x +7 

(8.14) 

(8.15) 

(8.16) 

(8 . 11) 

(8 . 18) 

(8.19) 

(8 . 20) 
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Squaring equations (8 . 191 and (8 . 20) and adding the re

sulting relations yields 

(.!:!.)2 + (:!,/ b 2 • 2 
(8.21) , , .. (x-7) + (Y+fl 

0' 
.. V0

2 b 2 a 2 .},.; 
(8.22) , ,2 (X-tl + (y-rl 

This is the equation of a circle with radius r" vO/f with 

centre at 
. E. "0 , "," • YO .. f' (8.231 

Next , let us try to solve equation (8.3) and (8.4) analy

tically. Multiply equation (8.4) by i - r-r and add it to 

(8 . 3) . Wi th the complex veloci ty M" u :t iv t his yields 

dM+ ifM _ O , (8 . 24) ", 
with the solution 

M .. C ekt 
, 

in which k is given by 
k = -i f. 

I n general , the constant C is a complex number, 

c 

With equation (8.23) we thus have 

M - (Cx+iey) e-
ift 

.. (Cx+ieylcosft-isinft 

and hence 

M" u+iv .. Cx cosf t+ Cy sin ft+i(So cos ft -Gesin ftj 

or in component form 

u" Sccosft+ Cysinft , 

V " Cycosf t - Cxsin ft. 

Setting the initial conditions for t - 0 

(8 . 251 

(8 . 26) 

(8 . 27) 

(8.28) 

(8.29) 

(8.30) 

(8 . 31) 

(8.32) 
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we obtain 
C"'IJQ+ivo' (8.33 ) 

0' 
and (8 . 34) 

Using the properties of the inertial motion, name1y u2+v2 '"' 

constant, we have 
(8.35) 

and therefore 

u · UO cosft + Vo sin ft, 
(8.36) 

v · Vo cosft - Uo sin ft, 

where uO' vO s a tisfy equality (6 . 35) . Finally, the per iod of 

ine rti a is 

Thus, <h. inertia 

T = 211'r v, 
period depends 

" '"'f ' 

on l y on <h. 

(8 . 37 ) 

geographical 10-

titude . FO' l atitudes 0' around 45° , f i l0-4 , aod '0' a cu r-

rent speed 0' 10 ern/sec, th. radius 0' inertia i, approxima-

te1y 1 km. Fo, a eurrent 0' a speed 0' 100 ern/sec it will be 

around 10 km. Thus in middle latitudes tha value of r is i n 

the range of 1 - 10 km and the period of inertia is around 

16 - 18 hours . 

The enc10sed Table 8.1 characte r izes in mor e detail the 

radius of i nertia (in km) fo r different current velocities 

and different latitudes . 

current Geographiea1 latitude 

velocity 10° 20° 30° '00 SOO 

10 m/sec '96 km 137 km 90 km 73 km 69 km 
5m/~ 198 69 45 36 34 
Im/~ 39 .6 13 . 7 9 7 . ' 6 . 9 

0. 1 m/sec '.0 1., 0 . 9 0.7 0.7 

Table 8. 1 Radius 0' inertia '0' different eurrent 
veloeities and various lati tudes . 

Although inertial eurrents a re characteristic for greater 

water basins , they ean be found in smaller bOIs i ns tee and have 

recently been experimentally detected in Lac Leman by Bauer 

et al. (1961 ]. 
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9. Characteristics of numerical modelling technique 

1m paragraph 1.2 the basic hydrodynamical-differential 

equations governing the motion processes in steady rotating 

basins were introduced. This set of equations and the associ

ated initial and boundary conditions are too complicated to be 

practically applicable to the simulation of natural dynamical 

processes in lakes. Therefore . models with simple geometry 

were introduced, however, in order to obtain an adequate de

scription for processes in real lake . more sophistication is 

necessary. Equat i ons can then be solved with t he help of nu

merical modelling techniques only. Thus . this section will 

be devoted mainly to elucidate the numer i cal analyses needed 

in the modern approach of mathematical modelling of water 

dvnamics . 

Only some basic remarks wil l be g ive n. We shall restrict 

conside rations in presenting some definitions and fundamentals 

of numerical models, characterizing to some extent. their phy

sical sense and properties. Readers interested in more detail 

are refered to the worKs of Richtmeyer [1957J , Leendertse 

[1967J, Potter [ 1973], Ramming and Kowalik [1980] . and others. 

9. 1 Numerical approximation 

In previous paragraphs dynamical processes were consi 

dered by using hydro"dynamical -differential equations . In 

these, unknown functions as weIl as the differential opera

tors are defined as continuous functions over a certain sub 

set of aspace . The space of the unknown functions will now 

be approximated by means of sets of discrete values . We shall 

consider hereafter functions defined for these disc re te values 

of the independent variables . As an example consider a func

tion of one variable x described ove r the set X: x t:Xc(O .... j. 
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Let the continuum be replaced by a set of points (grid net). 

For simplicity assume that the chosen points are separated 

from each other by an equal distance h, called the step of the 

discrete net (xm). Consider now the dependent function f m: 

f(xml given at the grids of our net xm' and approximating our 

function f (x). Naturally the set of function values (fm) de- . 

termined on the discrete net wil l not completely characterize 

fex). To illustrate this characteristics consider two examp

les shown in Fig. 9 . 1 and Fig. 9.2. Comparison of Figures 9.1 

x 

x x 
Fig. 9.1 Fig. 9.2 

x 

A function of one independent 
variable x (rapldly changing 
function values for short di
stances in xl. 

A function of one independent 
variable x (f(x) is now slow
ly varying in xl. 

and 9 . 2 indicates that in case of a slowly varying function 

fIx) (long wave case) the discrete net function fm(x m) will 

better describe f than when f varies substantially with x. 

We learn from this, that the approximation f m will reproduce 

f with sufficient accuracy only provided that the step size 

of the discrete net (xm) is chosen accordingly; in our figu

res this is only so for the long wave case. If we reckon that 

for the description of an elementary sinusoidal wave a mini 

mum of three characteristic points is required (Fig . 9.31 to 

reproduce the typical features. the largest step size h can 

be related to the wavelength Lmin according to Lmin'" 2 hmax · 

Consider next the approximation of the differential opera-



f 

x, x, x, 
~~ 

h h 
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, 
Fig. 9 . 3 

Minimal representation of 
points required to describe 
an elementary sinusoidal 
wave. 

to rs. The spatial derivative of a function provides informa

tion about the local variability of the function in space. 

Thus, the finite-difference derivative, approximating the dif

fe rential de ri vati ve, is constructed by binding together the 

neighbouring grids of the chosen finite-difference net. This 

is possible in various diffe rent ways and, correspondingly, 

to various different degrees of approximation. With f m charac-

terizing , '" th. grid points 'mo m" 0, H. '2. .. . three 

possibilities '" 
",. 'rn 

fm+-l-Ern 
(forward) (9.3) 

h 

,," 'rn 
fm - fm-l 

(backward) (9.4) 
h 

t>i 'm . fm+l - fm-l 
(central). (9.5) 

2h 

In the first the derivative of f at xm is replaced by the for

ward se cant slope; in the second it is the backward secant 

slope and in the third it is centered . Intuitively the last is 

more accurate than the first two, which could rigorously be 

proven. 

For the second derivative we can app roximately write 

fmtl - 2fm + fm-l 
t.xx Ern .. h2 (9.6) 

To illustrate the use of the approximations (9.3)-(9.6) con 

sider a function f which can be Fourier - decomposed. It then 
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suffices to look at one component only, 

fIx) .. f O e
i ßx (9.7) 

where ß .. 211/L i5 the wavenumber . With 

df • i ß f , 

"" 
(9.8) 

d2f 
",,2 • - 62 f (9 .9) 

we obtain for the finite eifferenee representations on the 

geie net {xm} 

'" f • 

Applying the known trigonometrie r elations 

i6h -i6h· e -e .. 2i sin6h, 

i6h -i6h 
e +e " 2cosßh, 

we reeeive 

i 6mh 
e 

i6h e 

2 i6mh 2 
f.xx ~ .. h2 fo e (005 6 h-l) ., "'h2 ~ (cos 6 h-l). 

( 9.10) 

(9 . 11) 

(9.12 ) 

(9 . 13) 

(9 . 14) 

(9.15) 

(9 . 16 ) 

Expressions (9.15) and (9 .16) indieate that the finite-diffe

renee derivatives deseribe the differential derivative for 

long waves suffieiently weIl, for as 6 h .... 0 , sin 6h .... 6h and 

eos 6h "'1. More preeisely, by using Taylor series e xpansions , 

we obtain 

(9.17) 

( 9.18) 
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and, in viel.' of equations (9.8) and (9.9) we have 

(9.19) 

(9.20) 

The first central finite-difference derivative thus appro

ximates the first differential derivative to the second order 

accuracy (O(h2»); similarly, for the second finite-difference 

derivative. Analogous considerations show that the first for 

ward and backward finite - difference derivatives (9.3) and (9.4) 

approximate the first differential derivatives to the first 

order accuracy, i.e. O(h). Analogica11y we can consider the 

derivatives with respect to time by introducing a discrete net 

along the time axis. 

In the dynamical models we use functions with several inde

pendent variables. For example, for non-steady processes at 

least two independent variables, t and x are present . There

fore, we rnust have f(xm' t n ) .. fl;!., where the upper entry descri

bes the time index and the 1o-. .. er the space index. In practice 

the term geid is common to characterize the space, and time 

le~l is used for the description of the discrete time net. 

Now let us proceed to the approximation of OUt modelling 

equations. As examples the wave equation, the advection and 

the diffusion equations will be taken . 

The finite-difference approximation of the differential 

wave eguation written as 

is given by 

0< 

~+l _ 2C~ + C~-l 
, 2 - gH 

~1 - C~ + r!-l 
• O. 

h2 

(9.21) 

(9 . 22 ) 

(9.22 ') 
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The finite-diffe r ence representation of the differential 

equation (or a set of equations) will be called hereafter a 

dlfference or numerlclIl sc/leme . The scheme (9.22) approximates 

equation (9.21) to the second o r der accuracy with respect to 

both, time and space . 

A finite-difference scheme, in which the unknown function 

va1ues a t the (n+1)st time step is calculated usinq the values 

of the function derived at p r evious time steps, 1s ca11ed an 

explicit sc/leme . Equation (9 . 22) is a typica1 example of such 

an exp1ic it scheme. In areverse ca se the scheme is ca11ed 

impllcit . 

If in equation (9.21) the derivative with respect to space 

is approx i mated on the time level (n+1) then an implicit sche

me of the form 

0 ' 

<;:+1 _ _ <;:-1 + 2~ + a (~i - 2~1 + ~i) , 

~1(1+2a) - a (Ci + Ci) - ,~-l + 2<: . 

(9.23) 

(9 . 24) 

is obtained . 

If the spatial derivative in equation (9 . 21) 1s approxima-

ted in 

'm - 'm 'm-l 
n+l 2n+l+ n+1) 

+ h2 I 
(9 . 25) 

then we obtain a mixed finite-difference scheme, ca l led an 

explic1t- implicit scheme because it contains the properties of 

both aforementioned schemes . 

In the same manner we can approximate the equa tion of ad-

vection I cU cU 1t+ vd'"ä;" 0 , (9 . 26) 

whe r e vd is the transmission velocity assumed to be known 

(linear equation) . Its approximation can be achieved 

a) by me ans of an explicit scheme of a first order with re

spect to time and of a second order with I:espectto space . 
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o 0 

um+1 um-1 
2h - 0, (9.27) 

b) by means of an exp1icit scheme of the second order accu

racy with respect to time and space. 

n n-1 " -" m m 

" 
Simi1arly we can deduce imp1icit or mixed schemes. 

For the diffusion equation 

au a2u 
-at - ~ ax2 

(9.28) 

(9.29) 

a) an explicit scheme of first order accuracy with respect 

to time and second order accuracy with respect to space 

c'" be written by 

0+1 0 0 2un + 0 

" - " "mH "~1 m m m , -"" h' (9.30) 

b) an explicit scheme of the second order accuracy with 

respect to time and space is written as 

" 

o " -_ At. m+l 
(9 . 31) 

The above approximations of differential equations by fi 

nite-difference schemes are a few of many. All finite-diffe

rence schemes whether explicit, implicit or mixed must satis

fy the following conditions: 

a) consistency, i. e . when time and space steps approach the 

zero values ((h , .) ... 0) the difference form should ap

proach the differential form, 

b) accuracy, i.e. the errors introduced by the method 

shou1d be as 8mall as possib1e, and of the same order 

for all terms in the equation; this means that the 
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accuracy should be at its highest and the same for all 

finite-difference terms arising in an equation, 

cl effectiveness, i.e . results should be obtained in an 

optimal fashion, at shortest times and efforts involved, 

say, at minimal calculation steps, 

d) stability, Le. comp~tational errors (round-off) when 

solving the finite-difference equation should be atte

nuated in time, 

e) convergence, i.e. ~he approximate solution should, with 

increasing refinement of the mesh size,converge to the 

solution of the original equation. 

9.2 Stability considerations 

We proceed by characterizing the basic properties of the 

numerical schemes with regard to convergence of solutions. 

Consider first the wave equation 

(9.32 ) 

and its finite-difference approximation given by (9.22 ' ) 

n+l n-l n '{2 ( " " ") Cm +s.; -2~-9Hh2 Cm+l +Cm-1-2~ - 0. (9.33) 

One of the solutions of equation (9.32) is the simple plane 

wave 
, iot iSx 

C· 0 e e (9.34) 

where 0 is the frequency. Writin9 this at the point (nT , mh) 

yields 
(9.35) 

where the frequency w is left arbitrary here; its value re

sults from the applied difference scheme. Equation (9.35) can 

be written as 

" ('.',n i6mh .n i6mh tm - Coe e -CO e (9 . 36 ) 
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where 
(9 . 37) 

eharacterizing the amplitude change of the finite-differenee 

solution during the passage from one to the seeond computatio

nal time step. 

Introducing (9 . 36) into (9 . 33) yie l ds 

-1 12 iBh -iBh 
g>+g> -2-gHh'2(e +e -2)"0, 

or with the trigonometrie r elations (9.13) and (9 . 14) 

, " g> +l-2g>-gHh22(COSBh - l)g> .. 0, 

and beeause 

1 Sh , .2 Bh -cos .. Sln -,-, 

where 
12 . 2 B h 4.'-,," -
h' , 

The solution of equation (9 . 41) is 

,.!. , 

(9.3a) 

(9.39) 

(9.40 ) 

(9 .41 ) 

(9 . 42) 

(9.43) 

and is real or comp1ex depending on the va l ue of the diseri

minant of the quad r atic equation (9.41). 

If 

a) 

w, have 

g>1 = 
B2_ 2 --,-

~, - B2_ 2 --,-
where 

, , 
(B-2)- 4 <0 

i +, /4_(B2 _2)2 

i /4_(B2 _2)2 -, 
-, -i e 

i . -, 

(9 . 44 ) 

(9.45) 

(9.46) 

(9 . 47 ) 

The solution of the difference seheme (9. 36) has the form 



If 

bl 

If 

cl 
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r!' (0 -i 6 n Tl- i 6 n) ißmh 
m"' C

O 
le +-L.e e , (9 .4 8) 

where 01 and 02 are the arbitrary constants independent 

of n . 

Values of ~l and ~2 are ha r monie functions and therefore 

bounded for all va lues of the argument . 

(9 . . 49) 

one has 
a2 = 4;0 (9.50) 

and thus obtains 

a2 _ 2 
~1,2· - - ,- - .11 + O(h) (9 . 51) 

The solution of equation (9 . 36) has the form 

(9 . 52) 

~1,2 is the unit funcHon , therefore the solution cif 

(9.52) is bounded too for every n . 

then 

where 

, , 
(8-2)-4>0 

82 - 2 
~l .. - - ,-' 

., . 
(12 > 1. 

< 0 

=-(12<0 

The resultant solution of (9.36) has the form 

(9 . 53) 

(9.54) 

(9 . 55) 

(9.56) 

(9 . 57) 

(9 . 58) 
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11.5 <:12 > 1 it 1s obvious that the sOlution will grow in

definitely with the increase of n. 

The difference solution of the wave equation 1s thus 

restricted (stable) 001y provided that 

Introducing (9.42) into (9 . 59) \oie have 

and hence 
, , 

. -2 

"" 
h 

ßh -2- " , 

1/9H sin 11
2

h
l 

(9.59) 

(9 . 60 1 

(9 . 61) 

This 1s the stabilit'l criteriOIl of a finite-difference equa

tion as obtained by Courarit-Friedrichs -Levy [19281. 

Critical in (9 . 61) are values of h for the shortest waves, 

Lmin" 2h, since 

s..!!. .. 
2 

sin 2'11 !!. .. 
L 2 

sin 2'11 h. 
2h2 

. . 
Sl.n"2- 1 • 

The stability criterion (9.61) thus takes the form 

h 
I 9 H • 

, , 

(9 . 62 ) 

(9.63) 

This criterion restriets the choice of the time step according 

to how the space step value has been chosen . The velocity of 

the long wave thereby playa an important [oIe. Ignoring the 

rule (9 . 63) the finite-differenee seheme eannot eonverge. 

The above diseussion eoneerning the solution of (9 . 36). in

icates a simple way how the stability of finite-difference 

sehemes can be tested. AS$uming that an error existing at an 

arbitrary stage of our calculations ean be introduced in fo rm 

of harmonie eomponents 

(9 . 64 ) 

where (9 . 65) 
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the stability condition of a difference scheme can be given 

by the inequali ty 
I AI SI . (9.66) 

Condition (9.66) represents the absQlute stablll.t!l C'ClIlditioo of 

the finite - difference equation and is called the von Neuman 

criterion, see Potter [1973]. 

Let us now investigate the stability conditions o f the fi

nite-difference equation for the advection processes (9.27)-

(9 . 28) , n n 
untl-l - um-l 

2h 
• O. (9.67) 

Introducing (9.64) into (9.67) and taldng into account (9 . 13) 

we obtain 

hence 

, 
A " I-vdTisinßh, (9.68) 

(9.69) 

indicating that a scheme with first order accuracy in time is 

unstable. For the second order scheme, (9.28), 

we have 

and hence 

0, 

A2 - l+vd A+2isinßh - 0, 

2i vd ~ sin Bh t Ä - 4vd ~ sin
2 

B h 
Al,2 ., -_....::....---~2,----..!!::....---

It follows that 
I Al,2 1 .. 1 , 

(9.70) 

(9 . 71) 

(9.72) 

(9.73) 

which indicates that the scheme is stable, but we must assume 

that 

4 - sin2 Bh.a: O. (9.74) 

Hence, , , h (9.75) 
IVd l sin Bh 

or for the shortest waves of length Lmin " 2h 
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(9 . 76 ) 

analogous to the Courant-Fried ri chs-Levy crite rion , 

The stability criterion for a difference scheme for the 

advection equation with first order accuracy can be obtained 

using the socalied Lax' s scheme (Potter ( 1973Jl, 

'" 1 ( " ") , ( " um - T um+l - um-l + vd 11 um+l 

from which we may deduce 

- u" ). 0 
~1 . 

(9.77) 

(9 . 78) 

Let os further conside r the stability criterion of oll. finite 

difference scheme for the diffusion equation (9,30) 

(9 . 79) 

Introducing (9 . 64) into (9 . 79) yields 

(9.60 ) 

from wh ich we de r ive 

(9 . 81) 

The stability criterion can be physically interpreted . Tc 

see this physical significance, consider the wave equation 

(9 . 32). Its dispersion relation for the plane wave (9.34) has 

the form 
(9.82) 

Pedod T., phase speed c and wavelength L . (211/6) ue related 
by 

-" L 
T • • ,tgH ' 

(9 . 83) 
c 

which is exactly of ehe fo r m (9.63) . Accor dingly , ehe time 

step must be chosen so as to cor(espond to a distance travelled 
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by a disturbance whlch is smaller than the step size h. 

In much the same way for the advection processes. Denoting 

by Ta and La a characteristic time sca1e and a characteristic 

length related by the velocity uQ. equation (9.26) yields 

(9 . 84 ) 

and thus 

(9.85) 

For the diffusion equation (9.29) we have 

(9.86) 

and consequently 

(9.87) 

If we now compare the stability criteria (9.63), (9.76) and 

(9.81) with the characteristic time scales for the wave, ad

vection and diffusion processes (9.83), (9.85) and (9.87), we 

observe that the time step of the numerica1 grid cannot exceed 

the value of the time scale characteristic for a given process . 

Next, let us analyse the stability of a set of finite-dif

ference equations . To this end consider the long wave shallow 

water equations given by 

" - g.Ai. Tt: "" ax' (9.88) 

" - . 
" 

- H ~ , (9 . 89) 

where u is the velocity and C 1s water level. Writing the 

scheme with first order accuracy in time and second order in 

space we have 
oH - ," 0 0 , 

'"" 'm-, m m (9.90) 9 2h , 
<;' 0 " " -'m um+1 - um-l 

(9.91) 'H . , 2h 
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We shall apply the same method as previously used namely, by 

introdueing the er r ors generated ouring the ealculation time, 

in the form of harmonie components . with 

equations (9.90) and (9.91) become 

'0 , 

&0 p.-l) + 9 ..!. ism B h &0 • 0, , h , 

, 
&Ou Hll i sin Bh + &0r;0 .. -1 ) - O . 

(9.92) 

(9.93) 

(9.94 ) 

(9 . 95) 

This homogenous set of algebraic equatione for to
u

' tOr; has a 

non-trivial solution if its determinant equals zero, i.e. 

( 

'-1 

H ~ i sin Bh 

sio' h) 
• O. 

'-1 
(9.96) 

Hence we have 

(9.97) 

The solution of equation (9.97) is <Jiven by 

Al,2 • I :t. i 19H ~ sin B h , (9 . 9B) 

from which we deduce 
(9 . 99) 

the finite-difference scheme (9.90) and (9.91) is thus unstable. 

Cons ide r now a finite-differenee scheme approximatin<J the 

set of equations (9.88) and (9.89) with second order aceuraey 

in time, 
0+1 0-1 0 0 '. - , 

'"' "'-1 • . - 9 2, 2h 
( 9.100) 

I;n+l _ r;n-l n _ ,n 

• • H 
' .. , ~1 . - ( 9.101) 

2, 2h 
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with the iotroductioo of the above equatioos and the expres

sions(9.92) aod (9 . 93) we have 

2 , 
Eau (" - 1) + " 9 11 2 i sin6hEO -0, , (9 . 102) 

(9.103) 

The determinant of this system gives the characte r istic equa-

tioo 2 2 
49H-f;r sin 6 h - O. (9.104) 

The zeros are 

"i, 2'" - (29H ~~sin26 h-l):t U C(2gH ~~ sin
2

6 h_l)2+ 1 . (9.105) 

Heoce, assuming that 

T2 2 2 1-(2gH h2 sio 6 h-I) <: 0, (9 . 106 ) 

we have 

( 9.107) 

From the inequality (9.106) we obtaio the Courant-Friedrichs

Levy stability criterion 

h (9.108) 
IgH sin 6 h' 

So far the considered finite-differeoce equations with 

first order accuracy in time, equation (9.26) I (9.88) and 

(9 . 89), indicated instability . These equatioos ca o be stably 

solved by second order accuracy using central differences. 

Ofteo , when solvi09 the fioite-difference equations, beside 

the physical solutions additional noo-physical solutioos are 

generated deforming the wanted resolution of the differential 

equations. In order to avoid these spurious solutions other 

schemes (e . g. Lax's method) can be applied, or filtering me

thods of the analysing functions can be used, see potter [1973}. 

FinaIly, consider an implicit scheme, say, for the diffu

sion equation (9.29) I 
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Introducing the erro r (9 . 6 4 ) this y i e l ds 

and consequently 

, h , 
-'-"h2) 

1 

• 1 

't 2 6 h 
l+4 Ax.- sin - -

h' , 

(9 .109) 

(9 . 110) 

(9 . 111) 

This equat i on yields ~ -values wh ich a r e al ways sma l ler t han 

unity , which means that the scheme (9 . 109) is uncondition a 1 1y 

stable . 

9.3 The analysis of the H-N scheme 

As a practica1 example of t he application of the acqui r ed 

knowledge about the numerical method, in the reproduction of 

dynamica1 processes in wate r basins, we shall gi ve he re a 

b r ief analysis of the widely used hydrodynamical-numerical 

(H-N) scheme , (Hansen,[19561) . This method was used by many 

researchers, e . g . on1y to mention for ; storm surge phenomena, 

Fische r [1959], Uisita1y [19611, Laska [19611 , [1968]; tides 

Heaps [1967], Banks [1974]; cur r en t ca1cu1 a tions J a nkowski 

[1980], and general shal10w wate r circu1ation Ramming and Ko

walik [1980], who can give the inte r ested reader a good in

sight into the p r oblem concerned . 

Conside r the shal10w water equat i on 

'U " , 
( 9 . 112) 

" 
-gH Tx + fv- RU' ' .. 

>v " , 
(9 . 113) 

" 
-qH-ay - fU-RV+ 'y • 

" ~+ '<Iv (9.114) 

" • '<Ix 3y' 
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, 
v J vdz 

-H 

represent th. components of mass transport ",i th 

P water density 

R fr ietional resistenee at th' bot tom , 
" tangential shear stresses of th. wind 'x' y upon 

th. water surface 

H depth of th. basin coneerned , water level of th. undisturbed surface. 

Equations (9.112) - (9.114) will be approximated by means of the 

numerical H-N scheme, which in general carries the following 

charaeteristie properties: 

a) It has its own, specifie numerical grid. The time axis 

is a set of points (grids) separated from each other by 

a double step 2t, and the space is represented by a set 

of points (xm, k) distant from eaeh other of an equal si

ze 2L. Thus, a quadratic grid is used where the compo

nents of the mass transport U, V are ealculated at a 

point of the following co- ord inates: 

U 1s calculated at X" (m+l)h and y"kh, 

V is ca lculated at x =mh and Y " (k+l)h, and 

1; at points of eo-ord1nates x "mh and y"kh. 

The distribution of the g rid points of the H-N scheme, 

upon the Oxy plane is given in Fig. 9.4. 

b) The mass tr ans port components U and v are evaluated at 

time levels o t her than the r;:-va lue, i.e. a displacement 

of one t is used here . 

cl The mass tr ansport eomponents, including Coriolis force 

are estimated on the basis of linear interpolation from 

the four points surrounding the grid concerned. 

d) The H-N scheme is an explicit scheme, with first order 

approximation in time and second order in space. 
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y,V 

v_o v-o v-o v-o , , , 
" 

U-o X + X + X + X + CO 
VJ,k V-O , .. -----, '1 ' ,-

I 
Uj'-l,k Uj,k 

u-o X + * + J!C + ,:x + x + 
I ' j,k , 

,J , I , &..-.. --~ , , 
Vj,k-l 

u-o X + X + X + X + X + 
I- 'x-l 

v:~ 
, , Iv: 0 

,-
v- o 

u-ox + X + >.cu-o 
X, u 

, , 
v-o ._0 

Fig . 9 . 4 Finite-difference grid for the H-N method . 

e) The transformation of the d ifferential equations (9.112) 

- (9.11 4 ) into the finite-difference scheme gives the 

fo11owing form 

where 

_M1 . Jl-l -n-1 5 
Um+1,k '"' vm+1.k(l-2RT) +2 fTV +2T Tx,m+1.k 

.... 1 • 
m,k+1 

, ( , ') - gHm+l,kh !;m+2 ,k -1;m,k ' 

. Jl-l -n-l 
vm,k+l(1-2RT) -2fTU +2T 

, ( , ') -gHm•k+1 h ~,k+2 + !;m ,k ' 

, 
Tym.k+l 

m+2 n _.!. (tf+1 _tf+1 +.;*1 _.;*1 ), 
1;m.k'"' So,k h m+1,k m-l,k m,k+1 m,k-l 

~n-1 ( ),-1 
v '"' 0 . 25 Vm+2 , k+1 +Vm+2,k_l +Vm,k+1 +Vm,k_l ' 

(9.115) 

(9 . 116) 

(9.117) 

(9.118) 
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' -1 
0.25 (Umt1 •k+2 +Umtl ;k+2 +Umtl•k + Um-l.k) (9.ll9) 

The chosen grid system of the H-N scheme enables us to lay 

out the model boundaries in such a way that at st~t iona r y . land 

borders only the mass transport components are used. This is 

very convenient. because a realistic representation of the 

boundary for the strong varying parameters, of the fluctuating 

water level, is practica11y impossible . 

Now let us analyse the stability of the given numerical 

scheme (!Ll15)-{9.117). To do this we introduce the cumulating 

enors in the form already given by (9.64) 

'0 '°0 " 
ei Sx mh eiBykh (9.120) 

'v 'Ov " 
ei Bx mh eiBykh (9 . 121) 

" '" tOr; " 
ei Bx roh ei ßy k h (9 . 122 ) 

where 

" 
2. 

'y 
...3.!!. (9 . 123) " r:;-' Ly 

We assume that the coefficients in the finite-difference equa

tions are stationary (frozen coefficients). Then the chosen 

finite - difference scheme should be stable for arbitrary for

cing 'functions, thus for zero ones too. Therefore we can dis

regard them in our further considerations. To such modified 

equations(9.ll5)-{9.117) we introduce (9.120)-(9.122), and 

after tedious, although simple transformations, we obtain 

where 

tou p.2 _ a) - b tov + ~ tOtC sin ßxh " 0, 

toub + tOv(~2-a) + ~tOtC sin6yh" O. 

tOu Ad sin Sx h +tov ~d sin Byh +(~2-1)f:Ou" 0, 

C"29H~i, d = ~t i . 

(9.124) 

(9 . 125) 

(9 .126 ) 

(9 . 127) 

(9. 128) 

The determinant of the algebraic equations(9 . 124)-(9.126) 
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shou1d equa1 zero , 

)..2 _ a - b )..csin6,ch 

b )..2- a )..csinSyh • 0 • (9 . 129) 

)..d sinllxh )..dsinSyh )..2 -1 

Equat i on (9 .. 130) is of the 6th orde r . Its ana1ytica1 so lut ion 

is very complicated . Therefore we int r oduce some simp1ifica

tions which are sU9gested by the known properties of ear1ie r 

finite-difference schemes. Reca11, the finite-difference ap

proximation describes best the long-wave functiona l p roperties, 

and greatest defo rmations are found for short-waves (Lmin 

double step of the chosen grid) . It was proven by Fischer 

[1963], that fo r such va lues the greatest values of ).. are ob

tained (cf . our previous conside rations) . 

Since for the H-N scheme the space step grid equals 2h, we 

have 

and consequently 

L
Ymin 

,. 4h 

, 
fix h - fl y h - 2" 

Sine , moreover as h"'O 

sin fix h sinßyh - O, 

ces Sxh ,. cos Syh. 1, 

equation (9 . 130) reduces to the fo11owing form 

p2_ l )().2_ a )2+)..2()..2_ a ) 8g T2 H 
h2 

• O . 

I ts solutions have the fo r m 

• a • 

2 '( ,2 Ir. ,22) ).. .. - 1 - a+8gH-:!: (1 - a+8g H-) - 4a 
2,3 2 h2 h2 

Equa tion (9. 137) was obtained by assuming that 

8g T2 2 _ _ H) 

h2 
4a~(a+l-

(9 .131 ) 

(9 . 132) 

(9.133) 

(9 . 134 ) 

(9.135) 

(9 . 136) 

(9.137) 

(9 . 138) 
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We thus have the following 

, 1 , 
R (9 , 139) 

, , 1 
li' (9.140) 

, Rh' h , -- , 
I2gH' 49H 

(9.141) 

The last criterion gives the maximal restrietion for the time 

step 1:, and by R'" 0 we re-deduce the known Courant-Friedrichs-

Levy cr i ter ion , , h (9 . 142) 

The test to estimate the stability critedon for Olle finite

difference equations was carried out with the assumption of 

frozen coefficients . This method furnishes a condition of ne

cessity only. ~he derivation of a "sufficient" criterion is 

rather complicated and tedious; therefore, the practical me

thod is often used by carrying out test calculations, enabling 

us to choose an adequate time step for which the chosen fini 

te- difference scheme is stable. 

The variability of the coefficients in the equations i.e . 

the varying bot tom configuration and the complex shoreline of 

a basin can introduce additional instabilities, which will be 

geneeated during the calculations; they arise usually in the 

shortest wave length r ange . In order to avoid these unwanted 

effects a smoothing method is gene eally applied. For example 

the smoothing schemes for one-dimensional equations 

- 1 
Z·Z +-a.(Z -2Z +Z ) m l!I 2 m-l m m+l 

and for two-dimensional equations 

- 1 Z • Z +-a.(Z +Z +Z +Z -4Z) m,k m,k 4 m-l,k m+l,k m,k+l m,k- l m,k 

(9 .14 3) 

(9.144) 

can be used, where a. is the smoothing ,parameter between 0 

and 1 . To understand the behaviour of the smooting operators 

(9.143) and (9 .144 ), let Zm and Zm,k have the form 
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'7_ i ß mh 
~ . , 

'o,k 
ißmh • • 

(9 . 145) 

(9.146 ) 

Introdueing (9.145) and (9 . 146) into (9 . 143) and (9.144) we 

obtain 

Zm- 2m(l-a(l-COS B)(h)), (9.147) 

Zm,k ,. Zm,k. (1- a(l- ; (cos B)(h +cos Byh)) (9.148) 

IE B)(= 211/L)("'0 (long wave) then the smoothin9 effeet is ra

ther small. But when Lx'" Lmin" 2h then 

(9.149) 

and "its smoothing effeet is maximal. 

9.4 Final, general eonsiderations 

In the above our eonsiderations were restrieted, in gene

ral, to non-stationary eonditions by introduein9 initial eon

ditions. But the diseussed sehemes ean be applied to statio

nary proeesses as weIl. For example we ean consider the equa

tions for stationary flows in the non-stationary form with 

constant forcin9 funetions, because due to the frietion effeets, 

oseillations of the calculated functions should disappear with 

time, until a stationary state is r eached. It is clear that 

for stationary method special sehemes ex ist, beeause this type 

of problems are inherent to elliptieal phenomena. The latter 

require solving large a l gebraic systems of equations by means 

of iterative procedures, as described in detail by Potter 

[1973J. 
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